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INTRODUCmON

imAm fakhr al-dIn al-rAzI

Abu *Abd Allah, Abu al-Fa^l^, Mul^ammad ibn

*Umar al-Razi (d. 606/1209), well-known as Imam Ran
and Faldir Raz?, is one of the greatest exponents of

Islam of all ages and is rightly regarded as the Hujjat

al-Islam, the proofof Islam, after Imam Ghazzall. This

great encyclopaedist excelled his contemporary scholars

as a philosopher, historian, mathematician, astronomer,

physician, theologian and exegesist. He has so far not

received due attention from the orientalists, not even

from the Muslim scholars. His magnum optts^ known as

Ql-Trfsir al-Kabify and other valuable works like K. al-

Mt^foffaly and iMhdh al-IshSrat have been popular among

the students of Islamic sciences.

For his erudition and scholarship he was favoured

with the title of Shay^ al-Islam, and there gathered

around him a large number of disciples and admirers

including kings, rulers and learned judges and ^ufis.

His Life

Bom at Rayy-Jibal in a Shafi*ite and Adi'arite family

on the asth Ramadan 543 or 544/1 149-50, Imam Razi

was educated by his father, Piya* al-Din *Umar*, cele-

brated as Khatib al-Rayy and hence his title "Ibn Khatib

al-Rayy." Imam Razi studied Islamic Sciences with his
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father till the latter died*. He studied with al-Kamal

al-Simnanl* for a period, returned to Rayy to study with

al-Majd al-Jili whom he accompanied to Maraghah
reading for a long time Philosophy and 'Ilm al-Kalam.

It is said that theImam could read the theological treatise

al-ShSmilfi *Uful al-Dtn of Imam al-Haramain from his

memory. The chain ofhis teachers in Fiqh and 'Usui goes

back to Imam Shafi*i and that of his teachers in theology

to Imam Abu'l-Hasan al-Ash'ari".

Having mastered philosophy, Kalam and other

Islamic sciences. Imam Razi travelled to Bukhara,

Khwirazm and Mawarl* al-Nahr (Transoxiana) and
held discussions with the local savants who were impress-

ed by his memory, forceful speech and irrefutable

arguments, but compelled him to leave their cities.

Imam Razi undoubtedly passed his early 4ays in

troubles and turmoils and, as Ibn al-Q,if?i has it', he fell

ill and remained in a sad plight in some unknown
madrasah at Buj^iara. He was, however, helped by
some of his friends who collected some amount of Zakat
from their fellow traders for him.

According to Ibn Khallikan*, Imam Razi returned

from l^warazm to Rayy and stayed with a wealthy,

experienced physician who had two daughters. The
physician married his daughters to two sons of Imam
Razi, and on his death, left the whole property to the sons

of the Imam who thus became very rich, a statement

which is incredible. Al-Qif^'s statement seems more
convincing when he says that from Bukhara Imam Razi

travelled to Khurasan where he had the chance ofmeeting

the famous Khwarazm ShahMuhammad ibnTakushwho
made him his associate and favoured him with power and
position. Imam Razi; thus, settled ^t Herat, possessed

property and begot children. Biographers agree on

th« point that Imam Razi*s sons were still receiving
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education when he died— a fact that supports ihe doubt

concerning the marriage of the sons of Imam Razi with

the daughters of the rich physician of Rayy. Had he

grown-up sons at Rayy before he setded at Herat, these

sons would have surely been considerably aged and

required money for their own families. Moreover, the

inherited wealth could not be so enormous as to enrich

three persons, rather three families. It is also incredible

that the sons ofthe Imam would allow their father to lend

money to such a notable ruler of a great kingdom as

Shihab al-Din Ghori', an incident to which we shall refer

again in the following pages.

Imam Razi attained great name and fame for his

scholarship and oratory both in Arabic and Persian.

Even the learned scholars visited him and attended his

discourses from far and wide.

Ibn Khallikan*® relates that once when he was lectur-

ing in his famous Madrasah at Khwarazm, on a frosty

and extremely cold day, a dove running away from a bird

of prey fell near him. The Imam took pity and gently

caught hold of the bird and his smdent Sharaf al-Din

ibn 'Unain composed the following lines extempore :

Laj^ d^-^ji^ c)L*-.i« O'L*.

"The dove came to the Solomon of the age with

her complaint while death had brightened up

through the wings of a skipping (bird). Who did

inform the bird that your place was sacred (i.r.,

protected) and a safe refuge for the dreaded ?'*

These lines were enlarged into a poem later on".

It appears from the T<ibaqat of Ibn al-Subki that the
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incident took place at Herald*. Ibn *Unain composed^

among others, a panegyric, well-known among the

*ulamS* which ends with the following verse and which he

sent to the Imam from Nishapur:'*

cbtAJp^r^^- '

A

'.?' « »0y '^V *iJJ !>*** ftVl^ll

"Ifthey had gathered around him they would have

surely declared, 'Excellence does not go to the first

(the preceding one)' !"

^iJT Scholarship

Imam Razi excelled his contemporary scholars in

both religious and worldly sciences. In philosophy he

was greatly influenced by the works ofMuhammad ibn

Zakariyya al-Razi, al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, and Imam
Ghazzali. Though he admired Ibn SlnS, as his com-

mentaries on the works of Ibn Sina indicate, he differed

from the Shaykh al-Ra'is in many points. His criticism

of the Shaykh al-Ra'is led Na§ir al-Dxn al-Tusi and

MuUa §adr al-Din Shirazi to refute the charges levelled

by him".

As a devout Shafi*ite scholar. Imam RazI never

spares his predecessors if their remarks or opinions go

against Islam in any manner. Polemist as he is, he very

often wins the argument mostly by his eloquence and

command of language. His opponents are not less

vulnerable on this score. MuUa §adra, for example, in

hb devotion to Aristotle, forgets the fact that the Theology

ofAristotle is an apocryphal work, and is wrongly ascribed

to Aristotle. The piety, the ascetic tendency and the

mystic exercises attributed to Aristotle in the admiring

phrases of MuUa $adra only surprise the readers inas-

much as he does not, in his strong belief and blind

imitation, pay any heed even to the doubt expressed by

Ibn Sina** himself concerning the Theology of Aristotle.
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Had he kept Ibn Sina*s criticism in mind, he would have

escaped the gross error he unwarily made.

Imam Razi has rendered a great service to the

Ummah by his precise and clearly written books on

various sciences. He popularised philosophy, Kalam,

Mantiq, Fiqh, 'Usui Fiqh by his rational and easy exposi-

tions both in Arabic and Persian. His Tafsir, though

criticised as *'having everything in it except tafsir**

enabled the people to appreciate many views of the

Mu'tazilites, philosophers and other Muslim sects which,

in fact, were not out of harmony with our Faith*'.

It is for this reason that on hearing the criticism of

ShayWi Taqi al-Din ibn Taimiyah, jwfcJI *i[ *^^ JS* Aj^,

Qadi al-Qu^at Abu al-^asan 'All al-Subki said :

•^ JS'.^wdt ^ AJ l(f| < iJiT^Vl Uj "The matter is not

like this, in fact, his worx contains everything together

with Tafsir" (exegesis)".

His ever-increasing fame and popularity brought

him the envy of the Bafinites and the Karramites. The
latter even allegea that he was involved in the assassina-

tion ofSultan Shihab al-Din Ghori, his great benefactor."

The Sultan had built a Madrasah at Herat for tlie Imam
who was in the habit of giving sermons and wa*? to the

Sultan and also his army. Once when he was in the

course of his wa'z, the Sultan arrived and took his seat

near by the Imam who continued his wa*? till he uttered:

*'0 king! Your authority shall not remain, nor shall

remain the conceit of Razi. Surely we are to return to

Allah." This affected the king who wept bitterly and

moved the audience to sob and weep profusely.

In the whole history of Islam no other learned scholar

appears to have eVer helped a king financially as he

helped Shihab al-Din Ghori. A number of madrasahs
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were established by the admiring kings for him and his

lectures were attended by a large number of savants and

scholars. Due to his sure and convincing arguments a

good number of the followers of other sects gave up their

early beliefs and accepted the doctrines of the Ahl al-

Sunnah. He is, therefore, rightly designated as Shaykh

aUslam and the Mujaddidy reformer, of the sixth century

of the Hijrah*'.

Some JBaseless Allegations

It is not at all surprising that al-Dhahabi and Abu

Shama have recorded some blasphemous expressions

alleged to have been uttered by Imam Razi. He was,

for example, charged of comparing his authority with

that of the Holy Prophet by saying: Jttj * i5jWI J*j£ JU

tfj^J\ JU^, *'Said Muljiammad of Arabia, and said

Muhammad of Rayy*'***. This is a false charge pro-

pagated by his enemies who also accused him oftreason to

true Islam by favouring Aristotle and other philosophers.

In the present treatise entitled K. al-Nafs wa al^Ru^

we find that Imam Razi refers to the Holy Prophet by his

honorific expressions, **>jiJ\ i.;*»X^ and ^yiJI *->>>-U«,

the Chief of the Faith."

Again, it is a fact that in spite of his rational attitude

and deep reasoning he used to say, y\»e^\ v^'^. fj^' cr*

3?UJ1 ^ oiC "successful is he alone who sticks to the

religion of the old people"**. His Wa$iyyat (Legacy)

which he dictated just before his death indicates that he

was above all such accusations, and even if they are taken

for granted, his last words belie all these allegations and

declare his sincere belief in Islam and the Holy Prophet:
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"Verily, my faith is Islam and adherence to

Muhammad, his companions and his family. May
peace be upon him and upon them. Surely, my motto is

the Sublime Qur'an, and thcSunnah (way) ofthe Prophet

ismy Highway, and upon these two I depend and relic"*».

Sultan Shihab al-Dm Ghon was assassinated by
Gakkhar, on his way from Lahore to Ghazna near modem
Rawalpindi. The Qarmatians who hated Imam Razi

for criticising their doctrines accused him of having been
involved in an intrigue which resulted in the king being

put to death. The slaves who loved their deceased

master got furious and wanted to attack him. Imam
Razi, however, got the information and slipped away to

the vazier Mu'ayyid al-Mulk who arranged to escort him
to a place ofsafety**.

His own elder brother, Rukn al-Din, did everything

in his power to rouse the fury of the populace against

him".

His vast knowledge, eloquence and erudition and,

above all, his pomp, power and wealth caused his oppo-

nents who had been worsted in his verbal duels, to envy his

position and power. "We are told that he never moved
about at this period (at Herat), wthout a foUowmg of300
disciples. His attendance included fifty armed well-

dressed slaves who stood by his side. But in spite of this

his life was made difficult by the intrigfues and hostilities

of his opponents"**.

In his TadMcirah al-Kindijyak, *Ala' al-Din *AIi b. al-

Mu?affar al-Kindi al-Wida'i states*' that Imam Fal^r
Razi, as is usual with the learned of Iran and according

to his own habit, was delivering his sermons when by
chance the I^anbalites who used to write stories contain-

ing abuses, curses and all sorts of vicious things, drew his

attention to a piece of paper containing a story which
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related that his son committed fornication and per-

petrated evil deeds and that his wife was also like his son.

When the ImEm read the story he said, "This story

relates that my son committed fornication and evil deeds

which are the indications of youth, a kind of madness.

We pray to, and expect from Allah, the Exalted, that He

would guide him aright and accept His repentance.

As for my wife, this is the affair of women except those

whom Allah protect. I am old and women have no

interest in me. All this can possibly occur. By Allah !

I never said that Allah, the Exalted and the Glorious

Creator and Nourisher, is a body, nor did I compare

Him with any creature, nor did I assign ^ny shape or

place to Him**.

The worst allegation brought forward by his oppo-

nents is that Imam FaUir Ra^c reates doubts and

advances the arguments of his enemies but falls short in

giving them a reply. §alah al-Din relates that some 9f

his contemporary thinkers have admitted that though he

mentions the doubts of philosophers forcefully, and often

refers to them in his books, he, nevertheless, weakened

the principles of their doctrines by his counter arguments.

"For example, he refers to the sceptic view of the philoso-

phers about the existence of Allah, the Exalted, enumer-

ates their strong proofs based on their principles, and then

adds by saying, "All this we know. But we know surely

that Allah Exists and we doubt in His Essence as to what

it is. If His Existence were identical with His Essence

we would have known His Existence in a way and not

known it in another way, for nothing in itself is known

as well as not known. This is something sure and

certain.*' So, look at this proof. How strong and how

precise and clear it is, and how cleverly his arguments

demolished what they had built** I
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His Traoels

As indicated by his RtslUak MunS^rSt, Imam Ra2a*s

sojoium in Buldiara seems to have occurred twice. The

first time when he visited this part he was a student and

movedfrommadrasah to madrasah in search ofknowledge

but this visit was forgotten and was not at all mentioned.

The second time, when he was going to Transoxiana he

first visited BuWiara and held discussions with Niir al-Din

al-§abuni and Sharafal-Din Mas'udiwhom he held spell-

bound by his convincing arguments and forceful speech.

As he himself states, this happened in the year 582/1186

when the astronomers had forecast a devastating gale and

people were panic-stricken. Imam Razi spoke eloquently

against the forecast and allayed the fears of the people

a great deal. According to Razi himself, his second trip

occurred when he returned from Samarqand and held

discussions anew with Radi al-Din Nisiiapuri, whom he

described as weak in understanding deep ideas and

thoughts, but not stubborn and arrogant**.

Imam Razi was outspoken and brave in his speech.

On reaching Ghaznin he, first of all, wanted to see a

learned man whose knowledge and manners were ad-

mired by the local people. They also related to him that

the learned man also taught his (Razi's) books. Imam

R5zi grew all the more interested in seeing him and

called on him. But the man kept Imam Razi waiting

for an unusually long time, and showed no respect when

he met him. The Imam thereupon resolved to teach

him a lesson, and dragged him into some philosophical

discourse which left the man bewilderedand nonplussed."

Imam Razi showed great respect for knowledge and

learning so much so that when he got a copy of Shai^

al-Idhraq*s Talwibat he kissed it and placed it on his eyes.
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*tzz al-Dzn Isma'il b. ^usain Marwaa, a well-
icnown genealogist and litterateur, relates that when
Faj^r Razi visited Marw he had already earned a great
name and fame

; and nobody could talk to him without
an appointment. I called on him and sat in his assembly.
One day he asked me to write a book on the genealogy of
the Talibiy>in and desired me to make it simple to read
and remember so that he might keep abreast of this

science as well. When I wanted to deUver the book to
him, he forcibly made me sit in his own place which I

reluctantly yielded to. He took the book and started
reading it from the beginning till he finished it and was
satisfied in understanding its difficult portions. He also
said, "You are my teacher in this branch of study and I
am your student. This is the manner of imparting
knowledge, that a disciple should lay his knees before his
teacher. Now, you may take your seat wherever you
like". After this, I attended his class as usual and he
taught us from his seat as usual'l.

His MunS:^arah with the KanSmites

The Karramites could not stand the h(5nour and
respect Sultaa GhiyaA al-Din had shown to Imam Razi
by building a madrasah near theJami' of Herat. Seeing
no other way, they arranged a verbal duel with Imam
Razim the presence ofthe King. It is said that 'Abd al-

Majid b. Qudwah, the head of the Karramites, was, in

the course of the discourse, virulently criticised for his

ill-expressed doctrines by the Imam. It is, however,
strange and incredible that the historians have recorded
that the Imam hurled abuses on his opponent. In the
same breath they also speak of his (Razi's) influencing
yoimg members of the opposed group by his logical

conversation, erudition, and also mention that though
Piya* al-Din, a cousin of the Sultan, patronised the

Karramites, complained of the harsh words used by the

Imam for the head of the Karramites, and accused him
of heresy, the Sultan did not pay any heed to the com-
plaint of his cousin. The matter did not end here. On
the following day, piya' al-Din convened a meeting in

the Jami' and addressed from the pulpit with the recita-
tion of the verse:

—

**0 our Lord ! we believe in what Thou hast revealed and
we follow the Messenger, so record ourselves down
together with those who bear witness." He started his

speech by saying, "We the followers of the Qur'an and
Allah's Book follow and obey the Sunnah and the com-

mandments of the Prophet. We declare all that is not

the saying of the Prophet as absurd and wrong. Un-
aware of God, a group of the people read the philosophy

of Aristotle and the heretical doctrines of al-FarabI and
Ibn Sina, and dishonour and disrespect the religious

savants." "Yesterday," he continuedj "you saw how
this man called Razi, a seeker of power and position,

abused a Godly religious old man with an enlightened
heart. He was molested and jeered at just because he
defended the Faith and took care to popularize the

tradition and the Sunnah of the holy Prophet". He then
bitterly wept and roused the feelings of the audience
just to induce them to rise against the Imam. Seeing the
emotion and feelings of the people, the Sultan had to

suppress the trouble by calling in the army and promising
to the ringleaders to take the Imam to task and suppress
his doctrine. It is said that this happened in 595/1198,

The victory ofImam Razi in the verbal discussion so
much irritated the opponents that they intended to kill

him, and anonymous letters were written to him threaten-
ing his life. The Imam therefore left Herat and went
to his native town ofRayy. Formerly, he was called "Ibn
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al-E^atlb*% but now that he delivered his sermons, and

taught at Rayy, he was given the title of "gfeatib

,al-Rayy"«.

Ibn TaimSyyah^s Charges

Ibn Taimiyyah has charged Imam Razi with the

innovation ofapparently preaching idol and star-worship,

as the latter had written a book under the title AlSirr

al-Maktumfi aUSifyr wa Mukhafabat al-Hujum?* He further

says that Imam Razi wrote this book for the mother of

Sultan Muhammad ibn Takush i^warazmshah, the

great ruler of the time. The book Al-Sirr al-Maktum Jt

AsrSr al-Nujum, is in our hands. It has surely nothing to

do with any blasphemous expression or deed. It is

strange that without looking into the book itself, savants

like Ibn Taimiyyah have sometimes expressed their views

about it. Some have, moreover, denied totally that the

book was ever written by Razi, and some have argued

that the book dqcs not deal with prohibited sorcery.

Ibn Sajar holds'*, ^^l^^ J r>=^l ^i V^ *>>

book ft>:^' >-Jt is a clear sorcery. It is expected, Allah

willing, that he expressed his Taa»ftaA (repentance) after

writing it.'* In fact, the book is entitled ^y^\ ^\
f,yH:}\ J 1^1 J, the hidden secret on the mysteries ofstars,

but it avoids all those points which are condemned by

theShari'a. The author himselfdeclared by saying**:—

( oi**^i ot-^t t> di^\ J * o^s*J^ (^J ui-*^'

Ibn Taimiyyah has also accused Imam Razi of re-

commending wine (kljamr) to Mwarazmshah Sultan

*Ala* al-Din Muhammad ibn Takush. He further says

that Imam Razi permitted the King to worship stars and
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drink wine, which are, by common consent, unlawful in

Islam. One, however, fails to understand how Imam

Razi, a pious Muslim as he was, could declare unlawful

things lawful. Al-Subki denies this in his T'o^^^^' and

says that Imam Razi cannot write a book like v^^
>jmJI j ^^«a.D) '^\^ J f>^l /*JI' '^be truth concerning

the book has already been stated. Unfortunately,

al-Ikhiitarat al-AWiyyah has not reached us**, which

would have finally explained the story ofhis recommend-

ing wine.

His Relation with the Isma*ilites

It was at Rayy that he fearlessly refuted the heretical

doctrines of deviating sects and often refuted the views of

his opponents in the course of his teachings saying, for

example, ,^Ji. j -iil (*^:«1 aJ^L^'J^ U^^k "This is

against the Isma'ilites. Allah may curse and disgrace

them"!

Muhammad b. I^asan, the then leader of the

Isma'ilites at Almut, thereupon sent an emissary to

threaten the Imam and give him a warning. This emis-

sary kept the company of the Imam as a devoted disciple

for a few months and, then, one day finding an oppor*

tunity, jumped over the teacher with his dagger and left

him only on the prombe that he would not openly criticise

the Isma'ilite doctrines, and he would receive a handsome

annual amount as emolument, or else he would receive a

dagger-wound which would bring about his death.

The Imam agreed reluctantiy to the offer just to escape

death and after this never criticised the Isma*ilite

doctrines and views oj)enly''.

Though the Isma'ilite chief, Abu al-Fa^l paid him
the annual amount on behalf of the Isma'ilites, Imam
Razi felt very much miserable and helpless every time thi»

unwelcome amount reached him, and he simply shud-
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dercd at the recall of the incident. Perhaps, this emolu-

ment was thrust on him just to refresh the memory of this

warning. In utter disgust, the Imam left Rayy and set

out for Khurasan.

His Relations with Shihah al-Din Ghori

Shihab al-Din Ghori, as mentioned earlier, expressed

to his sincere friend, the Imam, his need for money and

the Imam laid before him all the wealth he then possessed-

After some time, on the desire of the Sultan the Imam

visited him at Ghaznin and was favoured with a much

greater amount than what was borrowed from him.

Moreover, the Karramites were banished from Herat and

the Imam was requested to grace the city once more by

his presence. The Imam was now called ShayWi

al-Islam and settled at Herat with all pomp, power and

grace, the like of which was never enjoyed by any

ShayMi al-Islam before or after him. On the day of his

arrival at Herat the whole town celebrated a holiday,

the Chief of the city, IJusain Kharmil"«, with the digni-

taries ofthe town received him and took him in procession

to his own palatial residence known as Aiwan Shahi

which was presented to him by his disciple, Otwarazm-

shah". On the same day he gave his first lecture in the

Jami*, a special pulpit was placed for him and the class

appeared like a iriagnanimous court before which a huge

gathering had assembled. His Turkish slaves stood in

two rows with their scabbards around their waists, the

CJhief and the elite took their scats on his right and left.

Sultan Ma^imud, cousin of Sultan Shihab al-Din Ghori,

ruler of Firuzah Koh, also presented himself and was

permitted to sit close to him. The Jami* having been

full, the Imam started his teachmg. When the audience

was fully absorbed in listening to his eloquent speech,

all of a sudden, a dove helplessly fell down in the lap of
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the Imam and the hunting bird seeing the crowd quietly

slipped away. This was the occasion, as related earlier,

when Ibn *Unayn composed his poem^'.

His Shaykh (Shaykh Majm al-Din al-Kubrd)

Once when the chiefs, savants, and officials and the

elite of the town were present in his dars (teaching), the

Imam enquired if anybody was there in the town who

did not care to come to his presence. They said, 'yes, an

ascetic called Najm al-Din al-Kubra is the only person

who remained behind and did not come to see him.*

The Imam expressed his surprise by saying, "Why did he

not come to see me ? I am the leader ofthe Muslims and

Shaykh al-Islam; however great a §ufi.he may be, he

should have come to see me."

Some ofthe disciples ofthe Imam, however, arranged

for a feast and invited both the savants. They sat

together, and after exchange of greetings the Imam
enquired why he did not come to see him. The Shaykh

said, "I am a man, needy and 'devoid of good. No
nobility is there in seeing me, nor is there any loss in

keeping myself behind." Fa^r Razi said, "This is a

mystic (sufi) answer. Now that Shari'at and T^riqat are

assembled together, the real impression must find its

manifestation. I like you to tell the actual reason."

Najm al-Din al^Kubra thereupon enquired, "Why is it

necessary to have a look at you?" Imam Razi replied,

"Because I am the leader of the Muslims and a man of

learning." Najm al-Din retorted, "The first knowledge

is to know the Almighty. How do you know your (Jod ?"

Razi answered, "By hundred proofs." Najm said,

"Proof is mentioned to remove doubt. Can there be any

doubt concerning Allah, the Creator of the Heavens and

the Earth? Allah has favoured His slaves with a light

that allows no doubt to afflict their hearts, and they feel
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no need ofany proof". The Imam was impressed by the

words of Najm and expressed his repentance by holding

the hands of §hay^ Najm. As a result of this meeting

with the Shaykh. the Imam disciplined himselfand often

went into retirement".

It is also related that Shayrii Najm al-Din wanted

him to forget all that he knew and desired to break the

idol of his knowledge. The ShayWi influenced him by

the power of his inner direction and guidance. On
realizing what had happened to him, Iniam Razi be-

wailed, complained ofhaving no forbearance on the loss,,

and begged his ShayWi to restore him to his own state,

as he did not want to become a dervish**.

IbnTaiimyah relates a story thatwas narrated to him

that Razi and his companion, once, asked ShayWi al-

Kubra saying: 0^\ pi*^ «illil UiL ^ li, "We are

told you have sure knowledge, O ShayUi.'* The Shayyi

replied, "Yes." Imam Razi said, "How do you attain

knowledge] we have been debating for a long time refut-

ing all that is advanced as argtunents by both ofus" ? The

ShayUi replied, "(my objects of) knowledge are feelings

ofthe soul which she is unable to repulse". They were

wonderstruck and repeated the speech, and one of them

desired to experience the feelings. The ShayMi taught

him and trained him till he experienced the feelings**.

Ibn Tainuyah adds that Imam Razi was a Mu*taziUte

and negated all the attributes of God. The ShayU^

explained to him that truth is with those who beUcve in

the Attributes ofAllah. That Imam Rarf never believed

in Mu'tazilite doctrines and was at no stage aMu*tazilite

has already been discussed. Ibn Taimiyah himself has

quoted the confession ofRazi in the following expressions:

as-!)^5at J>3I ^}J: ai Ait, cj^ >T J J>>l J* y^ j"

'A^J J < ^y^ iSjJ> Vj tAsU ^^ Uojj U \LM\ \ gftUll J

"oTj2J» *«> i3>ii v>*
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Ibn Taymiyah sometimes refers to Imam Razi and tries

to refute his views, perhaps, because the contemporary

panbalites were at daggers drawn with Imam Razi**.

His Importance

It has already been mentioned that Imam Razi*s

works excel most of those of his predecessors both in

rational and religious sciences in points of brevity,

simplicity and easy diction. After Imam Ghazzali,

Imam Razi stands prominent in harmonizing reason with

revelation on a rational basis. He tries to solve all his

difficulties with the touch stone ofhuman reason. In his

zeal to do so he claims in his magnum opus^ the Tafsir, that

the Qur'an contains every kind of science and discusses

the most difficult problems of his philosophy in the light

of the Qur'anic verses. Liberal in his outlook, he

frequently quotes the verses of the philosopher-poet Abu

al-*Ala al-Ma*arn in support of his thesis throughout

his works.**

Having studied the works of al-Farabi and Abu 'All

b. SIna, he mastered theology, ancient and rational

sciences so much so that he had no rival in these sciences

in his age. As a Sunnite polemist, he held discussions

widi prominent leaders of other sects and refuted their

doctrines with all the vigour of his belief and resolution.

His logical arguments converted many opponents into

the fold of the Ahl al-Sunnah wa al-Jama*ah. His

criticbm does not spare even the preceding Imams like

Imam al-Ash*ary, Ibn Furak, Qadi Abu Bakr, and Imam

al-^Iaramayn in some of their doctrines.**

Towards the end of his life when he had reached the

climax of his knowledge he was confronted with the same

sceptic ideas as had afflicted Imam Ghazzali in the past.

His confidence in human reasoning was shaken, and he

reaUzed his inability to comprehend existence and experi-
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cnced a kind of ecstasy every now and then. In the

course of his sermons he sometimes experienced a similar

psychical mood and uttered as mentioned above:

—

"O the king of the universe! neither your

authority will remain nor will remain the conceit of

Razi."

His following composition also bears evidence^ to

the same mood:

J^^-1* O^IW LS-*— J^-i'l J

JL*. JL*J1 J cJI>i jLft 3

"The advancing

JUL* J>JI fljUfl o.UJ

luj*».*i
j2r* **^J ti ^•^'jd' J

l^U^ oJL* ««l JU». j2;^ -i^

reasons end in getting

shackled; most of the endeavours of the people of the

universe go in vain. Our spirits are in fear from

our bodies; and the whole achievement of our world

is pain and misery.

"We did not derive any benefit from our

lifelong discussions except that we collected a

number of controversies and different views.

"We saw many an important man and state:

But all of them hastened to finish themselves

and then disappeared.

"Many a pinnacle of mountains were trodden

by people who perished while the mountains

remained just the same'-'.

His scepticism finds expression in his following

verses*'

:

^t^ J U ( At\ dill A.>K-t^ £lf» •^Iwf J iSji OS^
"Our spirits disappear to a place we do not

knpw where. These bodies are concealed in the

e^th. A generation is observed, and a destruction
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follows it. Allah knows there is no absurdity in

His creation:'*

As a true Muslim ascetic, he explains his ambition

for high ideals and excellences in simple, easy and direct

speech:"

"A-I^'oyu UOJI j.*jl Vj

UX£ ^JJI ,;«VU tji^t >Jjl

"Were my soul contented with an easy morsel

it would not have excelled the men of excellences

in high ideals and generous qualities !

"Had the world suited my soul it would not

have belittled worldly perfection and imperfection.

"I do not look at the world with the eye of

nobility, nor do I fear its evil and disorder. This

is because I know its transitoriness and am sure of

its annihilation and dissolution. I aim at great

affairs before which time appears small and even

the heavens consider it too sublime to reach them."

No less a personality than Ibn al-§alah himself

relates, "Al-Qutb al-Taug^iani informed him twice that

he heard Fa^r al-Din al-Razi say: "Would that I did

not engage myself in Theology!" And then he wept".

In his Tafsir (volume IV, page 134), he writes:

"The author of this book, *Muhammad ibn

*Umar al-Razi', says, "I have explained various

religious and rational sciences. I found in neither

of them the satisfaction, blessings and peace which

might be considered equal to the satisfaction, bless-

ings and peace that I found in dealing with this

science (the exegesis)"**.

Biographers have differed in depicting his character

and achievements. Some have declared him a genius.
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founder of a school and an orig^al thinker. Others

consider him proud, self-conceited and reckless in speech*

They have apparently kept no balance in giving an

account of his life.

It is evident that he was a great speaker and won over

his opponents by arguments and forceful speech. All of

them agree that he had great power of argument and

reasoning. His works eloquently bear evidence to his

vast learning, excellent knowledge ofphilosophy, Kalam,

U^ul Fiqh, Tafsir and other branches of human studies.

Though he criticises the views of the Mu*tazilites, he

appreciates the Tafar of Abu Muslim al-Mu*tazili. An
A^'arite by faith, he expresses his disapproval of certain

doctrines of Imam Abii'l-Qasan al-Adi*ary. An avowed

opponent of the Shi'ites and the Isma*ilites, he sometimes

speaks in favour ofthe SU*ites, as is eloquently testified by

the following couplets:

"If things are said to have been destined by Allah,

the Rawafiijl may be excused for abusing (the

§a^abah) . When the Lord of the *Ar^ has given

His decision against them, the charge (should) be

brought against the Lord."

That Imam Raz! was not a Shi*ite is clearly under-

stood by his declaration that the true Imam after the

Messenger of Allah was Abu Bakr, then *Umar, then

*Uthman and then *Ali. He also says the Shl'ites

hold that the true Imam after the Prophet is *Ali ibn Abi

Talib. He argues in favour of the Ahl al-Stuinah

wa al-Jama*ah by saying that it is a confirmed report

(Jtyx^) that 'All did not oppose AbCi Bakr to win

the Kliilafat. If he did not accept Abu Bakr as a true

Imam, he would have surely fought him as he fought

Mu*awiyah. Again, if he considered that Khilafat was
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his right and yet he did not fight, then he yielded to

transgression which was equally a transgression, and a

transgressor does not deserve Khilafat. Then, there is a

saying of theProphct: j**J j^ a' * iSM Cf* C^^^ '-*•*=»*

i.e. "you follow Abu Bakr and *Umar after me". Now,

if their Imamat had been a transgression, the Prophet

would not have ordered the people to follow them**.

He also holds that it is binding to respect the Com-

panions of the Prophet and to refrain from abusing and

criticising them, as is indicated by the verse:

"And the first to lead the way of the Muhajnn

and the An§ar, and those who followed them in

goodness—^AUah is well pleased with them and they

are well pleased with Him."

Ibn IJajar al-*Asqalani writes, "In his al-lksirji *Ilm

al' Tafsir al-Najm al-Tawfi says: I have not seen any

Tafsir coniaining most of the science of exegesis better

than the book of al-Qurtubi and that of Imam Fal^

al-Din." He further says: "By my life I do not find

any defect in him. It is true that he explains the argu-

ments ofhis opponents with all the force and vigour at his

disposal and expresses his own favourite view in a straight

and simple way. Perhaps, this is because of the fact

that after he finishes with the exposition of the views of

the opponents he feels exhausted and refers to his own

view briefly, as the psychological faculties follow the

corporeal faculties""*.

FaUir Razi is considered a great theologian. But a

theologian considers him a philosopher and accuses him

of rational bias, a gnostic like a common person considers

him devoid of truth, and a §ufi also declares him as an

innovator, and far from truth, as he says":
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"If this path of intelligence had shown right

guidance, FaWir Razi would have possessed the key

of the secrets of the faith'*.

A Mu'tazilite condemns him as an Ash'arite and the

Ash'arites disown him. In short, the enemies of Imam
Fayir Razi have accused him of all sorts of crimes, of

murdering one and causing the extermination of the

other. They say, Majd al-Din Mu^arraf b. Mu'ayyad

of Khwarazm was drowned in the Oxus by Khwarazm-

shah at the, instigation of FaWir Razi. But it is a fact

that Majd al-DIn was one of the sincerest friends of Fakhr

Razi, a great devotee who regularly studied his books

and works. FaUir Razi held him in high estimation

and loved friends like him dearly. How could he

instigate the king to drown him and for what?

Similarly, the story of expelling Baha' al-Din Wald

from his own country is a fabricated story. Whatever the

differences in their views. Imam Fakhr Razi, with such

a pomp and power, knowledge and eloquence, could not

envy his disciples and subordinates as to cause to murder

the one and expel the other.**

A great jurist, exegesist, and mystic as he is, the

mystics and gnostics appreciate his discourse, speeches

and writings, and admire his taste in tasawwufand inner

advancement. Once he wrote to Sultan Muhammad
Khwarazmshah and expressed his desire by writing:

"I have placed my want beforfe Allah. If He allows.

He will forgive me and then I shall ask you to supply my
want. IfHe rejects my desire, it is He Who rpjects, and

your excuse is obviously acceptable"*"*.

His Death

The followers of Karram never spared him. When-
ever they got any opportunity to abuse and curse him,

they did him all sorts of harm. Once they stoned him

while he was on the pulpit giving his sermon eloquently.

It was on such a critical occasion that he recited the

following verse from the pulpit:

"As long as a man is alive, he is dishonoured and

shown disrespect. But the great misfortune is

realized when he is lost".

They accused him, as stated earlier, even of having

a hand in the murder of SuUan Shihab al-Din Ghori.

It is said they, at last, succeeded in employing a man

who poisoned him in a drink that he offered the Imam

who drank it and breathed his last due to the effect of the

poison®*.

His Works

Imam Razi wrote a large number of books. Most

of his works became popular in his own time. Ibn

Abi 'Usaybi'ah has mentioned as many as sixty-eight

books and the editor of Ftiqadat Firaq al-Muslimm wa

al-Mushrikin mentions about ninety-three great or small

works.

Faldjr Razi was greatly attached to the contemporary

rulers of Ghore, Bamiyan and Samiyan {i.e. lyiwarazm

and Khurasan) , all ofwhom were fond of him and ad-

mired his erudition and vast learning. These rulers,

sometimes, requested him to write some books for them.

A number of works of Imam Razi were written for some

of them and dedicated to them. Tdsis aUTaqdis or

Asas al- Taqdis was written for Saif al-Din Ayyubi who

presented him one thousand dinar (gold coin) , Al-Risdlah

al-Kamdliyyah fi al-Haqa'iq al-IUihiyyah was written for

Kamal al-Din Muhammad b. Mika'il. Similarly,

HadcCiq al-Anwar ft Ifaqa'iq al-Asrdr and al-Ikktiydrat

al-'Ald'iyyah were written for *Ala' al-Din Takush of

Khwarazm.
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The treatise entitled K. aUNafs wa al-Rv^t the work

in hand, seems to be identical with K. al-AkklSq,

It is easy to understand from his writings that Imam

Rizi was inclined to practical sciences and especially to

moral sciences, and concentrated on the purification of

soul and achievement of high ideals. His Tafsir and

other works explain his doctrine concerning the sciences

as follows^: (Tafsir: Volume IV, p. 134):

J aJS^\ j 4JUII j aJLmj m\ oli iij^ 141*5") J l^i^iU

J ^jtj^l jLfl L| vjf^^ ^^sLwJI ^jUI LI J .v^i

^* « vls^' iJiA J .juf u ji-oiJLJi ^j* ju^Vj—^Jl

. «^Vl o^Lu.J IjOjJI^^

"I say : Sciences are either speculative or practical.

The most noble and perfect of the speculative sciences is

the knowledge ofthe Essence, Attributes, Actions, Decrees

and Names of Allah. But you do not consider these

sciences as more perfect and nobler than what you find

in this Book (the Qur'an). As for the practical sciences,

what is desired is either the actions performed by the

organs or the actions that concern hearts—^which are, in

other words, called the purification of manners and

refinement of the Soul. Now, you do not find these two

sciences as compared to that which you apprehend in this

Book (the Qur'an) on the same footing. Again, there

has been the set tradition of Allah, the Exalted, that He
favours with honour and position in this world, and bles-

sings in the world hereafter, those who investigate into

the meanings of the Qiir'an and hold fast to it."

as

^
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The Title ofthe Book

The present work entitfed Kitab al-Nafs wa al'Ruit

wa Sharfyi Quwahwna, the Book of Soul and Spirit and

an Exposition of their Faculties, of Imam Razi has

survived in a unique Bodleian manuscript No. Hunt 534
which contains among other treatises Kitab al-Najat

ofIbn Sina which was transcribed in 466 A.H./1073 A.D.
The work covers folios 257^-295^ which possess no
colophon; and although these folios are obviously

different from the folios of the K. al-J/ajSt in hand-

writing, the ink and the character of the letters bear

testimony to the fact that they belong to the eighth or

the ninth century of the Hijrat. It, however, remains

a mystery that no other copy of the work has so far been
traced. What is more surprising is the fact that ^ajji

Skalifah alone has mentioned this title of the book.

He says":

^^\ J litsT 4^31^1 J** ^ ju-s ^aJI>» ^LVI JU^j

<
f
Lil Ja ^j j t J^l jujs jLicuJ i ^J\ J

"Imam FaHir al-Din Mu^anmiad ibn 'Umar
al-RazI wrote a book on "the Soul and Spirit"

which was abridged by Muhammad al-*Ala'i and
was arranged in Sections'*.

Other biographers have mentioned unanimously the

following two names:

1. Kitab al-AkhlSq and

2. Kitab al-Nafs -^

Now, the fact that the text of the present work
begins with c5:AkVl J «-»^ 'J* *This is a book of

Ethics*, clearly indicates that the present work supplies

Ae text of (32^V I v^mentioned by the biographers.

I
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The contents of the First Part (the present work consists

of two parts) justify the title mentioned by Hajji

Khallfah: ^j^l j ^^J( t^\:S' and also by the scribe

who writes the contents of the work beginning with

UaIjS ^j^J\j ^^.iJI v^^ (vide the text). The
Second Part deals with iJ^', Ethics. That the work is

genuinely ascribed to Imam Razi cannot in the least be

doubted inasmuch as the style of the Imam is not so

difficult as to escape recognition. The notes added at

the end of the translation supply quite a few parallels

quoted from his famous al-Tafstr al-Kabfr entitled

Mafatify al-Gkaib and other works.

The manuscript contains a brief list of contents on

the folio 257a just below the title of the book which has

been obviously added by the scribe. This list has been
retained separately in the beginning of the text.

The Subject

The book is divided into two parts. The first part

deals with the general principles of Ethics (the Science of

Morals) and consists of twelve chapters. The second

part consisting of ten chapters deals with the treatment

of all that is concerned with passion.

Though after the manner of the preceding Muslim

philosophers Imam Rjbsi has described the consmological

doctrine, the Islamic teachings dominate the exposition

of the moral doctrines. Like a devout Muslim he refers

to the Qur'anic verses and the prophetic a];iadith. In

explaining the ethical problems he has particularly

used Imam Ghazzalfs Ihya' *Ulum al-Din, the Revival

of the Sciences of the Religion, besides many other works

of both the Greek and Muslim predecessors.

Now, it is agreed upon that though Muslims studied

Greek, Indian and Iranian sciences they always tried to

excel their masters. Their study of Greek sciences, as
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supported by evidences, has been mosi extensive and it

is in these sciences that their contributions have been

the greatest. A critical study of the Epistles of Il^wan
al-§afa* (the Brethren of Purity), the works of Al-Kindi,

al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, Ibn Bajjah, Ibn Tufail, Ibn Ru^d
and their successors both in the East and the West will

amply bear testimony as to how successfully they have
Islamised the foreign sciences. They have not only

employed the scientific and philosophical terms and
expressions but have totally moulded them into Islamic

terms and expressions to denote their thoughts and ideas.

Since Imam Razi combated many heterodoxical

sects of his time and vehemently criticised the doctrines

of the Mu'tazilites, the Batinites, the Karramites and the

Hanbalites and succeeded in bringing a large number of

their followers back to the fold of the Ahl al-Sunnah
wa al-Jama'ah, he flooded the Islamic world with his

speeches and writings. His works were taken far and
wide to the distant corners of the Muslim territories,

as his biographers state, his works became popular in

his very life-time and formed part and parcel of the

curriculum in various Madrasahs in Ghazni, Khwarazm,
Khurasan Rayy and Damascus and other places. By his

forceful diction and simple but lucid and concise style

his works soon attracted the teachers and the taught of

all shades and opinions. His writings excel the writings

of his predecessors in general and the works of Imam
Ghazzali in particular, in so far as they advance convin-

cing arguments derived from both reason and revelation.

Though not in a new style. Imam Razi's works surely

surpass the works of Imam Ghazzali in their wider
rational outlook and deeper religious knowledge, as

Razi's penetrative mind enjoyed superiority and excel-

ence in Islamic and Greek Sciences. In other words,
the task of rationalization of religious sciences begun
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by Imam Ghazzali was completed by Imam RazI

through his extensive works. Ibn Sma's long works

and small treatises, however, greatly facilitated the task

undertaken by Razi who was no doubt influenced by

Imam al-Ra|^ib al-I$fahani, Abu al-Barakat and other

contemporary thinkers as well. Imam R§zi is, however,

very critical in his writings and never accepts all that is

advanced or advocated by philosophers especially by

Ibn Sina whose works were studied extensively by the

savants in those days. In his commentaries on certain

works of Ibn Sina he has criticised some of his doctrines.

His criticism roused the feelings of certain Slu*ite

thinkers, especially Na9ir al-Din al-fusi and §adr ai-Din

al'Shiraaa — a fact which dismisses the allegations that

he was a Shi'ite and that he had an inclination towards

Shi'ism", That he was not a Shi*itc has already been

amply elucidated above. It is certain that he expressed

his profoimd care and affection for the descendants of

the Prophet which is not enough for declaring him a

Shi'tte, as he himself says:

"If the love for the family of Mii^^mmad were

Raf4, let both the species— men and genii— be

witnesses to this that I am a RSfi^ (a Shi*ite)**.

In the notes beside explaining the text I have tried

to quote a number of parallels from the works of al-Razi.

On collation, it became quite clear that in the second

part Imam Razi extensively used Imam Ghazzali's

Hffff 'Uliim d-Din, Part III, which deals with Ethics.

Imam Razi has, however, utilized the material of the

Ihya* independcndy in so far as he has dealt with certain

other problenM in the manner of Imam Ghazzali.

In the first part, Imam Razi has closely followed

the Greek and Muslim philosophers. His discourses
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in this part display the influence of Imam Ragjiib of

Isfahan and Abu al-Barakat of Baghdad besides the

influence of other Muslim and Greek philosophers.

His valuable discourse on the views of Galen as

against the Aristotelian view concerning the source of

nerves seems to be very rare which I have so far failed to

trace in the scanty material available to me here in

Pakistan.

In so far as the Quranic verses quoted by Imam
Razi are concerned, I have m^e use of the translation

of the Qiir'an by Mohammiid Marmaduke Pickthall

—The Meaning of the Glorious Koran.
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In his Lhm d-MizSn (Vol. IV, p. 429, ed. Hyderabad) Ibn.

Qajar has narrated cm the authority of Ibn al-Tabb&kh that

FaUxr al-RSzi was a Shi'ite. He used to prefer the members of

the house ofthe Prophet due to his love for the Shi'itte. He said

in some of his works: VI*' i-*^*: ^^ i^jj* OlTj 'And

*AH was brave as against others.'

I.

IMAM RAZrS 'ILM AL-AKHLAQ

[Fol.257a] The Book of the Sovland spirit,

and the Description of their Faculties

(KITAB FI 'ILM al-akhlAq.>

{Part One)

On the position of man vis-a-vis (other) beings.

On the determination thereof in the stages ofhuman

spirits.

On the discussion concerning the quiddity of the

soul.

On the proofs derived from Divine Books.

On what is related to the substance of the soul is

the heart, as proved by Revelation and Reason.

On the explanation of the faculties of the soul.

On a discussion relating to expressions and words.

(On the relation) of these faculties to the substance

of the soul.

On the Rational Soul— whether it is unitary in

species or in genus.

On the explanation that mental pleasures arc

nobler than sensuous pleasures.

(Part Two)
On the treatment of the Soul; and it contains a few

chapters:

[On the excellence of] wealth.

[On how] to attain bliss through wealth.

[On the condemnation of] Temptation and

Miserliness.

On Position.

On hypocrisy and being heard (V*«).

tt57«
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•57* [Fol. 257 ^] In the name of Allah, the

Most Merciful, the Most Compassionate.

All praise belongs to Allah Whose Greatness* is free

from the contention of figures and opposites, Whose
grace is purified of combat^ likes and partners; Whose
unity and individuality is free from spouse* and chil-

dren; Whose existence is shorn of the nature of potency

and aptitude*^ He is above the elevated high heavens

without pillars, and buttress, Who has spread the earth

which has been stretched without having any support

and assistance concerning the warren of reality of

Whose eternity pulsating hearts are puzzled, and in the

light of Whose Divine hcity, the thoughts of the seekers

of truth and the visions of the people of guidance remain

distracted travelling in the absence of absence, the

ungeneration of the ungenerated, the eternity of

eternity*, never returning except to the absolute

confession that He is Indivisible imlike individuals, an
Entity unlike entities. If you say, "when did He come
into being?" Surely, He was in existence even when
there was no *time* to be indicated' before the genesis.

If you say, "wherein {i.e., wherein did He exist?)?**

Surely, He is too sublime to be incarnated, trans-

migrated, and depended on. Therefore, He is Allah;

there is no God but He. All praise belongs to Him in

this world and in the Hereafter— praises which never

come to an end and never get exhausted.
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I praise Him with a praise which springs from the

sincerity or belief, and thank Him for the assistance

(bounties)' He has bestowed on us. I bear witness to

the fact that there is no God but Allah alone, Who has

no associate for Himself—an evidence free from false-

hood and enmity, a preparation which may be instru-

mental in obtaining salvation on the Day of Resurrection.

And, I bear witness that Muhammad (§) is His servant

and His Messenger whom He has sent to all His servants

(mankind), and whom He has made the most eloquent

of all those who speak Arabic. May the blessings of

Allah be upon him and upon his family as long as the

days, months and festivals come in succession, and may
He send to them peace and prosperity in abundance I

Now, this is a book on the science of Ethics

(moral teachings),* arranged according to the con-

vincing demonstrative method and not the dialectic

method which forcibly imposes accusations (upon the

opponents).

We ask Allah to render it unto a cause for great

profit in both the worlds, for happiness in both Abodes.

Verily He is the best of Guides and Helpers.

The book consists of several parts.
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NOTES

I. *^.;y : Grandeur, magnificence; cf. Fa]^r Razi: AsJs al-

Taqdis, Mustafa al-Babi, Egypt, 1354/^935. P- 8:

F. R§zi: AI-Ma85'il al-Khamsun, pub. Muhi al-Din al-§abri

under the title Majmu*ah al-Rasa'tl (No. 15) p. 330:

cf. al-Khat'b al-DimasJiqi: Mi^at, Nizami Press, p. 425 :

t^jl*' u*^ < tS?jtj' *-Ji*JI J J'^j *li^l : y i*^ -^t JjJy

fJL»4*ljj f jUI J A:;iJi* Ajtjj J J fjUJi Adk^l t*.4X4 ta*^tj

a. *«*jU-»: He declares that He is too Graceful to oppose 'likes*

and 'equals*. This is in accordance with the purport of the

Qiir'&nic verses:

in which Allah has been declared as free frora any resemblance

with the possible and transitory existents.

3. ^1 4^U^I (j*, unlike the Christians who emphasize on a unity

to be appixhended. in the sense of the Trinity (union of three

persons—Father, Son, Holy Spirit—in one Godhead). The

Qpr'an explains the meaning of Oneness in the Surah Al-Tauhid

(CXII).

4. oI>A«XmVI J 0^': His Being must be free frcan potency and

aptitude. For ifwe suppose that He has some potency, there

must be an actualizer of this potency which is absurd.

5.
-Jj! < uj' ' V*s^! Ghaib. unseen, is a Qur'anic word

((»<>$aJu 0,>^^, they believe in the unseen), ^^fl/and abed, in

fact, represent the Qur'anic expressions: ^l j*"^' J UJ J' J^t
He is the First, He is the Last ... As an Islamic terminology

Uy means 'that which has no beginning* and •^< means 'that

which has no end.' See F. Razi: T. al-Kabir, Vol. I, p. 99.

S. Vanden Bcrgh traces the origin of these words to Aristotle.

He says: ". . . Aristotle distinguishes the eternal a parte tmU, the
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B.

imgenerated, dU') ^om the eternal a parte post, the indestruc-

tible> c^*^'". That Aristotle's words have different meanings

are quite obvious, as the correct Arabic equivalents for the

Greek words seem to be "^J^^ J^'\ and " (iiHAji^

"

respectively. Prof. Vanden Bergh is, however, determined to

accuse the Muslims of borrowing everything from the Greeks and

Syrians and has declared in the very beginning of his *'Notes

on Averrocs' Tahafut al-Tahifut" in the words of Maimonides

(Guide of the Perplexed, I, 71)

:

"'One must know that everything the Moslems, Mu'tazUites

as well as Ash'arites, have professed concerning these subjects,

has been borrowed from the Greeks and Syrians who applied

themselves to the criticism of the philosophers", vide Averroes'

Tahafut al-Tahafut, vol. II, the University Press, Oxford, 1954,

p. I.

Om^ : Allah existed while no time was there to be mentioned

before He created it. Though 'timdess eternity* or^^ is men-

tioned by Plato (Tim. sgd) and Aristotle (De Caelo Ag. 279a aa),

it has occurred in the famous badilh: (*J' ^"AJ' 'jr^ ^t "do

not abuse j^ ^, timeless eternity", as Allah HKmself is Dahr.

Time has been defined by Aristotle as "time is the thing numbered

and not the numbers by which we count (Phys. 319 by) and

it is the *now' which counts according to Phys. aaoa aa. Not

only do we measure movement through time, but reciprocally

time through movement, since they mutually determine each

other" (Aristotle, Phys. la. aao b 14). He further clarifies this

by saying: "When we call time much or little we measure \f

through units of motion, as we measure mmibered things through

the Units of number—the number of horses, for example, by

taking one horse as a unit", (loc. dt. I. t8).

^^J: that with which a thing is strengthened; or <iw| : bounties,

favours. In the second case the usual form is C^^^i Vl; plural

of iS'^i*'^' and iS^^ plural of •^; in the case of ajW it can

beread^-ilj' and,*^'.

t3^^^' fJ^: Imam Razi has defined iQiulq (pi. Akhlaq) as:
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*<KhuIq is an innate habit through which the soul displays its

actions with ease and without prior thinking and deliberation.

O".Jami* al-'ulum,Bombay, 1323H, p. aoi. He fiuiher says that

when the psychical state is such that it can produce an action

without thinking and deliberation it is called 'kkulg' : ^j^ . . • •

t jmjjTfjU. Ijjl JLilj < 0C». (ipi- Jl-*i» «.:i^, op. cit. The

same definition is understood from Kitab Tahdhtb al-A^ilSq

ascribed to Ya^ya ibn 'Adi, Jacobite scholar, died in 364/974:

see Kurd 'Ali : Rasa'il al-Bulagha', fourth edition, i374/»954>

Cairo, p. 485. Gf. Imam Ghazzali: Il^ya III, p. 52:

liy^\ U^l (JUi*^! l«A£ jJ^u <.l^ AJL^t co'i^o'i

. %^ UU jJUall ^3* <^1 At^^Ji c-*« **s:^' JW^I ^ PART ONE
UNIVERSAL PRINCaPIfS OF ETHICS



PART ONE

The First Part deals with aniversal

principles of this Science (Ethics) and
comprises a fe«v chapters.

CHAPTER I

The First Chapter explains the place of mankind

in the various ranks of the existents^.

Know that it is possible to describe *thc being* in

more than one way, each one manifesting the rank of

mankind amidst the ranks of the existcnts.

The First D^ision

It is saidj the created objects are of four kinds :

1. The first is that which possesses intellect* and

wisdom' but is devoid of nature* and appetition* —
they are the angels' whose characteristic is that "they

<io not disobey Allah concerning what He commands
them'*. "They fear their Lord as He is above them,

and carry out what they are ordered to do'".

2. The second is that which has no intellect, no

wisdom, but possesses nature and appetition', as are the

rest of the animals except mankind.

3. The third is that which has no intellect, no

wisdom, no nature, and no appetition, as are the

inanimate things and plants.

Now, since ^11 these kinds are included in exist-

ence, there remains nothing except the fourth kind.

4. The fourtli is that which possesses intellect,

wisdom and also nature and appetition as is man.
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Since it has been asserted concerning rational

sciences that the necessary being pervades all possible

beings by means of general emanation ; it demands the

inclusion of this kind in existence. Hence, Allah ha*

said, "Lo! I am about to place a viceroy in the earth*'*,

SQ that no kind of possibles would remain deprived

[Fol. 258a] of the effect of His invention and the bounty

of His first creation.

When Allah revealed to the angels: "Lo! I am
about to place a viceroy in the earth, they said: Wilt

Thou place therein one who will do harm therein (and

will shed blood) ?"• which meant that when You would

unite appetition, desire and intellect together this would

violently flare up into the fulfilment of appetition and

the outburst of anger. This would necessitate destruc-

tion due to appetition and His expression "(he) will

shed blood" indicated the usage of anger. Allah, there-

upon, revealed to them, "Surely, I know tjiat which ye

know not".*

While Allah knows the best, this speech bears more

chan one meaning

I. First the angels are pure intellects, and simple

lights, so there will inevitably come from them, only

Tashih, Ta^mid and Taqd0^ (celebration of Jil OU—
How sublime is Allah! ^ .U^U All praises go to

Allah, and JSA t;«J*, all Sanctity is due to Allah).

This is the first kind of the created beings** which

possesses intellect and wisdom but no nature (habit) and

anger. And the motive for including this first kind in

existence is not to include the benefit of their Tasbift

and TaqdiSy rather, the motive of this being the all-

pervasiveness of generosity. This meaning sUnds valid

for the fourth kind of existence.
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2. Secondly, this division though contains destruc-

tion due to appetition, bloodshed due to anger, also

contains Tasbify and Tahmid due to the intellect it

contains. Their engagement with this virtue is greater

than their engagement with and execution of the evil.

To abandon a good deal of virtue for the sake of a
little of evil is a great evil (in itself)**. For this reason
it was deemed absolutely wise to invent this division

(kind).

3. Thirdly, the pious angels, and Divine objects of
knowledge are available to Angels, but the desire for

Truth is not 'available to them, and while desire has
a noble station, it was necessarily wise to include

human nature in existence in order to achieve this

station'.

That the desire" is not available to Angels is well

explained by the fact that desire is not perceived except
in relation to an object which is perceptible in a particular

way but not perceptible in other ways, inasmuch as what
is not perceived by man in a way (out of so many ways)
is not desired byihim. As for that which he has perceived
perfectly and completely is obviously not desired by
him, because desire is a demand and the demand of
that which is in hand is absurd.

Nevertheless, the attachment to the beloved can
develop in two ways : First, it is like this that when he
(lover) sees the beloved the impression of the beloved's

form remains in his imagination after its disappearance.

So the spirit desires to transmit the impression from the

world of imagination to the world of sense-perception.

Secondly, he looks at the face of his beloved, that is, his

essence (person), but has not seen the other parts. He,
therefore, longs to unravel for himself that which he has

not seen.
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When you have realized this, we say :

As for the first kind of desire, this is only possible

concerning him who realizes something after its dis-

appearance. This is not so concerning the Angels, as

all that is known of the angels is eternally present and

free from the nature of power and ability. Their

knowledge, therefore, does not change due to indifference,

nor is their presence affected by the disappearance.

This is the meaning of Allah's expression—Sublime is

He—"Thev glorify (Allah) night and day; they flag

not"". The same is the meaning of the expression of

the Prophet, "verily, there are some angels who keep

standing and do not bend, and there are some others

who keep bending and do not prostrate (themselves)".

Hence, it is imi>ossible that they should have the desire

of the first kind. If desire is obtained by them at all,

it is of the second kind. /

As for mankind, both of the kinds can occur in

mankind in so far as men have aptitude for the Divin©

objects of knowledge. Both of them are, rather,

evidently necessary for all gnostics.

The first kind is necessary, because the Divine affairs,

which, though manifest to the gnostics in an extremely

clear, vivid and illumined manner, they are mixed up

with the mixture of imagination, because the ideas do

not continue in this universe, nor do they remain free

agB* from images and phantoms [Fol. 258ft] which, in fact,

darken the illumination of the objects of knowledge.

The holy Prophet has, therefore, said," "Verily affliction

overtakes my heart; and verily I seek the forgiveness of

Allah seventy times every day."

The perfection of imagination is only obtained in

the next world where thoughts disappear and phantoms
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arc rendered absurd. This is the first kind of longing

for Allah, the Almighty.

You must know that the second kind of longing

knows no limit. Had the gnostic been created at the very

outset of the origin of the universe and continued till

the present times, and travelled with the utmost speed

through the grades of Divine objects of knowledge,

rather, he would have fiown around the Throne of the

August most quickly, and continued in this state till the

last time of the people of the Paradise and the people of

the Hell, what would have been achieved by his travel

and flying would have been limited and whatever would

have remained outside his reach would have been limit-

less. When the case is this, it is manifest that the first

kind of desire of Allah would very often disappear in the

other World. The second kind of desire will, however,

not cease, rather, whenever the travelling will be severe

and the exertion increase in volume the desire will be

greater, and the thirst severer and greater.

If some one^ says 'truth* is the absolute individual

free from all kinds of composition. If at all, an

individual is known it is known in its entirety, otherwise

it is not known. How then that which you have

mentioned (could) be understood as is its due.

We say, we shall cite an example in support of our

contention, so that the rest may be accordingly reasoned.

We, therefore, say; This physical world which

exists at present is, according to the majority of philo-

sophers, composed of particles which do not admit ofany

further division. Now, if we suppose that Allah, the

Exalted, has created, in respect of every atom which

cannot be separated from this world, thousand of

thousand worlds like this one and then, suppose that

these worlds are expanded so much so that they reach
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the extreme thinness just to be void of thickness, render-

ing, rather, the whole into something like a surface

which has no depth according to one who asserts that

an atom does not split further, and we suppose that a

scribe writes on this huge sheet arithmetical figures

representing the stages of years, the intellect knows it

that there is no way open to it of recording the spans

of these years; nor can even a small part of the same

be recorded."

Then, verily we know when we guess these elongat-

ing durations in relation to the meaning of eternity*'

which they dispute, since howsoever they may prolong,

heighten or put it out of the grasp of intellect and
estimation, they cannot but be limited, while the reality

of eternity is limitless; and the limited has no relation

whatsoever to the unlimited. Here is, to some extent,

realized the nature of our expression that intellects fail

to reaUze the reality of Allah's Grace. When like this

you understand the eternity of Allah, the Exalted, you

should, similarly, know the objects of His Knowledge,

Decree, and the impresses of His Wisdom.

It is, therefore, established by what wc have men-

tioned that love (lit. desire) of Allah, the Exalted, is a

lofty place and a noble station. Now, even all that is

pleasant while surviving and continuing does not remain

pleasant throughout. Similar is the case with that

which is painful. But pleasure and pain are only felt

when transmitted from one side to the other.** And
Allah alone possesses (true) Knowledge!

Let us use a parable for it. This is a fact that the

states of the creatiu-es in relation to delicate and palatable

foods are of three kinds: To the first stage belong the

kings who enjoy the favours of Allah and who arc

:generous in all good and pleasant things. As tliose

who continuously and constantly cat good food become
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used to them, they would, therefore, necessarily feel not
so much pleased with them as with others.

To the second belong those who never eat but
coarse unpalatable food and who have surely had no
chance of enjoying pleasant food, drinks and putting

on (fine) clothes etc.

The third consists ofthose who mostly eat coarse and
distasteful food, but sometimes they get a chance of
eating good and tabty meals. When once they [Fol. 259a]

have tasted good food but find nothing of the kind later

they express their strong desire for it. When they get

it they become greedy of it and enjoy it a good deal.

When you have known this, we say, "Though the

archangels (Oji^l "a^!AJI) enjoy high ranks in gnosis,

they are surely in their ranks (and) free from change.

They are, therefore, like those kings who constantly eat

good food. The angels though constantly receive

nutrition with the light of the Grace of Allah, and enjoy

the sweet fragrance of zephyr of the Mercy of Allah,

do not have any gap in this state, nor do they suffer

transference from one rank (to another).

As for the animals, their condition in relation to

the appetites is like the condition of the needy who
continue in the state of need, harm, misery and disgrace.

Nor can they get transferred from these harmful states

to natural states. They do not, necessarily, feel pained

in the states they find themselves in.

A man**, sometimes, sinks down in the darkness of

the maladies of the body, sometimes escapes from them
towards the lights of the world of sanctity and the

majesty of the canopy of grace, and sometimes he
changes from hardship to comfort, and from despair

to hope. Now, when they move from darkness to light,

and from hiding to the access, they feel pleased with this

«59«
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enormously. Moreover, they achieve pleasure and bliss

so much that no eye has ever seen nor any car has

heard of.**

Here, there is another delicate point. In the case

of a man when presence is achieved after absence,

pleasure reaches its extremity. Then, when absence

occurs after presence while the intellect knows the

bliss** it enjoys in presence and observation, the pam

rises to its extremity. When these two sorts of states

occur (intermittently) in succession, pains and pleasures

occur invariably resembling the spiritual titillation

This sort of bliss and joy is felt by man alone. It

is neither felt by those angels who are stationed near

Allah, and not in the least by the rest of the animal

world. It is, therefore, not far to derive this meaning

from the word ofAllah, "I know what you know naught".

This is the fourth reason.

On Explaining Wisdom in Creating the

Fourth Kind, the Man

We, therefore, say, verily by creating the angels,

Allah has manifested His Power, since the fullness of

their power indicates the perfection of the might of

theirCreator; their total immunityfrom sin also indicates

this. The creation of man, on the other hand, indicates

the perfection of generosity and mercy. As for the

perfection of generosity, this is because there is no

relation ('*-«l^) between dust and the Grace of

the Lord of Lords. Then, Allah (the Truth) by His

complete Mercy and Perfect Generosity has made dust

the attribute of the atom that bears Divine lights and

eternal illuminations.

As for the perfection of Mercy, this is a fact that

though man is composed of appetition, anger, and
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blameworthy habits (X*-* JJI i5^^0. his heart has

been entrusted with the hght of gnosis, his tongue has

been honoured with the recitation of Tawhid, his eyes

have been made a means for seeing the signs of Allah

and his ears an instrument for hearing the speech of

Allah. So through the angels the Power and Wisdom

were revealed, and through man Generosity and Mercy

were manifested.

The Second Division

We say : The existent either exists without having

any beginning or end— such existent is Allah, the

Creator, the Exalted and the Glorified—or exists with a

beginning and an end, as is the world—or with a begin-

ning but no end, as are the human souls and the Last

Abode (the world hereafter) . As for the fourth form of

existence which haran end but not beginning, it cannot

exist, since it is impossible that anything the eternity of

which is established should be void of existence.

When this is established it is manifest that there is

more resemblance between human souls and the next

world than there is between the human souls and the

world. It is also evident that the *abd (slave, man) is

akin to the next world and not to the world. This

kinship is a matter of consideration for the souls. It is

therefore necessary that man should be more inclined

towards the other-worldly [Fol. 259^] spiritual bliss than

towards his interest in the immediate happiness.

The Third Division

The created beings are of three kinds**: they are

cither perfect, incapable of imperfection, as are the

beings of the celestial world whose bodies are celestial

spheres, whose hearts are stars, and whose souls are those

angels who enjoy nearness to Allah, who remain pure

859*
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and perfectly purified. Or, the created objects arc

imperfect which do not admit of perfection, as are

animals especially the genii, devils, the plants and

minerals.

A third kind of the created objects consists of those

who are sometimes perfect and sometimes imperfect.

When they reach the climax of perfection they are with

the angels, closely placed near Allah, stationed at the

threshold of the Might of Allah, the Exalted, constantly

occupied with the remembrance of the Power of Allah,

contemplating the ascending steps of the bounties of

AUah, relying entirely on the outflow of the grace of

Allah, absorbed in the love of Allah, the Exalted.

Sometimes, they descend to the level of catties and the

place of appetite and anger. When they descend to the

place of appetite they, sometimes, become like a pig

kept hungry, then let loose upon filth which he eats;

and sometimes, like a fly which is attracted towards

refuse whenever it is kept away from it. When they,

descend to the place of anger, they behave sometimes

like a biting dog, and sometimes, like a violent camel,

and some other time like a consuming fire, and devastat-

ing floods- Such a man, in spite of the fact that he is

a single individual, is aptly called an illuminating angel,

a darkening devil, an avaricious swine, a patient ass, a

barking dog, and a sly fox. For there is no doubt that

a single individual manifests all those conflicting condi-

tions and contradictory states which only indicate the

existence of a dominant power and an unlimited

wisdom.

You must know that man marked with all these

qualities** has been sent to this House as a traveller.

Amir al-Mu'minin *Ali says'* : "People are on a journey

and this world is a place of temporary halt; it is not a

house, where man can settledown permanently, thewomb
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of his mother is the beginning of his journey, his life-

time being the extent of the distance, his years, his

halting places, months his miles Sind farsakhSy days and
breathings his steps. The next world is his desired goal.

He travels towards this goal like the travelling of the boat

with its passenger, having been called to the House of

Peace, as Allah says: *And Allah summoneth (them)

to the abode of peace'**." The "House of Peace" is the

noblest of all places. Allah Himself says: "Gardens

underneath which rivers flow".**

I
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NOTES

I . Ol Jt^fjll <-J \j^ : According to al-Farabi the principal existents

by which the bodies and accidents are constituted arc of six kinds

in six stages each one of which encompasses the lower stage—the

First Cause in the First Stage, the Secondary Cause in the Second

Stage, the Active Intellect (Jt-iJI J2«J») in the Third Stage, the

Soul in the Fourth Stage, the Form in the Fifth Stage and the

Matter in the Sixth Stage. The first three arc not corporeal and

the remaining three though not corporeal are in bodies. Bodies

are also six-thc heavenly body, the rational animal, the non-

rational animal, plants, minerab and four elements. All these

bodies taken together form the world, vide Al-Farabi: al-Siy5sat

al-Madaniyyah, Hyd< rabad, p. 2.

a. J^, Human intellect or human understanding is an ability

by which man can know anything from the simplest objects of

sense to the ultimate realities. The Arabic word J2«Ji,

especially as used by Imam Ghazzali, is more comprehensive

than the English word 'reason'. Imam Ghazzali has traced

four stages or elements in Ja*J' as it develops in man: (i) an

undeveloped primitive rational faculty, (2) self-evident truths, (3)

knowledge (J^', and (4) a highly developed faculty in man

capable of understanding or knowing the ultimate realities. Of

these 'knowledge' is generally expressed by the word reason.

a. Ihy5' al-'Ulum, Vol. I, p. 76, 'Umaruddin: Some Funda-

mental Aspects of Imam Ghazzali's Thought, p. 33.

ju5C«». Al-Qikmah means understanding and knowledge, as

'

in the verses:^ ^^ «^"' -»> Luqman: Ol*2J l^Jl ^J
XJi^l.An'am: S-^C^J" J -1=^^^"* ^i^^

^^J' ''

means admonitions, as in al-Baqarah: o- (»^ J>»1 ^J

juSGJI J v^^' (9ikmah means ol/Ji ^^J^), al-Nisa':

XJ^stlij tjUSQldLUj^ji. It also means Sj^J*, prophethood,

as in al-Nisa':
~^\ J V^^' <^U' J» ^^ ^ and u- :

X*5U]I J^\ J. al-Baqarah: i-^Sl^Jb 'ii^'t '^^ *^' ->• It a'so

means the O^'an, as in al-Nahl: i-^^^J^J ^J c>-C- Ji ^^';^

al-Baqarah: 1^ \ji^ Jj' -^ ^^' '^^ <^ ^- <^°"^^-

quently all these meanings refer to knowledge, vide Al-Tafsir

al-Kabir, Vol, I, p. 265.
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6.

'Nature' is a most ambiguous word, both in common
language and in Aristotle. Nature, according to Aristotle, is-

concerned with the invariable, as habit with the frequent.

Aristotle often says that things that happen by nattire happca

invariably or in a majority of cases, vide Phys. B 8. 198 b35»

Rhet. All. 1370 z."}.

According to Ibn Miskawaifa, "the movement of the Soul is

in two directions. In the first it moves towards its source and

contemplates it, and thereby perceives all the intelligible verities

which are in the Intelligence. The second movement of the

Soul is downwards, and to this movement the whole wcMrld and

all the spheres owe their existence and activity. This downward

motion of the Soul has two levels: the higher where it acts as a

transcendental principle of form, order and intelligent direction,

and the lower where it operates as an immanent principle of life

and growth. The lower becomes so distinct from the higher

that it may be treated as the fourth principle. It is called

Nature. Nature is simultaneously the totality of material beings,

and the law that governs their motion, the active force that

energizes them to growth and perfection. Nature is not material

nor is it a function of matter. It is the lowest of all spiritual

existences, the slumbering Soul, so to say," vide M. 'Adui Haqq

Ansari: The Ethical Philosophy of Miskawaih, Aligarh 1964,

p. 55, cf. Al-Fauz al-A$[^ar, pp. 150-152.

*>^: Shahwat is the disposition which enables the body to

obtain what is good for it; it includes such qualities as hunger,

thirst etc. According to Aristotle (De An- 9 ad fin.), moderate

men, although they have desire and appetite, do not follow their

desire, but obey reason.

*^^^^l : Angels. "The philosophers identify the Aristotelian

concept of a separate intellect with the Jewish concept of an

angel. In the scholastic philosophy of the thirteenth century

this identification of angel and separate intellect by the Arabic

philosophers was known, but it was often denied" (see Vanden

Bergh, Tahafut, Notes, pp. 135). Ibn Sina says that the spiritual

abstract angels, Si^l aJUj^I25o^!, of the highest degree

are called intellects, whereas the angels of the second degree, the

active angeb, i.e. the movers of the Stars, are called Souls. In

Qazwinl's Cosmography (cd. Wiistenfcld, pp. 55 sqq.) there is
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given a long list of angels who are inhabitants of heaven, 'some

of them arc wholly absorbed in adoration of God', He mentions

also the movers of the stars, of whom (he says) there are seven,

but according to him the exact number of angels is known only

to CkxL

S. M. Vanden Bc^h (Notes on TahSfut, p. i6s) displays bis

ignorance of the Qur'anic conception of angels when he says:

^'Muslim angelology was influenced by Neoplatonbm (cf.

Plotinus Enn. HI. 5.6), which regarded the stars as gods of a

secondary order, subsidiary and related to the intelligible gods

and dependent on them. ..."

ImSm R5zi has elaborately discussed the nature, the function

and importance of angels in his Tafslr, vide al-Kabir, VoL I,

pp. 377-381 which clearly establishes that Muslim conception

of angel is quite different from that of Plotinus. cf. Infra Notes

10 and 13.

7. Al-Qur'Sn, al-Tahrim: 6, al-Na^l: 50-

8. Cf. Aristotle: The Nicomachcan Ethics (No. 4), the Loeb C3as-

sical Library, Harvard University Press, 1956, p. 129.

9. Siirah a}-Baqarah: 30.

10. Cf. T. al-Kabir, Vol. I, p. 444

1

,1. oU^fjlt: Imam Razi has divided the existents in a' logical way

into four kinds which he explains afterwards. Im5m Ran^ib

Iffah&ni has divided them into two broad kinds: (i) Heavenly

mental objects, and (2) terrestrial sensible objects. He then

mentions that Allah created the Ruhaniyat, Spiritual beings,

next, the four elements, the inanimate (*^'->^»J0, the growing

(oL*Ul) objects and the animals ('^^I'l'j-*^'), and set the seal

with the human form- Moreover, his title of the second chapter

of his ^j-*J ^^^'-S'^jii cr^*l J^'^ (i L:rlll:'l J-,aij
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l^X.* tJUui >l, may be compared with the expression of Imim
Razi: ol.>^^l t^\^^ ^ jUiVl iJ^ q^ J. Cf. K.

Tafsil al-Nash'atain wa Tahsil al-Sa'adatain li al-Imam Abu al-

Qasim al-Husain b. Muhammad, b. al-MufadcJal al-RaGJiib

al-Isfahani, Beirut, 13 19 A.H., p. 15.

xa. Cf. T. al-Kabir I. p. 425:

The good Oi^^') is what everything desires. When the first

being knew the perfect good f'n potentia.,,.\t emanated from

him. . . .and that is the eternal providence and will. Thus good

came within the divine decree essentially, not accidentally, while

evil came accidentally. Evil (,/^l) may be said to be deficiency,

like ignorance and impotence, or like pain and sickness, or

like fornication and theft. In fine, evil per se is privation, t.t

the loss of a thing's true and perfect nature. Evil absolutely

docs not exist, except in speech and thought. Accidental evil

exkts in poUnfia, because of matter. It begins through a certain

disposition (hai'ah) which prevents its proper receptiveness

of the perfection towards which it moves. The pernicious

result is due, not to a privative act of the agent, but to the im-

receptiyeness of the object, thus arise bad morals, the dominion

of the bestial over the human mind, giving rise to evil practices

and corrupt beliefs; or the evil influence may come from without,

as from parents or teachers. Evil, coming in thus accidentally,

is rightly rewarded with destruction because of the existence of

the opposing cause. When evil is mixed with good it is most

proper that it should be brought into existence .... otherwise

a universal good would be lost in the interest of a particular

evil. . . .A good example is fire. See ghahrastani, K. Nihayatu*!-

Iqdam pd. & trans, by A. Guillaume, Oxford, 1934, pp. 90-I'

a 3. X^iLal J^U^ jyUI: Cf. Al-Tafsir al-Kabir I, p. 448:

See also Ma'alim 'Usui al-Din on the margin of al-Mu^assal,

al-Husayniyyah Press, Egypt, p. 107:
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14. Sfirah al-Anbiyd' : 30

ig. ^y^iAj^JU: When a gnostic finds himself before God a sh'gh

error committed by him is considered a great sin. The Holy

Prophet therefore constantly sought forgiveness from Allah just

to remain free from any blemish. The hadi^ has been referred

to in Lawami' al-BayyinSt also with some difference in wordings

vide p. 103:

J* OUJ Ail" . ^%J\j i%^\ Ale. JU ( ^jlJi\ ^\
-** '<i^^ or*-. iUJl J CJsJI «i -oil ^^ii-.'i/ Jl j ^J^i

16. ^^<J*l*J l«r^ 01 Jfj
: This argument seems to have been derived

from the divine statement in Surah Luqman, verse No. 27:

"And if all the trees in the earth were pens, and the sea, with

seven more seas to help it, (were ink), the words of Allah could

not be exhausted. Lo! Allah is Mighty, Wise."

17. See Supra Note 5 (the Preamble) p. 38.

18. •Wl': Pleasure is defined as the perception of the agreeable,

the stronger the perception and the nobler the perceptible the

more perfect the pleasures. Now, what is agreeable to the

human soul is to perceive the intelligibles, intellectual perception

being nobler per se than the sensible perception. Cf. Fakhr Razi

:

al-Mabahith al-Mashriqiyyah, Hyderabad, Vol, II, p. 427:

t ^\ 4Ul*JI Silll c:J}^ ciysl dJjJuJIj Jui! dIjiVt

Cf. Aristoilc : Nicomachean Ethics, X, iii 6 : if pleasure

is a replenishment of the natural state, the pleasure will be felt

by the thing in which the replenishment takes place. Therefore

it Is the body that feels pleasure. But this docs not seem to be the

case. Therefore pleasure is not a process of replenishment,

though while icplenishment takes place, a feeling of pleasure

may accompany it jlisi^ as a feeling of pain niay accompany a

surgical operation.

(ji*.ajl: Man is composed of various dispositions, sometimes

he resembles angels and sometimes animals through his intellect

..nd appetition. Gf. Raghib: Al-t)han'ah, p. 17 :

^9
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A^j t 2$il J v^t J JJtjl ^ SJjUI *oIj4^» ^ aJ

J ; JUr JU tJ4Jj * ^jj ^j ^jA^^ ow *^lj jU

. . . .A^lliJ! J jjJI A*j ^ J oLiiiJ! Jl j^l ^ ^^>£

90. j»*iii^l jtiafr: The idea has been expressed more clearly in-

his al<Mabahilh> Vol. II, Hyderabad, p. 487. He says:

dIjJU) J «3L-^1 oiriji'^ljy UUxTl JLiI ^^1 dJlj.>*^i J

<JUJI^J \j^3 4i^5L» J Aj ii^ J (JU7 tSjUJI jA ,j2j»Jl

ij«»Jl o|flj.sVlj># t>ri ^^ U2*J1 ol^iji'il oJ^lil J

6t v^J <^VI J! La JU. V jL*J V Jj A-«j>eJI objJuJ!

-*^*>VI Jt La J^V

21, Oi3U.«J): Happiness or Sa'adah is "the activity of virtue in u

complete life. Virtue deals with Pleasure and Pain". Cf

Magna Moralia, 11. VII 2. Loeb Classical, Heinemann, Harvard

University Press, p. 615. Every pleasure is not a "process of

becoming". The pleasure arising from mental contemplation

is no process, nor is that which arises from hearing and sight and

smell. For these are not the consequence of some need or

deficiency, as in the case of the others, those, for example, which

follow eating or drinking. These latter arise from deficiency or

excess, cither when the deficiency is replenished or when we are

deprived of the excess; and so we regard them as a process. But

deficiency and excess are pain; so that where pleasure arises,

there is pain: op. cit., pp. 617-19. Pain is to perceive the
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contrary: ciiu dJtjil (J*Vi j, vide Muha^al, al-l^usayniah,

1st cd., p. 115 ft. note last line. Pleasure (S^X)) is to perceive

the agreeable: jJ^UI ^Ij^l ^ S^l, vide al-MabS^ifll

al-Ma^qiyyah, Vol. II, p. 42?, Hyderabad ediUon; wpra.

Note No. 18, p. 58.

aa. This tripartite divUion seems to be derived from RS^lib's

Tafjil al-Na^'atain, Chapter III, according to which roan

has been declared as holding an intermediary poution

between al-Mala'ikah, angels, and al-l^aiwanat, animals; vide

P- ag:

Also see RSghib: al-Ehari'ah, Second edition, Al-Watan Press,

p. 16:

iv^ diiJi . ^j^^ J^l ui-il *?j^^ or 0» J ii)^"^*

Ol^ jj^ J*J t J (^U >iJ 1 A^y J» WrA^ vj^ 6-^
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Cf. Al-Qhazzali: I^ya* III, p. 9:

4J«^2uJt ojj.^1^ AX.«U J aJjj^ '^'*s*> (^ J O^Js"* J^:r^^^

fi. Ul Jl JU*A cJ/^ (>» J - f,^«iti^ "i/l l-i* Ol < Ij^ tJ^

also see Mizan al-'Amal, and cd. 134a H. al-Matba*ah

al-*Arabiyyah, Egypt, p. a5: Jjj^oUa-A^ A2*AOj^ ^j
as quoted from the Hkya' with slight change in expression.

23. t)UJ"^l, Cf. Imam Rag^ib al-Ijfahani: al-2hri*ah, p. ii*

:>^j J j*iJI Jl Qj^lj Sjl^VU *^J*L. 4Zi_^

j^ j»-«jtJI J l^J^v*^ j^l
c5^ ^li oUjVI j ,^1

J*: j^j .... tslrJIj (J^'J o-^lj *0*Jb «ls*Jt

.5ju-«»j| o^i>:AJ 'M Ai^J ,,-eJU'iJi-jyi u^i>^i

24. 4^(J^. The same idea has been expressed in his Tafiir and is

obviously derived from the saying of 'Ali (R^.). See Tafsir, I,

p. 5".

« oujuJi oyfuii j>i)( j««e "^^ oV oi>i jju

Cf. Abu aI-Q,asim al-9usain b. Mul>ammad al-Ra|^ib al-

Isfahani: al-Dhaii*ah ila Makarim al-ghari'ah. Second edition,.

Al-Wafan Press, p. 9:
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^35. Surah Yunus: 35.

36. Al 'Inuibi: 15; al-Mi'idah: 133; al-Buruj: 133; al-l^adid: si

^l

CHAPTER II

On tne assertion ofwhat preceded in a way different

but nearest to the established view.

You must know, the existents are of four kinds, in

respect of Intellectual classification, because they:

(t) either affect and are not at all affected in any way,

(zi) or, receive effects but do not affect anything in any

way,

(m*) or, affect and are also affected at the same time,

(to) or, neither affect nor are affected at all.

These are the four kinds of existent and they do not

admit of any more.

As for the first kind of existent which affects but

is not at all affected, it is Allah, the True, the Sublime

and the Exalted, as He is the Necessary Bemg m

respect of His Essence and in respect of the Reality of

His Heity* and that which is a Being Necessary m

respect of this essence is a Necessary Being in all

respects* since if His Particular Essence satisfies this

definite affirmation and thb definite negation, the

affirmation and the negation must become eternal

due to the Eternity of His Essence.

If, however, His particular Essence does not satisfy

then, the negation and the affirmation will depend upon

considering the condition of others and His Heity will

depend upon the realization of this affirmation and Ais

negation. Now, that which depends upon something

which itself depends on something else depends upon

I
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that last something else. His reality is then described

as depending upon this something external. Now, that

which depends upon something else is in its essence a

possible being and a possible being is only produced by

a Being, necessary in its essence. Production itself is a

mode of affecting something. In so far as this productive

Being is essentially independent it does not acc^t

g5(M any effect [Fol. 2600] from other than itself, as it exists by

itself. In so far as it a:^ects everything other than itself

and brings into being everything that is other than

itself, it sustains something other than itself. That which

exists by itself and sustains something else is in the

highest rank of self-sustenance. The title of Him Who
holds this description is the attribute of Qayyum^, an

exaggerative noun derived from *Qiyam'. It is, there-

fore, established that Allah, the True, Who affects others

and is not affected is a pure Qayyum, Self-existing.

It is for this reason that the well-versed savants have

agreed that the most sublime a verse in the Book of

Allah, the Exalted, is His expression: "Allah! There

is no Grod save Him, the Alive, the Eternal."'

As for the second kind of being which receives

effects but does not affect others, it is matter. To us

it is established that the matter of this corporeal universe

is (a collection of) atoms which are indivisible. According

to others the matter of the body is an existent which

docs not occupy space, its form being acceptance of

space and size.

Now that you have recognized this we say: These

particles arc not per se hot, cold, moist, dry, nor joined

and disjoined. But they accept these descriptions and

conditions.

These particles are called by some of them "the

forms'* (olL^JI, the figures), which only contain

absolute receptivity, obedience and submission. Since
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existence is conferred by way of generosity, it can only

be caused by the existent. Rbceptivity and getting

affected are only caused by deprivation (of existence

or effect). It is, therefore, said in the Divine Book:

"Allah is the Rich, and you are the poor."*

When you have known this we say: Existence is

nobler than the absence of existence. It; is for this

reason that the noblest being which affects and is not

affected is Allah, the Sublime and the Exalted; and the

most debased is that which is affected but does not affect

others and it is 'matter'.

As for the third kind which affects and is, at the

same time, affiected, it is the universe of spirits and souls.

This is because of the fact that when it is established that

the Necessary Being is only one it is established that

anything other than the One is possible in its essence

and what is possible in its essence does not exist except

when it is produced by something else, and the object

receives effect from this something else. It is, therefore,

established that spirits receive effect from something

else. As for the fact that spirits affect others, some of

them hold that which affects is one only. This is be-

cause the beings which are possible are sharers in the

meaning of possibility and the meaning of possibility

stands in need of an agent which affects either a definite

agent in itself or an indefinite agent in itself. It is,

however, absurd that possibility should depend on an

indefinite agent, as what is essentially not definite does

not exist per se^ and what does not exist per se cannot

impart existence to something else. When this second

thesis is reduced to absurdity, the first is necessarily

established, viz.i the possibility stands in need of some*

thing which is definite in itself. Every possible thing

stands in need of the definite, as demonstrated. Hence,

•;|iii
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there is 6nly one affecting agent.

Again, they say, spirits cause change; they are not

affecting agents. Others say, spirits produce effect

in the corporeal world, they set bodies in an order and
organise them. This view has been supported by
philosophical arguments and has been strengthened

by prophetic revelations. Allah Has said describing the

angels: "By those winds who distribute (blessings) by

command", and said, "By those who govern the event".*

"When this has been established, it is evident that

according to either view the world ofspirits is in between

the Divine world and the corporeal world not by way of

ahape and direction but by way of nobility and rank.

Therefore, in so far as they (the spirits) produce effects

in corporeal objects, they are not below the physical

bodies. Undoubtedly, the rank of the spirits is in

between the first two ranks (the Divine World and the

Physical world)

-

When you have known this, we say, "The spiritual

objects* arc of different ranks and positions. The
highest position is held by those who [Fol, 260^] have

completely lost themselves into the light of the glory of

the Nourishing Lord so much so that they hardly find

time for administering the corporeal universe, their food

being Taw^iid, Oneness of Allah", and their drink
Jjjixll and JafuJI (separating Him from everything

else as Unique and exalting Him). They have lost

themselves in the lights of His Grace and are never free

for anythmg other than Allah—They are the Angels who
(by their service and worship) stand close to Allah.
This rank has been indicated by the Divine Book in the
expression: "And those who dwell in His Presence arc
not too proud to worship Him, nor do they weary" .^

Again, this category of spiritual beings occupies
ranks in gnosis to which there is no end and which arc
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known only to Allah. This is because wc have explained

that lights of the glory of Allah have no end. Similarly

the ranks of gnostics have also no end in their gnosis.

Now, since this category of spiritual beings have
no other description except their absorption in the

Divine gnosis and their understanding of those August

glories, the Metaphysical philosophers necessarily

call this category of Spirits pure Intellects. This is

because although they are substances which exist in

themselves, the abundance of their number and strength

of their gnosis have made them appear as though they

were identical with the intelligibles and were same as

their realizations.

If anybody says: "On what basis do you say that

for this category of spiritual beings nothing remains but

to accept existence from the True one and sanctity from

the lights which reveal the glory of the True one. This

is all passivity and acceptance of casuality. Now,

where is the capacity to cause effects and where is

action " ?

We shall say: Though the spiritual beings are

deeply absorbed in the understanding of the Divine

Everlasting Lights, it is not a remote {jossibility that

they emit their impressions to the world of the Celestial

Spirits or the heavenly bodies in the same way as light

emanates- from the sun and life from the spirit. On this

assumption they are active agents. It is abo not a

remote possibility that the spirits occupy a grade out

of the grades accorded to the illuminating souls, when

they are in a lower state than others. They receive

lights from this 'other' who is more perfect than them-

selves. Take, for example, the sun and the moon.

Although both the sun and the moon are two high noble

substances in the corporeal world, the moon is evidently

weaker in condition than the sun, and necessarily
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derives light from the sun. But, after receiving light

from the sun the moon becomes generous and transmits

it to the low terrestrial world. It is not unlikely that

the same is the condition of the spiritual beings.

To the Second rank of the world of Spirits and

Souls, however, belong those who attend the administra-

tion of the world of bodies and who do not go to excess

in their absorption into the passion for the August

Eternity so as to become unmindful of attending the

horizon of the lowest corporeal body. This rank also

varies in nobility, the nobler and stronger the body

they understand, the higher and more illuminating are

they in themselves.

Since the most sublime of all that exists in the

corporeal horizon is the Throne* (crv*")» t^^ strongest

of all the spirits related to the administration of

bodies in the Spirit that rules the globe of the Throne.

It is by no means a remote possibility that this Spirit is

called the greatest spirit, nor is it unlikely that it has

faculties and offshoots which exist in the sides of the

globe. These off-shoots may have other branches

which have been referred to in the Qur'anic expression:

"and eight (angels) will uphold the Throne of their

Lord that day, above them".^® Reference has been

made to the branches ofthe offshoots in another Qur'anic

expression: "And thou (O' Muhammad) seest the

angels thronging round the Throne, hynming the praises

of their Lord"."

The next rank belongs to the Spirit that rules

the Chair, as Allah has said, "His throne includeth the

heavens and the earth*'.**

This second rank is followed by the Spirits that

administer the sphere of the Zuhal (Saturn), next the

rest of the spheres of heavens and the orbits of stars iu

accordance with their various ranks and positions until
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we come to the spirits that administer the sphere of the

moon, the sphere of tiie air, the water, the oceans, the

earth and its mountains. All this we have mentioned

in accordance with the speech of the law-giver. The

Prophet has [Fol. 2610] said, "There came to me the

angel of oceans" and said so and so, the angel of

mountains, the angel of thunder, the treasurer of the

Paradise and the treasurer of the Hell".

All that we have mentioned and explained has

been established by proof and has further been stressed

by the revelation and the Qur'an.

Know that you have now realized that the first kind

is nobler than the second kind among the categories of

spiritual beings. It is not unlikely that noble and high

lights flow" from the fiAt kind over the second kind

and impart strength to the spirit to administer these

bodies through the lights that flow from the first.

You should also know that it is evident from what

we have explained that the worlds of the souls and

Spirits begin with the noble ones gradually descending

to the lower ones till they reach the parts of the ranks

touching the terrestrial spirits which are in relation to

general spirits like the relation that the bodies enjoy

with each other. Now, the terrestrial spirits vary

among themselves very much in nobility and debase-

ment, the loftiest and noblest of them being the human

spirits which are followed by the animal spirits which

are followed by the vegetative faculties which also belong

to the genus of spirits, and are the last of the ranks of

the realm of spirits. This is the discussion on the ranks

of the Third Division which deals with existents that

affect and receive effects at the same time.

The fourth kind, that is, the existent which neither

affects nor receives an effect cannot exist among the

26l«
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intellects. For, when we have proved that anything

other than the One, the True, is essentially possible in

existence, necessary due to something else, it follows

logically that what is other than the One has received

effects from the One, and exists due to the One^ and

has come into being through the One. Hence, this

kind is impossible.

Some people hold that the sphere that has no end

and the duration that has no limit belongs to this kind.

But it involves many delicate, hidden mysteries which

do not deserve to be mentioned in this place.
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NOTES
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1. AXty^ 4^Jub)j: Gf. aI-Q,ai|ary: Sharh Fusus aHJIkam:

6^" d\ cy r*' o* u^ '^^ Cr*'^^^^ '^' ^"^l '^^^^

I4JJ1 SJuI^I oUv«.)I ^ Sjijf OjCel !il J t jJlisJl aU*.

lOA J <lg-U iJuxiU Ajj^Vl J ( AjJb,t^b SL— .^ SJUiOt

2. ^_j-*JI*A¥»JA : God must be essentially One and all ebc is possible

depending on the One Who will, thus, be a cause for establishing

everything else in general. Thus Allah must be Qayyum.

Cf. al-Razi: K. Lawami' al-Bayyinat, al-Sharafiyyah Press,

Egypt, 1323 A.H. p. 226:

Aj^ JUljJI iLU'js t USCf JUl J ( Lp-\ J JUl^l Oj^ ....

(jU^l \X^i c^ .^ull olj,- U JS'jliil J c\j,^ U JS" (^ aa

3. iSurah al-Baqarah: 255,

4. Surah Muhammad ; 38.

5. Surah al-Dhaiiyat : 4 ; al-Nazi*St : 5.

6. S^ iT* *^^^J./": The spiritual beings are the angels. See

Note No. 6 (Ch. I).

According to the Christians, Angels are in reality immaterial

rational souls. They further hold that if these souls are pure

and good they are angels, but if they are evil-natured and vicious

they are Satans.

Philosophers hold that Angles are self-supporting independent

substances which have no js*, shape, and which differ i^
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quiddity from the human rational souls. Moreover, they arc

more perfect than tJie human souls in power, knowledge, and are

divisible into two—one group having no duty of administering the

heavens, for example, and reimainng fully absorbed in Divine

gnosis, love and obedience, and another group looks after the

heavenly affairs. Some philosophers speak of some other kinds

of angels—those which arc terrestrial and administer the

worldly affairs, the good and virtuous which are called angels,

4SCI:)L*, and the vicious are the satans. See al-Tafsir

al-Kabir, I. p?. 376-77*

7. Al-Anbiya': 19 also Al-A'raf : 205.

S. tP^I: The philosophers call it "Falak al-Aflak", the highest

heaven. Cf. M. A'la al-Thanawi: Kashshaf Istilahat al-Funun,

Vol. II, Calcutta, 1862, p. 981:

t ^^1 >1 jU J aUII j*1^l 0^3 e^^ cr-H^'

According to the ^ufis^'i'f J'J-^^ applies to the heart of the

"Perfect Man": op. cit.

^. jJitVl^J^M: The Great Spirit. But Sayyid Sharif applies

it to the human spirit {^^^^ C"*-^')-
He says :

olJJI ^^k. *::.yb^ .Jij>JI y^^jJl ^* J . ^rNI A^>*JI

^i^j>Jb >^t
r^»'-»

'J^^' ^f ^„^^' ^ <^

Taftazani's exposition distinguishes three conceptions of

angelology: there is that of Islamic orthodoxy; there is that of
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our falasifa, dividing the angelic hierarchies into pure Intel-

ligences or Archangels—Cherubs, and Angels—Souls entrusted

with the government of a body; finally, there is that of the Ashab

al-Tilimsat, the theurgic Sages, a designation that can here

include the "Sabians" of Harran and the Ishraqiyun theosophists.

Their doctrine has the peculiarity that it does not stress the 'aql,

the Angel's organ of self-intellection, which permits the phUoso-

phers their angelological deduction of the cosmos, pressing the

hierarchy of the heavens as a sort of phenomenology of the

angelic conseiousness. The theurgic doctrine lay?more stress on

•he Ruh: instead of al-'Aql al-Awwal, it says al-Ruh al-A'zam, the

Supreme Spirit; it recognizes, for each species, for each category

of beings, a governing and protecting Angel. This notion is m

harmony with the fundamental notion of Idiraqi Neo-

Zoroastrianism, and it finally leads to that of the Perfect Nature.

The exposition drawn from Fakhruddin Razi has the advantage

of defining a principle of systematization from the outset. Every-

one, Fakhr declares, agrees upon the existence of Angels,

regarding it as the supereminent prerogative of the world above,

and conceiving them as personal essences subsisting of them-

selves. The divergence arises at the point of determining whether

these pure essences occupy space or, on the contrary, cannot be

situated in space.

(Gorbin: Avicenna & the Visionary Recital, i960, London

p. 51 sq.)

10. al-Haqqah : 17.

11. al-Zumar : 75-

,

12. al-Baqarah : 255.

13. The hadith could not be traced. The idea that an angel is

incharge of ocean is supported by the following expression of

Ibn 'Abbas recorded by Imam Ahmad in his Musnad, Vol. V,

p. 382 :

i c^U l4»9j til ^ i c-,iU -"ifj ^3 '-^^ * v^'

.4. jt5«J and C^l-: from (^> Saih (to flow), Cf. al-Qamus:

i/j*"^' J* t?^ :
^^"^ 3 1^==- *u' c^

also, al-QiirJubi (Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad
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al-Anjari) Vol. VIII, DSr al-Kutub al-Mi?tiyyah, igS^.

p. 270, abo T. al-Kabir : AI-Khainyyah, Gaiio, 1308, Vol. IV,

p. 504. ImSm Razi uses this word in a particular meaning.

He says that when a man follows the path of submission to Allah

and refrains from eating, drinking and mating, he keeps himself

away from the evils of passion and the doors of wisdom open

to him and the lights of the umverse of Grace become manifest

for him :

Jib J f y^:Um dJjj J iftlkll J*» Jfi >uj (^'UoJl J j^s-i

^^ OMyl -ii o-alkl ,>* ;
|.:)LJt J il>^l A-U JU aJAJ J

J«a9BJ Vj-^ (>*-* f^ li' C^ Cr*OiJ^^' -*"' tJ^ (^^ «i

In the text the peculiar meaning of Imam Razi is, obviously,

understood. His reference to Hadith is, however, strange, as

it dues not find place in reliable collections of Hadith.

CHAPTER III

On Explaining the Ranks of Human Spirits

You must know that the precise discussion of this

subject cannot be made in a regular manner without

advancing an introduction which is as follows : We
evidently know that we like something and dislike some

other thing. We, therefore, say that here there is

either something which is essentially liked or some-

thing which is essentially disliked.

Or, it may be said that a thing must either be liked

because it contains something, or disliked because it

contains something else. The second possibility is

absurd, as it leads to a continuous* chain of argument

(J.J .J) or to a circular* argument (jjA, with) infinite

regress) both of which are absurd.

Even if we agree with the genuineness of continuity

(JJu-») and circularity (jj*), it is certain that on

the supposition of the continuous or circular matter

there is no such thing as to be liked or disliked in itself.

According to this view everything that is liked is disliked

in itself. According to this view everything that is liked

is liked because it contains something else. It is

therefore necessary to hold that there is nothing which

is absolutely desirable or absolutely undesirable. But

we have explained that it is evidently known that there

is surely something which is liked or disliked. Hence,

the case is contrary to the assumption. It is, therefore,

established that there is someone who is essentially liked

^Ull!
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and something which is essentially disliked.

Now, after a thorough discussion and consideration

we find nothing about which it may be possibly said that

it is essentially liked, except "pleasure" and "perfection".

Truly speaking, there is no difference between the

two, since what is "pleasant" is the cause of achieving

a perfect state of pleasure, and what is "perfect" is

"pleasant". Only we call what is physically pleasant

"pleasiu-c" and what is spiritually pleasant "perfection".

Again, what is essentially disliked is "pain" and

"loss" which have, in fact, for the reason mentioned

above, no difference in reality. For, 'perfection' is

essentially liked due to its essence in so far as it is perfec-

tion, and 'loss' is essentially disliked due to its essence

in so far as it is 'loss*.

After the strong argument has been cited, this

n6ib [FoL 261b] introduction is well-established by several'

reasons

:

1

.

Firstly, when an imperfect one is described with

the attributes of praise and eulogised, he feels pleased

though he is aware that the speaker is a liar. And

when a perfect man is condemned with the attributes

of disparagement, he feels aggrieved though he is aware

that the speaker has lied. This is only because of the

fact that the very idea of achieving perfection is 'pleasant'

in its essence and that of incurring loss is repugnant in

its essence.

2. Secondly, when you listen to the story of

Rustam and Isfandiyar® and hear of their immense

courage and their victory over their contemporaries,

you feel in your heart extreme admiration for them.

This is the reason why the story-teller causes the people

to crowd around him by tellitig stories of a similar

nature and induces them to take money out of their

pockets and offer him. This indicates that "perfection"
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is desired for its essence.

3. Thirdly, when we undertake any kind of trade,

we put the question to ourselves: "Why have we
undertaken to bear the burden of this profession?'*

We answer, "We have only undertaken this to make

money". When we ask, again, "Why do we seek

money?" The answer is given by us: "We need

money in order to be able to secure pleasures". When
we repeat by saying : "Why should we seek pleasures ?"

We say and our intellect decides that we seek pleasure

for its own sake. The case is similar to "perfection'*

which is also sought for its own sake.

When this introduction is established we say :

**Perfection causes strength either in the essence or in

the attributes. Perfection in the essence must be

essentially necessary in so far as it does not accept, in

any way, the absence of existence and annihilation.

But to achieve this perfection is not possible, since a

thing is either essentially necessary or not. If it is

essentially necessary the necessity will be achieved for

the essence. What is achieved cannot further be

achieved, and if it is not essentially necessary, it becomes

impossible for it to turn into what is essentially neces-

sary. Now, that of which the existence is not possible

cannot be an object of desire.

It is, therefore, established that the perfection

achieved through inherent necessity cannot be the

desired object. On the other hand, what is essentially

possible comes into being only through something

else, and whenever it exists due to something else it is a

necessary being as long as this "something else" exists.

Hence, it is this 'something else* through which the

necessity of its existence is accomplished. When the

necessity of existence is desired for its own sake, then

anything that causes it is also desired. Now, due to
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this concept anything that causes the existence of an

object and its continued subsistence in accordance with

its best possible condition will be desired for its own sake;

and anything that causes the non-existence of something

in itself due to the absence of its excellent conditions

will be disliked for its own sake.

Since the True, the Exalted and the Eulogized, is a

Necessary Being in His Essence, He is the Lover of His

Essence, and is the Beloved by virtue of His Essence,

and since it is a necessary function of His Essence to

cause the possible objects to emanate from Him and

wc have already explained that which emanates from

the beloved is also lovable, thereforCj the actions of

Allah arc lovable. It is for this reason that Allah said:

^'He loves them and they love H4m."* Some of the

leading Sufis who listened to this verse said : **It is

sure that though Allah loves them, He, in reality, loves

His self only".*

As for perfection in attributes, we have pondered

but found nothing of this kind except Knowledge and

Power. Since Knowledge is perfection in its essence,

it is essentially lovable.

When you have known this we say : Human
spirits, as you have realized, has no way of achieving

the essential necessity. They, therefore, desire to

achieve necessity through something -else. Hence,

everything that is the cause of man's life and the con-

tinuity of his existence is dear to him essentially and

whatever is the cause of his death and annihilation Is

essentially disliked by him.

As for the discourse on Knowledge and Power,

[Fol. 262a] you have known that human spirits have

two functions of receiving effects and acting on their

oym initiative. When they attend to the Divine world

they receive effects and when they attend to the
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corporeal material world, they act on their own
initiative.

When they receive effects from the Divine world,

they sometimes receive existence and sometimes the

sacred manifestations and spiritual forms which con-

stitute the sciences.

As for their acting upon the material world, this

is because they possess authority over this world in so

far as they possess the power of dissolving and composing

(things) according to their will.

Since there is no end to. the stages of knowledge

and power, there is also no end to the stages of human
love for the two (Knowledge and Power), nor is there

any end to brooding over the means of achieving the

two desired ol^ects. But it is impossible that a man
should attain knowledge without limitation or have

power over the objects without any limitation. The
knowledge attained by human spirits is limited despite

its wide scope and the power over material existents.

Whatever its extent, is also limited. Evidently, the

human soul does not reach a stage in knowledge and
power where it may achieve unlimited things. Hence,

it is impossible for the substance of soul to be free from

lust and demand. Human lust for securing wealth is

only because he wants power over inanimate beings,

his lust for attaining a high position is only because he

wants power over the spirits of the intelligents, and his

lust for contending with figures and wrestling with the

brave ones is only because he wzgits to be powerful and

dislikes to be overpowered. All this goes back in

origins to the root of power which is an attribute of

perfection.

If a man is able to enforce his commands in a town

his self aspires to be able to enforce his commands over

the whole country, and when he is able to do this, he

I I
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aspires to execute his commands over the countries,

seas and mountains; nay, he aspires to gain command

over the stars and heavenly bodies. Nevertheless,

sometimes he does not want this power due to a cause

that renders it impossible for him to achieve such power.

Hence, he refrains from such an attempt due to some

obstacle that stands in his way, and not because he is

devoid of such ambition.

Here there is a delicate point, that is, a man does

not very much desire to achieve this position before he

enjoys the pleasure of power and authority. His

longing for achieving this state increases when he tastes

it and becomes familiar with it. His inclination towards

this can be compared to the faculty of taste. For

example, a man heais the name of a beautiful woman

and falls in love with her by merely hearmg her name

without seeing her. When he tastes the pleasure of

executive power and authority over her, he loves the

woman because of the fact that he saw her, hked her

and enjoyed the pleasure of mating with her. Now

mating simply strengdiens his love in the substance of

his spirit and adds to his lust for mating with her.

Similarly, whenever he has access to lofty positions m

state and authority, his lust for having more power

and more authority increases. It is, therefore, establi-

shed that there is no end to the lust of a man for

achieving knowledge and power. It is also established

that the whole of the corporeal world is limited, bo,

when we suppose that a man governs the whole of the

world, the necessary result is that he enjoys a limited

kingdom.

We have already explained that man wants un-

Umited power. The assertion is theretore that even if

man enjoys power over the whole of the corporeal world

he does not refrain from demanding more power. If
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a man achieves the knowledge of all that is covered by

existence, his lust for achieving knowledge necessarily

remains, as we have explained that what knowledge

and power he has achieved is limited and what is absent

from him is unlimited, [Fol. 262^] though it lies within 263*

his power that the law-giver (peace be upon him!) said:

"There are two greedy persons who are never satisfied

a. seeker of knowledge and a seeker of the world."*

Now that you know this, we say: "Though the

achievement of power to exercise sway over the lower

sphere, i.e., the corporeal world, is a perfection, it

entails a limited affair, I mean, the power of the soul

to exercise sway over the corporeal world is conditioned

by the continuous connection of the soul with body.

But this connection may be severed. Now, when the

connection is severed,the power is lost; the loss of the

beloved after having a long love-affair and suffering

a loss that cannot be repaired necessitates a great

catastrophe and a strong desire that brings destruction.

As a precaution against falling into this undesirable

state, this desired object becomes the object of dislike.

As for the engagement of the soul in seeking perfect

knowledge, it is pleasure in the present and a happiness

in the future. This is because the authority of the Soul

over the corporeal world is conditioned with the con-

nection of the soul with the body.

As for the fact that the soul receives the Pure mani-

festations' and Divine Knowledge, this does not depend^

upon the connection of the Soul with the body, rather

this connection is, as it were, an obstruction in achieving

perfection. When this connection is broken, the Divine

Manifestations become illumined. It is, therefore,

established by what we have mentioned, that attention

to the higher sphere for a seeker who receives the Divine

Manifestations necessitates perfection in the present and
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in the future.

Attending to the lower sphere for the sake of

achieving domination over the corporeal world, neces-

sitates pleasure in the present time but, at the same

time, it necessitates great pain after death. This is why

the people of intelligence have agreed that it is their

duty to keep themselves engaged in attaching their

spirit to the higher world by turning it away from the

lower world. Those who attend to the world of purity

surely enjoy continuity without annihilation, honour

without disgrace, pleasure without pain, and peace

without fear.

When you have known this, it becomes evident

that the souls* are of three kinds:

—

1, The highest is the position of those who

attend to the Divine World, and sink them-

selves in these everlasting lights, and in the

branches of Divine gnosis (Knowledge) and

are sometimes called in the Q,ur*an, "the

foremost", as the Qjar'an says: "The

foremost in the race, the foremost in the

race: Those are they who will be brought

nigh*'*, sometimes they are called, "those

who will be brought nigh", as the Qur*an

has it. "Thus if he is of those brought

nigh"."

2. In the middle position are those souls which

attend to both the worlds. Sometimes, they

advance upward to the higher world by

obeisance and devotion, and, sometimes,

descend to the lower world for the sake of

administermg the affairs of the world and

exercising sway over it. They are the people

of the right-hand (or righteousness) and the

balanced-people.
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o The third position belongs to those who

attend to the lower world and are exceedingly

occupied in seeking its pleasures. They are

the people of the left-hand and are trans-

gressors.

Now. Knowledge that leads to the path of the

nearly-placed souls is the science of the spiritual exeroses

and discipline, and the Knowledge that leads to the

path of the people of the right-hand « the science of

morals (Ethics).

Jl
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NOTES

I. i3*Xi«Jjl: It means to arrange things without any limitation.

It can be of four kinds : (i) continuation of entities available

in existence, or not. The second is like continuation of events,

continuity (3) with an arrangement, or without arrangement;

the second is like that of rational souls either naturally, such as

continuity of cause and effect ('Iliat and Ma'lui) and ****, des-

cription, and «-*>^j-*, the object of description, or in constitu-

tion like the continuity of bodies. The last two kinds Vr^-^'

^5*-laJI,Uke JjWIj SUII J J*1«JJ1, and (^^i <W-^'»
like ^t«*^ Jil (J (J-«*>*«^i> are impossible.

a. jj-^l: To ma:ke a thing depend on something that depends

upon the thing itself. It is of two kinds :

««j J f «-» (_^ t v-is^ 1*5^ (c-Jl^^ *-*0-i) j*^l jjJJi (r)

•^^! uii^ oy jjj-^l Oii c3>Jl J '^ ti* ^-^ * jr (J*

aJjX, *-«*> t^ A.*U2j (»_)L» 4.«JXj '^^^l tJj^ ti J, ' l^j^

Cf. Ta'rufat Sayyid Sharif, Istanbul, 13 18, p. 7a,

3. Rustam son of Zal, the most renowned hero among the Persians,

Isfandiyar son of Gushtasp of the first dynasty of Persian kings.

4. al-Ma'idah : 54.

5. Al-Qushairy has recorded a saying indicating the same meaning:

Cf. Al-Risalah al-Qushayiyyah 1940/1359, p. 158 :

6. O^j^-*: The fall hadi^ is recorded by Al-Khatib al-DimashqL

in his Mi^kat al-Ma§Sbit>, Nizami Press, Delhi, p. 29 :
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i »LUJI *iLc jy ^1 ^^ UM >"i/t JU J < JU < J^l

The same feadiA has also been narrated on the authority of

Anas :

. Jli jjL«5 JUU <a»l t> ^1 Ol (aU oi o^\ o*) -"^ J

rhe hadith has been referred to by 'Imam Qhazzali in his Hiya',

III, p. 232.

7. U:A^t : Al-Jaliyyah means, O^^' -J^', the sure piece of in-

formation, Cf. Ibn Sina: al-I^arat wa'UTanbihat, vol. Ill,

Al-Haydari Press, Tehran 1379H. p. 298.

Q, 0'jA-J\
: In fact human souls differ in nature, some are noble

and divine, some mean and debased; some are kind and tender

and some despotic, dominating; some do not like the body and

some desire to rule and achieve position. They never deviate

from their nature and disposition but by training and caution

they may change their manners and habits. Cf. Al-Tafsir

al-Kabir, I, p. 121 :

^>.^t ( i^UI J j*^li **1=5£ hjiJ\ asIsWI u-j^' <J'

f SybU A-«U U.^ J * i«-^l A^jJi^ *-^j U^^ J <A.«^-^

^ WaJI lM' ^ ' OUU-^I •A^ V^' *^ ^^-^ ^

jliJl Jl^! ,;^;a.l ^^ J < s^-::hc^^\j i-M M U-^ J

' X.j'i/ J!^*:^! oJ* t5^l5l
c^*

* -^-^^ ^^^ t/"*^' '^^ r^

^ijb^tj i^^lj i*l^i J JJ^'j"^! ti ^-r- ^i>-5 ^'^ ^^"^

A,UVI WJI^I 6* crjiJ' 'r^ ^^^x\^\J -^hj^ Ci\ j

Jl iiv, ^>* .-J^ jl t-U . jl-J'ifl > J>^" ^J J^^^^

j^:)L«Ji u* A3_j5i SjUVIaJIj f JU dw:it5>i*^

'
" *

. SJu< ^>^ QbjVl
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dUi - l4aU i.Jlp. ^y^ (Jfi Oi*-» (_i** li^ S^ *&! AU-f

(>• 'U *^ j"**i OiJi^/* j' St^ otNj'i'i* "^i^* (/^^ oir

jh\ J^y ^ik ^1 pUo. JUa lyir, «lj jl J f Ji>JI

Aa for the three states of the human souls in relation to

appetition (tSj*"), liaSm RSzi has likely described after RSi^ib.

Cf. al-Ebari'ah, p. 24: . • - . J*J*I ''^^^ 'b* ^ <J^ ^ ->

SUJbJtj ^1 ^Ij

g. al-WSqi'ah : tl. i

10. Ibid., 88.

CHAPTER IV

On Investigatino the Quiddity

OF THE Substance of the Soul

You must know that some one says, **I have come",

"I return", "I have heard", "I have understood", and

"I have done", he means by this something other than

the external sensible structure,* and this is indicated

by both Reason and Revelation.

As for Reason, a number of proofs support this

thesis.-

The First Proof: We say, the soul is one. When it

is one, it must necessarily be different from the body

and all its parts.

As for the first premise, that is our expression,

"the soul is one", we stand in between two states.

Sometimes, we claim a self-evident knowledge (cognis-

ance), and sometimes we establish argument for the

genuineness of the state.

So far as the first, I mean, the claim of a self-

evident cognisance, is concerned, we say, what is

meant by the soul is that which is mentioned in the

expression [Fol. 263a] "I" and this indicates a particular 363a

person, and everyone evidently knows when he refers

to his particular person by using the expression "I",

that this particular person is one and not many.

If it is said, "why is it not possible that this one

particularly mentioned person is composed of several

entities?" We shall say, we need not here refute this
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question, we should rather say, the person referred to

in the expression, "I", is evidently known to be one.

Now, whether this one is composed of several entities

or is one in itself, in its essence, and in reality, does not

need any discussion here.

The second stage is the stage of argumentation,

and what leads to the attention of the soul is more than

one effect. The first proof is anger, so long as it con-

tinues it appears at the time of averting an opponent

and desiring something which is agreeable, and is

conditioned by the consciousness that the object is

either agreeable or disagreeable.

The faculty of anger alone averts the opposite

factor by way of choice and deliberation. For, the

intention to incline to something at one time, and to

avert it at another, is conditioned by the consciousness

of the thing, and the thing which has been decisively

declared to be meant to avert an opponent by way of

volition must possess, in a way, consciousness. Having

been an opponent and one possessing anger the object

must by itself be perceptible; and what possesses appeti-

tion must itself be perceptible. It is therefore estab-

lished by this argument that perception, anger and

appetition are three attributes belonging to one and the

single self, and that they are not different attributes in

different states.

The Second Proof: When we suppose two independent

substances,«ach ofthe two is independent in its particular

function. It is impossible that the occupation of either

of them with its own particular funtion would prevent

the other from occupation with its own particular

function, -

After we have established this, we say, were the

place of thinking a substance, that of anger another

substance, and that of appetition yet another substance.

II
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it would be necessary that the engagement of the faculty

of anger with its own fiinction would not prevent the

faculty of appetition from engaging itself with its own
function and vice versa. But the second premise is

absurd, as the engagement of a man with appetition

and his inclination towards it prevents him from anger

and inclining to it and vice versa. Hence, we know

that these three faculties are not independent basic

faculties. They are, rather, various attributes belong-

ing to one and the same substance. It is, therefore,

evident that the engagement of the substance with one

particular function prevents it from the other function.

The Third Proof: When we perceive an object

our perception causes the achievement either of appeti-

tion or that of anger. Now, if the perceived substance

is repugnant to that which has anger or that which has

appetition, then, when it is perceived by a percipient

it is neither with the one possessing appetition nor with

the one possessing anger (because the perceived sub-

stance is opposite to them). It is, therefore, necessary

that this perception is only affected by the achievement

of appetition which is identical with the achievement

of anger.

Considering this state we come to know that the

percipient agent is same as the agent of appetition

and also the agent of anger.

The Fourth Proof: The reality of the animal is

this that it is a body without a perceiving, voluntarily

moving soul, as soul cannot move voluntarily except

with a motive which only means consciousness of the

good which is desired to be achieved or that of the evil

which is desired to be averted. It, therefore, demands

that what is voluntarily moved must itself jjerceive the

good, the evil, the harmful, and the injurious.

It is, therefore, established by what we have

11
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discussed that the human soul is one entity and that the

soul is seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touchmg and

is itself characterised with having imagination, thmking,

263A [Fol. 2636] remembering, administration of the body

and maintaining its welfare.

When you have known this, let us proceed to prove

the second premise, that is, when the matter is like this,

the soul is not 'this particular body' not even a particle

° *

As for the claim that the soul is surely not the

syntliesis of «this body, we evidently know that the

faculty of seeing is not operating over all the part, of the

body. The same is the case with the faculties of hear ng,

taste and smell. Similar is the case with the faculties

of imagination, memory, and thinking. Similar again,

is the case of appedtion, anger, and knowledge. It is an

axiomatic and primary knowledge ^^\^^^
arc not operating over all the parts of the body rather

this knowledge is strongly axiomatic, most clear and

^'"xtn^^^^^^^^ is necessarily not identical with any

part of the body is proved by the fact we know evident y

C there is nJt a single part in the body which wou^d

exclusively be described to have --, hearing taste

imagination, and memory. On the contrary there is

aT^he very outset a call directed to the heart that vision

is the peculiar function of the eye. Similar is the case

with the rest of perceptions and actions.

Now, if it is said that in the body there is a par

which is characterized with all the perceptions and al

the actions, it is evidently known that such a part does

not exist. It is, therefore, confirmed that the human

soul is something which is described to have all sor^

of perceptions and actions. Hence, it is obviously

established that neither the whole of the body is hke
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this, nor is there even any part of the body like this.

Certitude is then achieved concerning the fact that the

soul is something different from the body and all its

parts. This is what is desired.

Let us confirm this proof in another expression and

say, we know obviously that when we see a certain

thing we recognize it. When we do so, we either incline

to it or dislike it. When we incline to it we move our

bodies near it. It is, therefore, sure and certain that

the person who sees a thing, knows it, desires it and

moves himself to seek its nearness is one and the same

person. For, if the seer were one thing, the knower a

second thing, the desirer a third thing, and mover a

fourth one, then the seer would not have known, the

knower would not have desired and the desirer would

not have moved. But it is a known fact that the seeing

of a thing does not mean an agent possessing knowledge

and another agent resembling him. We also know

evidently that the seer of the objects of vision is "I".

When I see them, I know them, when I know them, I

desire them, when I desire them, I want them, and move

my body near them. We also evidently know that what

is described with "this vision", "this knowledge",

"this desire" and "this movement", is one and the same

thing and not many.

The wise people say the animal must possess sense-

perception and voluntary movement, since if it is devoid

of sense-perception, it would obviously not feel some-

thing agreeable or disagreeable, it would therefore be

impossible for it to draw something to itself, or drive

something away. It is, therefore, established that what

is moved voluntarily must itself be sensible. Thus

what realizes all sorts of perception and what executes

the movement of bodies are one and the same thing in

man; since when we speak, for example, we understand
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at first the intended object, then we secondly intend to

make the same object known to others, and then, thirdly,

by our volition wc introduce letters and sounds to make

^4« others know through [FoL 264a] these letters and sounds

these meanings which we have understood.

After proving this we say: If the place of knowledge

and perception were per se the place of letters and sounds

it would necessarily follow that the place of knowledge

and perceptions were the larynx, uvula and the tongue,

whereas it is evidently known that the matter is not

like this.

Ifwe say: The place ofknowledge and perceptions

is the heart, and the place of letters and sounds is also

the heart, it is evidently known to be absurd.

But, if we say: The place of speech is the larynx,

uvula and the tongue, and the place of knowledge and

perceptions is the heart and brain, and the place of

energy is sinews, nerves and membranes, we distribute

all these affairs among the various limbs but we have

already declared this to be absurd.

We have already explained that what perceives

every object of perception in the way described and the

agent that moves all bodies with every kind of motion

are one and the same thing. Now, there remains

nothing except to say that the place of perception m

the body is something other than these limbs, and that

these parts play the role of instruments and tools. Just

as the carpenter, for example, performs different deeds

through different instruments, similarly the soul sees

with the eye, hears with ears, thinks with the brain and

acts through the heart. All these parts of the body are

instruments and tools for the soul. The essence of die

soul is a substance different from the soul, essentially

separate from it but related to it with the relation of

operation and administration.
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This argument is a dominating proof for affirming

this thesis.

The Second Argument : If it were so that man was the

expression of this body, man would have either

possessed in every one of his parts, life, knowledge, power
and volition or not. Either of the two hypotheses is

absurd. It is, therefore, absurd to say that man is an
expression of this body.

The first case is absurd because it requires that

every part of the body must be living, knowing, intending

and showing energy independently, and this necessitates

that man is not one living being, one powerful being,

rather, he is many living, learned and powerful beings.

In this case there will remain no connection between
one man and many individuals who are related to some
others by one chain. But we evidently know the absur-

dity of this expression, since I find myself as one essence,

one living being and not many, and since by supposing
that every part of this body is alive independently, none
of the parts would have the knowledge of its fellow parts

It would thus be possible that one part intends to move
to one side and the other to the other side. This would,
then, cause some parts of one and the same body to

oppose some other parts, as happens between two indivi-

duals. That this is absurd is known evidently.

The second case is equally absurd as it requires

that one quality should exist in many places. This is

evidently known as absurd. If it were permissible

that one quality at a time be available in more than one

place, it would be equally permissible to" suppose

that one body at a time should exist in many places

which is evidently known to be absurd. Since by
supposing that one quality exists at a time in many
places, every particle shall then be living, knowings
having power, and the matter would turn to this that
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one particular body should be many people and not

6^ FFol 2646] one. When once the absurdity of the two

kinds (mentioned above) becomes dear, it is confirmed

that man is not this particular body.

If they say: Why is it not possible to presume

that life is there in one part; then this Hf^/^qf^ «

necessity that all the parts should be alive? We shall

say this is absurd since the meaning of life is no other

than the state of being alive ( V,-). and that of know-

ledge the state of knowing (CJU). We only say this,

beiuse if the single state of living and the smgle

state of knowing exist in the whole of the parts one

single quality would have come to exist in many places

which is absurd. If a single state of living and a smg e

state of knowing is supposed to exist in every particle

separately, it would entail what we have mentioned

before, namely, one man would become many men.

This is evidently known to be absurd.

The Third Argument: If it is supposed that what

is referred to by man in his expression, **!", exists m

space as a body, it docs not follow from this that as soon

as he refers to himself by his expression, "I", the body

occupying space- becomes known. But the second

premise is false, hence, the first premise is (also) false.

To explain this conditional expression, if that which

is referred to by his expression, "I", is a body occupying

space, the body forms one of the two parts of the qmd-

dity.
*

It is impossible to obtain knowledge of quiddity

except when it is known that it occupies space.

That the second premise is absurd can be explained

by the fact that when a man resolves to undertake a

serious enterprise, he says: '*! have given thought (to

this), I have understood, I have realized," and yet he

knows his particular self although he remains forgetful
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of recalling the quiddity of a specified body and its

volume. This asserts the genuineness of what we have

said.

If it is said, what is the proof that one who knows

the quiddity must possess the knowledge of its parts?

It may, then, be added, why is it not possible to say

that the particular parts of a quiddity are such a quiddity

which must necessarily occupy space? Now, the

quiddity of that which entails (something) is different

from the quiddity of that which is entailed. Hence, on

this supposition, it is not necessary that by knowing

our particular essence we must know the quiddity of that

which occupies space.

Again, we may say, we do not agree that we under-

stand our particular selves and remain forgetful of the

meaning of volume and occupation of space.

His assertion is that we sometimes say, "I have

known, I have understood, I have thought", while wc
remain quite forgetful of the meaning of volume and

occupation of space.

We reply: "Why should it not be permitted to say

that though the detailed knowledge is absent, a kind of

general knowledge is available " ?

Again, we say: *'Just as we know our particular

selves while we remain forgetful of the body, for the

same reason, we understand our particular selves while

we remain forgetful of recalling the nature of the soul,

and an uncorporeal existent, or that which does not

consist of a corporeal body. Thus, the allegation you

have brought against us is applicable to you"

The answer to the first is the fact tha. 4he real natiurc

of a composite object is no other than its parts. Now,

one who knows the composite object must necessarily

know its parts, otherwise it would entail that a single

object must be known and unknown together at the
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same time which is absurd.

The answer to the second is the fact that we evid-

ently know that our souls exist in themselves. Now,

if we consider that occupation of space is a necessary

description of the soul it would necessitate that occupa-

tion of space is a description of ourselves which is absurd,

since if occupation of space is considered as a quality of

something, this something, if supposed to occupy space

must necessarily need another space and this necessitates

another space and so on ad infinitum. If this something

does not occupy space, it must be stripped of position

and part while the object which occupies space is

particularized with position and part. Now, that which

possesses position and space cannot possibly insert itself

in that which has no position and space.

To the third they have answered by saying that

knowledge of something expresses its awareness in such

a way that it is distinguishable from something else.

Now, when it is possible that we can understand ourselves

while remaining forgetful of occupation of space and

position and without having been aware of it, our object

has, then, been achieved.

To the fourth the answer is that [Fol. 265a] "my

soul" expresses my essence which is immaterial and

particularized. It is, therefore, impossible that I

recognize my particular essence while I remain forgetful

of myself, rather, it is possible that I recognize myself

while I remain forgetful of the description of the self

because it does not occupy space, nor is it in the position

of an object occupying space. But our expression that

a particular object does not occupy space nor is it in

the position of an object occupying space is an expression

which excludes from it all that is something else and is

different from its particular essence, since the nature

of the existent is not identical with the absence of that
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which is other than itself. I* is, therefore, confirmed

that these "negations"* are other than the particular

essence. It is, therefore, possible to know the particular

essence while remaining unaware of these "negations".

We have already indicated that by supposing that

the soul is a particular body, the body will be a part of

the quiddity. On this supposition his awareness of the

soul is impossible while he remains forgetful of the body.

The difference is, thus, evident.

The Fourth Argument : On the thesis that man is not

an expression of this body, we say, the parts of the

particular body are changing constantly and every one

referred to by the expression "I" remains continuously.

The first premise is, however, clear as the human

body is a liquid substance. When heat functions in the

liquid it causes it to evaporate which necessitates the

emaciation of the human body. This is why the human

body needs nutrition to be ready to become a substitute

for that which evaporates from it.

It is, therefore, confirmed that reduction and

emaciation are always active in the body of man, and

that when a man is a boy he is one man or twa

tnanSy or at best, three mans. When he becomes a

youth he may increase to seventy mans or more. The

necessitates the parts of man to change. Again, a man

grows fat and then becomes thin, and then turns into a

fat man again. The parts thus change by increasing and

decreasing. We also observe and perceive that corporeal

parts suffer reduction through perspiration and other

kinds of moisture. It is therefore established that the

body constantly suffers reduction and emaciation.

The second premise is that all that is referred to

by the expression *'I" does not suffer change. The

matter is quite clear, since I know evidently that ' I

who exists now is samq as "I" who existed Uventy years

1.

ill
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ago. Again, when the hands, legs or eyes of a man

are severed from him he obviously knows that he is

identically the same man who existed before the

incident. It is therefore confirmed by what we men-

tioned that the body with all its parts is changing. It

is also confirmed that everyone who is referred to by

the expression "I" is the same as the body, and different

from each one of the parts of this body.

You must know that a question here remains un-

solved. I mean, why is it not possible to say that this

perceived body consists of original parts which remain

from the beginning of life till its end free from defect

and emaciation.

The rest of the parts, however, suffer change and

decreasing. But man is the expression of these original

parts. We however say: It is apparent from all

suppositions that man is not the whole of the perceived

body or the external structure. It may therefore be said

that man is all those particular parts which remain

unchanged in the development of the body.

But this view, we shall say, is dismissed by the

philosophers on the basis of the following two premises:

I. The bodies are alike.' The proof is that the

bodies are undoubtedly [Fol. 2656] equal

in the nature ofvolume and extension. Now,

if a soul differs after this in its quiddities, the

cause of difference will inevitably be different

from that of their being alike. It would,

then, entail that these peculiarities must be

diffrent from the nature of volume and

extension. If the matter be like this, either

of the two considerations must be such

that one is considered as essence and the

other an attribute. But the first (possibility)

is absurd, since on this condition the nature
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of the volume and extension has got to be an

independent essence per se.

At least this is sure that another essence has

come into being. But the existence of this

essence does not necessitate discrepancy in

the first essence in which case the discourse

reverts to the view that the bodies are alike.

2. Concerning the other alternative that one

may be supposed as an essence and the other

as an attribute, we say: either it can be said

that the nature of the volume is the essence,

and that due to which discrepancy has

occurred is an essence, or it may be said that

the volume through which homogeneity has

occurred is an attribute. If the first is the

case, all essences must be equal in all

quiddity except that they disagree in acci-

dental qualities. This does not render our

thesis absurd. If the second is the case,

this will entail that the state of volume

and occupation of space be declared an

attribute—a view which we have already

declared as absurd. By this argument, it

has been proved that the bodies are homo-

geneous.

3. The third premise is this that the Necessary

Being is essentially 'Amm al~Fay4 (All-

pervasive Gtenerous), and it is not possible

that one of the two homogeneous is parti-

cularized with one characteristic, while the

other is not so particularized. This premise

is purely a philosophical one.

When this is established we say: those original

physical parts are equal to the parts developed later on in

all quiddity and reality. Thus the relation of the states
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that necessitate decrement and emaciation to those parts

and others are on the same par. It is absurd to say

that the Necessary Being in its essence selects some of

the parts to survive and escape liquidation, since we

have mentioned the all-pervasive generosity of the

Necessary Being cannot admit of such particularization

and selection. When the matter is like this, and

emaciation and liquidation occur in all physical parts,

the question is dismissed.

The Fifth Argument: What is indicated by the

expression *'I" is known to him (the speaker) while he

remains forgetful of the external and internal physical

parts. When a man, for example, undertakes an

enterprise he says "I have thought*' and "I have heard"

in spite of the fact that at the time when he utters these

words, he remains forgetful of his face, his hand, his

heart, his brain and the rest of his body. Now, that

which is perceived is different from what is the object

of forgetfulness or it would entail that the one and the

same thing is called 'perceptible' while it is not so.

This would necessitate the joining together of two con-

tradictions in one and the same object which is absurd.

This argument will become complete by referring to

what we have mentioned in the third argument.

The Sixth Argument: When we consider the states

of the soul we End that its states are contrary to those

of the body. This indicates that the soul is not body.

It can be asserted in more than one way:

I. All bodies tliat accept a form receive a different

form of the genre only after the complete disappearance

of the first form. The wax, for example, when it assumes

the form of a triangle cannot assume the form of a

circle or a quadrangle before the first form is removed.

Then, we find that the case of the soul perceiving the

intelligibles is contrary to this. For, the soul which has
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not accepted an intelligible form, it is difficult to receive

other intelligible forms. When she receives one form,

it becomes easier for her to accept another form, and

when she receives a second form it becomes all the more

easy for her to receive a third form [FoU 266^]. But

the soul in spite of receiving forms in succession always

remains in her own state and never suffers weakness. On

the contrary, the more she receives forms the stronger her

previously mentioned quality becomes, and this quality

becomes the more perfect in its manifestation. Hence,

the man advances in understanding, and perception

with his increased effort in experiments in sciences. It

is, therefore, established tliat the function of the soul

in respect of the intelligible forms is contrary to the

function of the body in respect of the forms which

descend into it. This indicates that the soul is not body.

2. Constant brooding over delicate thoughts and

deep considerations has an effect on the soul and a

different effect on the body. As for its effect on the soul,

it lifts the soul from the realm of potentiality into that of

actuality and the soul makes an advance in perception

and comprehension. The more the thoughts increase

in number the more perfect is the manifestation of the

states. This is the highest limit of her perfection and

the extreme point of her nobility and grace.

As for its effect on the body; it necessitates the

domination of the soul oyer the body and the appearance

of emaciation in it. If this state continues it, indeed,

leads to mental disorder and the death of the body.

It is established by what we have said that thoughts

necessitate the life of the soul, her nobility and beauty.

They also necessitate the death of the body, its decre-

ment and disorder. Now, if the soul were the body the

same thing would be in relation to one and the same

thing the cause of both perfection and imperfection at

366ff
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the same time, and the cause of life and death at one

and the same time. This is absurd-

3. We have surely observed that the body of a man

grows often weak and emaciated. But when there

appears to him a light from the light of the world of

purity and there flashes into him a secret out of the

secrets of the world of absence, the man enjoys great

power and strong energy so much so that he never

stands non-plusscd in the presence of great kings, and

never gets frightened before great armies and severely

dreadful situations to which he attaches no weight and

no value.

Were it not so that the soul Avas something other

than the body and that it lived and grew in strength

without the object which kept the body alive, the matter

would not have been like thi?. On the contrary, one

who considers carefully realizes that all that is the

cause of the life of the body and its strength causes the

death of the soul and weakens it, and whatever is the

cause of the life of the soul and its strength causes the

death of the body and weakens it.

4, Whenever people who develop their spiritual

powers through hard understandings resolve to dominate

the physical faculties and starve the senseperception>

their spiritual faculties get strengthened and their inner

faculties get illumined by Divine objects of knowledge.

And whenever any man resolves to indulge in eating,

drinking and satisfying the physical passions, he becomes

like an animal* and becomes deprived of the traces of

speaking, thinking, understanding and knowing.

Were it not so that the soul was something other

than the body and that its bliss contrary to that of the

body, and that the strength of the soul was similarly

contrary to the strength of the body, the matter would

not have been like this.
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5. In the state of sleep man becomes weak in body

but strong in soul so much so that while asleep he enjoys

those informations which he cannot expect to receive

when he is awake.

But if the soul were other than the body, the state

of sleep could not be like this.

This is the gist of what we have explained and

obtained in establishing that the soul is other than the

body. The arguments which have been mentioned

by those who precede us are those which we have

elucidated in our books and discussed and criticised so

thoroughly that no doi^bt or a chance of doubt remains

for anybody for further discussion.

6. Some people say when we investigate the

problem of soul we find that the soul acts essentially

without standing in need of the body. For, when man

conceives intellectually an object, he surely does not

perceive it by a physical instrument, just as colours are

perceived by the eye and fragrance by the nose. Now
[Fol. 266^] the part which contains the soul does not

grow hot or cold, nor does it change when it receives

intelligible concepts.

366»
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NOTES

I. Imam Rlzi asserts in this Chapter that the spirit (r5j) or the

soul (ji«i*>), which is indicated by the expression 'I come*,

•I hear' and 'I do' and so on, is not the external sensible body
;

it is something else. He then advances arguments from both

reason and revelation to support his assertion. This is, therefore,

strange that Ibn aI-Q,ay)^m in his K. al-Ruli, 3rd ed. Hyderabad,

»357H. p- 219, accuses Ibn al-JSJiatib (obviously he means Imam
Aba 'Abdullah Fa^ir al-Razi) to have stated that the chosen

view of the most of the Mutakallimun is this that man is the

expression of 'this body* and 'the particular structure'. He,

then, declares this view as more absurd than the view of Ibn

Sina and his followers. Cf. K. al-Ruh :

U*^ O^ 61 LI t Ul -dj2i oUil JS" aJI j>Jii U'' ' Jia

fj LjL. l^jc Vj U-4.* ')ij f»-*.*tJI J UjL. Uij* jl

U^JI lo* 0* *J^ oI-JVI 61 ^ j JjVl ^1 U J

" t^i'jJ' •-i^ 6^-^' (3^1 j>ft*^ <Jj*^ «^ ' 0!i*^S3l -J^'

'tj-^ ••'jJ u^ J LT* d^Jfj>4*f Jl ^r-" tSJ^t

Jy LT* J^' ^ ji ' *J^i^i J Jiyvi jiaji j>* jA

^Vl dj^ Laju.1 Jc jum.1 jlkj JJ J < U* ^^1 J 6jiJI^

In hb Tafsir also ImSm Rizi declares that "Man cannot be the

expression of this particular sensible structure (II, p. 53) :

^ SjLfi 6^ o' j>f-
"^ oUjVI 6' : lyu j»^;i . Jjii

The same view has been expressed in al-Risalah al-Kamaliyah,

ed. S. M. Baqii- Sabzwari, Tehran, 1335H, p. 116 :

It may therefore be concluded that Ibn al-Qayyim has either

misunderstood ImSm Rizi or has based his charge on hearsay.

T J.
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a. vjLJt, (Sulub) plural form of *Salb*, the negative attributes.

Here the word has been used for a particular essence. Usually

the term is used for the Essence of Allah—^He is no body, no
substance, no accident, Cf. Mulias$al, p. 136 :

' U^j^ Vj j^JT- Vj ,v«-i j0^ :
^jiS' vjLJI LI

also p. Ill :

oUUt JLJ AiJlk «u)l X^ L (4l.i^) v>LJI ci i}yi\

Lawami' al-Bayyinat, p. 16:

JS'61 JJjiJ c:>tJJl J IJS' i.^^ji :^ tj^-JI lJS'\J
L JS" 4_JL- l^i* J-AvaJ 61 J "Ai !/i ' 5ja*«j S^y JLA L
J qOS V vjLJI S,,^5'6I J* JJb dJllS J * l4;x U|Jl»

. otJJl :juj

also p. 24:

6* •*li*^l J *-»L»ffl aJI tjJ- jls*»l J AsV^ **** ^J^^^
t <fi\XUji\£' W^JUJI • Jjli t \JA cJjC lil ( tjJU *^

In his al-Masa'il al-Khamsun, ed. Sh. M.
Sabri al-Kurdi, Kurdistan al-'IImiyah Press, p. 341, Im£m R5d
argues that bodies are alike in bodily quality and vary in des-

criptions. He says

:

oUyJI (i iiJUt J 5-.«*jJI J *1jLx« ^Uj^Vl UJU.J Ul

l4,ijo J Sijb l4.yijo J SjU i^.^ 61 Ui' < l«i i/UJI

Imam Ibn Taymiyyah (Abu'l-'Abbaa Taqi al-Din Ahmad ibn

al-Halim (728) in his Bayan Muwafaqat Sati^ al-Ma'qul H
Sahihi al-Manqul printed on the margin of K. Minhaj al-Sunnah

vol. IV, al-Amiriyyah, Bulaq (Egypt), isaaH. p. 148.... has

criticised the view of Imam al-Razi.

**s4*J^: Supra Ch. I. Note No. 22.

iL*Li* pU^Vt;



CHAPTER V

On the Proofs Derived from the Divine

Book which Assert that the Soul is

Different from the Body

You must know that the Divine Book indicates in

more than one way the genuineness of the thesis that

the soul is different from the body.

- I. First Argument: The Qur'an indicates that the

object referred to as the particular man survives the

death of the particular body, lives, dominates and

understands. Allah, the Exalted, says describing the

martyrs: "Think not of those who are slain in the way

of Allah as dead. Nay, they are living. With their

Lord they have provision. Jubilant (are they) because

of that which Allah hath bestowed upon them of His

bounty."^ Allah says describing the state of those who

are chastised : "The Fire; they arc exposed to it morn-

ing and evening",^ and says, "Because of their sins they

were drowned, then made to enter a Fire".*

These nusuy (texts) indicate most decisively that

the object referred to as 'the man' remains ahve after

the death of the body perceiving pain and pleasure.

That this particularly mentioned body is not alive

after death is known evidently. If we consider it

permissible to declare it alive, the like of it is possible

in all inanimate things which is downright fallacy.

I
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When these two premises have become apparent,

we know that what is referred to by our expression

"this man" is not the particular body and not even a

part of the parts of the body, as we are led to know with

inevitable certainty that this particular body has died

with all its parts and limbs.

I am, however, very much surprised at those who

deny the existence of the soul. This is because of the

fact that the attestation of the Qur'an and the texts

concerning the reward of the grave, and the chastisement

of the grave, and on the day of Resurrection and emer-

gence can be accepted and comprehended when the

existence of the soul is affirmed and all allegations,

doubts and difficulties vanish on the basis of this

affirmation. When the existence of soul is not affirmed,

difficulties would show their face and the allegations

would become magnified due to that which urges them

to deny the soul, until they fall in extreme darkness.

a. The Second Argument: Allah's expression, ^'Deliver

up your souls",* is dear in so far as the soul is different

from the body with which it is sometimes connected and

sometimes not.

Allah, the Exalted, says: "But ah! thou soul at

peace! Return unto thy Lord, content in His good

pleasure ' "* This indicates that the soul docs not die

with the death of the body. It, rather, returns from the

body to the world of Piety and Grace. Allah says:

"When death cometh unto one of you, Our messengers

receive him, and they neglect not. Then are they

restored unto Allah, their Lord".' This indicates that

the particular object referred to as a particular man does

not die with the death of the body, rather it is taken

back from the particular body to the world of Purity

and the Presence of Grace.
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As for the expression, "returning to Allah on death",

it occurs in the Holy Qur'an in many places. All this

indicates that the thing which constitutes man does not

in reality die with the death ofthe body, rather it returns

from the worldly house and the world ofsense-perception,

to the world hereafter. All this indicates that "man"

is something different from the body.

3. Tke Third Argument: Allah, the Exalted, has

mentioned the grades of physical creation and said,

"Verily We created man from a product of wet earth;

then placed him as a drop (of seed) in a safe lodge; then

fashioned We the drop of a clot, then fashioned We the

clot a little lump, then fashioned We the little lump

bones, then clothed the bones with flesh, and then pro-

duced it as another creation ".'

We do not doubt that these stages are differences

which occur in physical states.

Again, when Allah wanted to mention tiie inspiring

ofthe spirit, He said, "(We), then, produced it as another

creation". This clarifies that what concerns the inspira-

tion of the spirit is a different genre which differs from

the preceding changes occurring to the physical states.

This indicates that the spirit is not from the genus

of the body. If- you say, this argument goes against

you, since Allah says : "We created man from a product

of wet earth"; and as the word "min" (Cf-)
gives

the meaning of ^ji^y spUtting into particles, which

indicates that man is a particle of dust, whereas you say

that he is something other than the dust. This is, then,

the exposition of the text of the Great Noble Book. We

shall, in answer, say: this is extremely remote. lor, the

word iy originally indicates the beginning of the end.

You say, for example, "I came out >m Basrah to

Kufah". His expression : O^^ Cr*
'^'^ Cr* O^*^* ^^^
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therefore demands that the beginning of the creation

of man is obtained from the '*}%' (essence). In

accordance with this view we hold that Allah, the

Exalted, has levelled the physical disposition and

moderated it, and then breathed into it the spirit. The

beginning of his creation therefore starts from the

"*}%, (essence). It is therefore established that what

has been mentioned by them is absurd.

4. The Fourth Argument is that Allah, the Exalted,

has distinguished the world of spirits from the world of

bodies, and then distinguished the commandment from

this. This requires that the Commandment must be

free from measure and volume. Allah, the Exalted,

has, again, explained in a different verse that spirit

belongs to the world of Commandment, and not to the-

world of Creation:"* He, therefore, said, "Say the

spirit is by command of my Lord".* This indicates

that the substance of the spirit is from the world of

Commandment and is free from volume, space and

measure.

5. The Fifth Argument: Allah, the Exalted, says:

"So, when I made him and have breathed into Him of

My spirit" .1* Allah has distinguished between <4j-J,

perfecting (accomplishing), and inspiration of spirit,

since ^perfecting' expresses parts, limbs, moderation of

disposition and compositions.^ Since Allah has dis-

tinguished the inspiration of spirit from 'perfecting*,

and has ascribed the possession of spirit to Himself, it

indicates that spirit is a noble substance not belonging

to the genus of the body. This is what we desired to

prove.

6. The Sixth Argument: AUah*s expression, "And a

soul and Him Who perfected it. And inspired it (with

conscience of) what is wrong for it and (what is) right
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for it.**'^ is quite clear concerning the existence of a soul

which is characterized with both perception and
movement together. For, inspiration expresses per-

ception, and vices and piety belong to the category of

action. This verse makes it clear that man is one

entity which is characterized with perception and
characterized also with the perpetration of vices some-

times and virtuous deeds at other times. It is known
that the entire body is not characterized with perception

and action together, nor is one particular limb charac-

terized with all the perceptions and all the actions. It

is therefore necessary to assert a substance which is

characterized with all these matters.

Closely concerned with this argument is Allah's

expression, **Lo! We create man from a drop of

thickened fluid to test him; so We make him hearing,

knowing."" This explains that man has got the above

description and has to bear Divine responsibilities and

commandments of the Lord, and that he possesses the

qualities of hearing and seeing.

It is sure and certain that the whole body is not

like this. It cannot be said that the human body has

been entrusted by Allah to do actions or to abstain from

doing them, and thus his hand, foot, the forehead,

eyeball, nose or tongue is responsible for its deed. For,

what is evidently known is the fact that whenever a man

is ordered to do a certain thing or refrain from a certain

action, the injunction and the prohibition do not concern

a particular organ of his body nor do they concern his

whole body, rather, the object which governs the whole

physical body is the soul which runs in the entire body,**

and is in every part ofthe body that possesses the qualities

described above.

Since it has been established and made clear that
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the perception, understanding and responsibility do not

concern any particular part or parts, we surely know

that it cannot be said that what is described as a single

organ can itself be said to possess the qualities of hear-

ing, seeing, bearing responsibility, receiving order, liable

to be rewarded and punished. Allah's expression, *'We

367 b test (Fol. 267 b) him and make him hearing, seeing", indi-

cates that man is something other than the particular

body, other than every part of the whole body or of a

part thereof, and this is what we desired to prove.

If they repeat and say, "Verily Allah's expression,

"Lo ! We create man from a drop of thickened fluid","

indicates that man is a part of the mixture and that of

productive germ, as the word ^ indicates ^yh^•

We shall say, *the reply of this has already preceded

and no intelligent person should have any doubt or

suspicion left'.

7. The Seventh Argument: Allah says, "And be not

ye as those who forgot Allah, therefore He caused them

to forget their souls."'* Now, it is sure and certain that

no man of intellect forgets this particular figure which

is observed, and this particular body which possesses

sense-perception. This indicates that the soul which

one forgets in the excess of his ignorance is something

other than this particular body.

8. The Eighth Argument: The Holy Prophet said,

"lie who recognizes himself, recognizes his Lord",'*

and Allah has said in His Revealed Books: "Oman!

you know yourself, you will know your Lord." Now,

if soul would have meant the apparently observed body

and the perceptible figure we would not have surely

been ordered to know it, as its knowledge is already

available and it is absurd to possess something which

is already in possession.
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9. The Ninth Argument: A large number o£A^f^
explain that man continues to understand, speak, and

be intelligent after his death. The Holy Prophet said,

"Prophets of Allah do not die, but they transfer them-

selves from house to house". He also said in the course

of a long sermon, **when, at last, the dead is carried in

his shroud, his soul remains separate over his shroud

and addresses his relations saying, "O my wife, my
son, , . . ", and the haditfi was mentioned. The
reason of mentioning the ^adidi is to argue that the

Prophet (peace be upon him!) has clearly mentioned

that the soul of the dead remains on the shroiid and some

living object continues shouting ilnd saying, "O my
wife, O my son". It is certain that the wife is his wife

and the son his son and whatever wealth he had

collected by lawful or unlawful means, belongs to him the

curse of which remains his responsibility and falls on his

shoulder. This is an allegory, rather a clarification

of "man". The body is dead, placed in the shroud and
the particular individual remains alive who speaks and
understands.'^ It is clear, then, that man is something

other than the perceived body and the visible figure.

Now, if you have learnt the nature of argument

clarified by this hadidi which illustrates the continuity

of the soul, it is possible to cite many A^toMOt of this

kind which are so numerous as to defy reckoning.

ID. The Tenth Argument: Allah, the Exalted, has

said, "Lo ! I am about to place a viceroy in the earth".

Man can never become a vicegerent except when he

knows what is going on in the universe, and finds it

possible to control those circumstances by means of

negation and affirmation. Now, this object about which

it is said that he is the vicegerent of Allah on His earth

must necessarily be described as having the qualities of
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perception and action.*'

Again, Allah has explained that »Hc taught Adam

all the names" and realities. It is, therefore, established

that this object is the vicegerent and it is necessary lor

him to know the states of the universe of bodies ana

to control them. It is also necessary that he himself be

the knower of the world of absence (unseen world) and

the secrets of the celestial region. Man is thcrrforc a

single substance possessing all these qualities, while the

totality of the body is not like this, nor is there anyone

organ havmg all these descriptions. It nec^an^

follows that the substance of man is essentially differen

from the totality of the body and from each one of its

parts and organs.

Let us conclude these Qur'anic demonstrative

proofs in a convincing and positive manner. We have

^tablished that it is clear to an observing mte lect that

we ascribe all the parts of the body to ourselves and

say, 'my hand, my leg, my heart, my brain', and tiie

object of possession (uJU-) is surely other than tiie

object to which possession is ascribed (-giciU^).

We, therefore, know that the soul is different from

the parts of the body. If tiiey say, "we also say, my

soul, mysdf' (Fol. 268 a) which indicates that tiie soul

is different from itself, but this is absurd.

The answer (to this question) is this that when we

use the expression we sometimes refer tojh^ -"1/";^

sometimes it extends to tiie perceptible body and tiie

visible ima^e.

As for tiic soul in so far as the first meaning is

concerned, it is clear. The intellect bears witness tiiat

it cannot be ascribed to itself, since it is not possible to

asc^L a meaning referred to by *I' to anytiung otiier

than tiic meaning.
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So far as the second meaning ofthe soul b a)ncemed

it can be ascribed to the meaning referred to as *I*, since

this body is like the kingdom in relation to tiic meaning

referred to as *I'.

Having established this we say : When we say, *my

soul, my essence', it is necessary to underetand the soul

in its second meaning, not in the first meaning just to

avoid discrepancy; and on this supposition the question

falls to the ground.
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NOTES

1. »Ali *lmxin : 169.

2. Al-Mu*miniln : 46,

3. NQ^^ : as.

4. Al-An*3m : 93.

5. Al-Fajr: 87*

6. Al-Aii*Sin : 6i, 6a.

7. Al-Mu'miniin : 12, i3f I4>

8. f^^\ftiWCr*' Al-Stahrazuri states that there are two worlds:

World of commandment and world of creation or, perhaps, the

material world and the spiritual world. See his K. airRumuz wa

al-AmJial al-Lahutiyyah fi al-anwar al-pamudah al-Malakutiy-

yah fi Ma'rifat al-Nafs wa al-Ruh, MS. Vatican, Fol. 14 a:

ojUi. ^UJl Q* J * f»^
3.3:5^11 u^j'^' >l"-> ^-^ -»

^•^1 (JUUj .(Fol. 14b)....«Aili5a!j WlkuUj

Jlpl juikUl J aJu jC* .... < c^! J JU?Ji J (Jl*^t^

j3. <»^^ J (JWI J5*JI
f:*

< Jj'i" t>J' ^J->^' 2-^->

JUi JU^jj>J»^i^ Ur^c^i J Xt* <3jSo Ji -u^

9. Al-Isra* : 85.

10. Al-IJijr : 29; i?ad: 72.

11. Al-Shains : 7.
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13. AI-Dahr : 3.

13. (-*H' (i *ij^i Al-Sharazuri: Cf. aoa:

^L-j L^^iUI ^jiodl^ ^^^«^ (Jl (jkodl v^?"^ ^!j*ll J

aJ2^ Vj aJU-^ ^ S^juci^ «jtr(Fol. 20b) UJli J Jif^ ^

Ul f ^j^^l jUJI j_^) ^ Jf. jlj^jV SjuIjJIOjj

Allj ASjiok aJ t^jJI j^^klL Aj^iut 45! All j j2^ (---ij V
aJU-^I oI.>^».j1I ^* J jLr j^^l dUij < iJbl )^.>«

aju * |»u^:)M L.*:^ Aj^o^j^ii ^^1 Vj t u^j
Ail dU^ii ,_^l Jj « aJI jLUt j^^kjl 45j«-4^ liUi j,^ *^
o^ J aJ iS*^ AjJuuJl J A«.jttJ| cib^f.^1 Jt c.rirJ) li!

< ^1 i *Ji^\ du JJ £Uj AiVj^ J

14. Al-^a^r : 19.

M

15' ^J : "^c expression conveys the purport of a ^diib quoted

below. The. Q,ur'an has, no doubt, stressed to look into one's

own self to understand the world which has been declared as

macrocosmos, human soul being a microcMmos. See ImSm
Raj^b: al-Dhari*ah^ p. 12:

tjM'^] J UJbl rt;*«A»tyb»jJUj td^j^*^\ ^^CuJut (J J
(^Vl J JUj 61^J ( tJaJl Ail ^ Cf^ ij^- f»4—

*il J J
j^JLJI jSCJI ^ J ( la»U ajj50 j»a.j t^jUl J^\ ^ siJUJI

• Ajjill yur .j}l fc,.*ir J olT JjJ J * ^^^ **j^ («fy

auI Jv> ^^I ,^ (ijj J * dUj uyJ !ol-*^l Ij dl—iJ lJ^I

• jyi*J 4ul JU J} < a.ujLj j»X»^I aj^ (*^^i
I fJk> "^l*

j^'l Lfr**5 ( (^^iil i^LJU <Jil lj*J Cfi^^ 1>*J^ Vj
i:u}U J f I4J ^U*«i ^ «UI ^'U*%>> Ja J^Lmj «^ U
VjS*.* L.^-*^ ^0 O^"^' ^y^ -**»' "r-O'*' *t*JoJI
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* jiXl! ^UJJ j.-;^ J t^/J^ ^U jA OL-J'ifl cMti*

16. j»ib UijLU ,^ : Though the two hadi^ referred to could not be

traced, the thesis that the soul survives the body and enjoys life

and understanding is supported by the Qjir'anic verse: "Do

not call the martyrs dead; they are alive and arc sustained".

It is also supported by a number of |^adi)^ recorded in the

reliable collections of the Prophetic sayings like,

(Mi&kat, Mujtaba'i Ptcss, p. 141); also the badlSi narrated

on the authority of al-BarS* ibn 'Azib, ^id-t p. I48-

17. J**!** J tiJlj'S'i'li Uj^flJ-*: The peculiar human activity has

been mentioned in the Qpr'an in three expressions: (i) that man

has been created to populate the earth (L4J jv^j**^' jX (a)

that he has been created to worship Allah i^\cJ^ L*>

Oj^nnJ *i\ -jJ VI j) (3) «J»at Allah has made man to represent

AUah m the earth (dj^^J^Jii^ c^j'^'l J ,»S:i«Ui«J j)

Cf. Al-ChaiTah, p. 18.

? f|

CHAPTER VI

On the Discourse that what is Connected

WITH the Substance of the Soul is the
Heart through which the Soul is

Connected with the rest of the Body

The accepted view of the majority of scholars and
enlightened people^ is this that the heart is the absolute

chief for the entire body, and that in the first instance

the soul is attached to it; and through its relation with

the heart the soul is related to the rest of the body.

This is the view ofAristotle and a number ofphilosophers

from among the followers of Aristotle.

A group of people hold that man is the sum-total

of three souls—(1) the soul of appetition, primarily

connected with the liver, (2) the soul of anger, primarily

connected with the heart, and (3) the soul of reasoning

and wisdom, primarily connected with the brain*—

a

view held by a group of physicians like Galen and his

followers.

What indicate the genuinen^s of the first view

is that it is identical with a number of reasons under-

stood from the Qur*an, A^bar (^adidi and tradition)

and reasoning.

There are several Qur'anic proofs: (i) Allah says:

"Say (O Muhammad, to mankind) : Who is an enemy

of Gabriel ! For he it is who hath revealed (this
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Scripture) to thy heart by Allah's leave'*.*

(a) In Surah al-Shu*ara' Allah says: "And lol

It is a rcvelatron of the Lord of the Worlds, which Ae

True Spirit hath brought down upon thy heart .

Both these verses clearly indicate that tanzil and wa^

(Revelation) came to the heart. This implies that it is

the heart which is the addressee of God and is liable to

bear the consequence (of human deeds).

The second argument is Allah's expression: *'Lo!

Therein verily is a reminder for him who hath a heart,

or giveth ear with full intelligence."» This verse

dearly indicates that the locus of remembrance and

imderstanding is the heart.

You must know that the above verse contains a

wonderfuUy delicate point which can only be fally

explained by first solving a question, viz. it is said that

the conjunction i*j is inore apt to "^t ^\j\
"

than the dividing }\j {i.e,j\). This is because to

enjoy remembrance necessarily implies two things: It

must be obtained from the heart, and it must be obtained

from iOI*U31. For, the heart is the locus where

realitieTare grasped and ^I'^i means effort and

struggle for achieving these perceptions and objects of

knowledge.

It is known that the ^vo objects must necessarily be

together. Wow Qasimah (dividing wSw) is therefore

more apt here than the conjunctive wSw. We declare

that wc hold, on the contrary, --u-t2)1jlj3l is better than

the AitUJIjI^l.

It may be explained here that the rational faculties

are of two kinds—(i) Some are extremely perfect and

illuminating and are in conflict with the rest of mental

faculties in quantity and quality—in quantity, because

the obvious, empirical and perceptible premises are in
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abundance, and in quaUty,- because to compose these

premises in a way that concurs with the true corollaries

is easier and quicker.

After you have reaUzed this, we say: A pure soul

and a Divine intellectual faculty and their likes do not

need learning (Fol. 268b) and seeking help from others

in realizing the realities of objects, but its like is very

rare and scarce.

As for the other kind of mental faculty which is

not like this, it needs speculative knowledge to keep

itself immune from error and defect.*

When you have learnt this, we say: "Allah's

expression tJl5 *J oK'^ i$jS^ «Jli J t)l is a reference

to the first kind of faculty. The word *-Ji* has been

mentioned indefinitely only to indicate its extreme

nobility and grace. Such a heart is very rarely found.

Allali's expression ^^t:^ j* J Cy^^ {/^ ^^ ^

reference to the second division which needs help from

others. This rule is a mystery upon which the science

of Logic is based. This is indicated in this verse. This

distinctive argument has received emphasis from the

Qur'anic explanation, and has attained preciseness and

manifestation. Since the first kind is very rare, and the

second kind is frequent, necessarily all were ordered to

seek and acquire it. He has, therefore, said, "Have

they not travelled in the land, and have they hearts

wherewith to feel and ears wherewith to hear?"'

Now, Allah's expression, "Have they not travelled

in the land," applies to the seeking of this faculty and

endeavouring to acquire it.

A logician (jk;Jlv---*U) says, the first kind does

not stand in need of seeking the help of Logic, but it is

very rare. The prevalence, however, goes to the

second kind. All people need Mantiq (Logic),

s68fr
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reasoning, so look at all these deep-rooted secrete.

How excellently you find them incorporated in the

words ofthe Qur'an !

The Third Argument: The verses indicate that

liability to reward depends only upon the effort and the

desire to seek which is embedded in the heart of man.

Allah says, "Allah will not take you to task for that

which is unintentional in your oaths. But He w

take you to task for that which your hearts have gar-

^

nered/'- He also says, "Their flesh and their blood

reach not Allah, but the devotion from you reacheth

Him."' He then mentions in a different verse that

the place of ^yS is the heart, as He says: Those are

they whose hearts Allah hath proven unto nghteous-

ncss».i« He also says, "And the secrets of the breasts

arc made known'*."

The Fmth Argument: Verily, the place of the

intellect is the heart. When the matter is like this, the

object of commandment, prohibition, reward and

punishment is the heart.

We have definitely said that the place of the

intellect is the heart, as Allah, the Exalted, say., Have

they not travelled in the land, and have they hearts

whirelithtofeer.' He also says: "They have hearts

Zh^U they understand not".« "Lot t^^^^^^^^^

verily is a reminder for him who hath a heart ,
*.<f.

intellect. The name of heart applies to intellect by

way of designating that which descends with the name

TL place^f descendance. Again, Allah has ascrib^

the contrariety of Knowledge to the heart, and said,

"In their hearts is a disease;" Allah hath sealed their

(^:aring arid) their hearts'- They said, "Our hearts

L hardened";" Nay, but Allah hath set a seal upon

Ihcm for their disbelief."^' "The hypocrites fear lest
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a SCirah should be revealed concerning them, proclaiming

what is in their hearts'*;" "Nay, but that which they

earned is rust upon their hearts";** "Will they then

not meditate on the Qur*an, or arc there locks on their

hearts?"" "For indeed it is not the eyes that grow blind,

but it is the hearts which are within the bosoms that

grow blind".**' These verses indicate that the place of

intellect, understanding, ignorance, and negligence is

the heart. All this indicates that which we said.

The Fifth Argument: Allah's expression, "Lo! the

hearing and the sight and the heart of each of these it

will be asked".** It is well-known that the ear and the

eye have no other function but to make their objects

reach the heart. Any question put to them is, therefore;

a question put to the heart in reality." A similar case

is what Allah says: "He knoweth the traitor of the

eyes, and that which the bosoms hide."** Surely known

it is that the deceits of the eyes can only happen in

regard to that which is contained in hearts. (Fol. 269 a)

.

It receives confirmation from the saying of God, "(He

it is Who gave you being), and hath assigned unto you

ears and eyes and hearts. Small thanks give yci"**

These three parts have been particularly mentioned

for the charge made against them and they have been

called upon to utter thanks.

You, however, know that there is no useful purpose

in having ear and eyes except that they deliver their

contents to the heart, the heart being the judge, the

governor over them.

Similarly, Allah says, "And verily We had em-

powered them with that wherewith We have not cm-

powered you, and had assigned them ears and eyes and

hearts which availed them naught (Since they denied the

revelations of Allah}".** Thus Allah has made these

a6ga
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three the basis of His argument against them. The

purpose of all these is the heart which gives itsjudgement

concerning all that is delivered to it by the car and the

eye. Thus this confirms the saying of Allah, "Allah

hath sealed their hearing and their hearts, and on

their eyes there is a covering." Its parallel is Allah's

expression,**Theyhave hearts wherewith they understand

not, and have eyes wherewith they see not.*'**

The reason of arguing with this verse is the fact that

the purpose of this verse is to explain that they have

absolutely no knowledge, and even if knowledge is found

in something other than the heart, the purpose will not

be served unless it is found in the heart.

The Sixth Argument: Whenever 'belief has been

mentioned by Allah in the Qur'an it has been attributed

to the heart. He says, « . . . . as say with their

mouths: *We believe', but their hearts believe not.*'**

He says, "save him who is forced thereto and whose

heart is still content with Faith".** He also says, **....

for the faith hath not yet entered into your hearts"*'.

**He hath written faith upon their hearts."^* It is

established, therefore, that the place of these pieces of

knowledge is the heart. When this is So, the place of

intentions is the heart, since intention is conditioned

by knowledge. Having accepted that the place of

knowledge and intention is the heart the agent must

also be the heart. Such being the case, it is also the

object to which admonitions are addressed and it is

also the object to which reward and punishment are due.

You must know that he who is acquainted with

the method of arguing with these verses, it is possible

for him to find many Qur'anic verses of the same kind.

As for a^aditfi, reference may be made to what has

been narrated by al-Nu*man b. Badur. He said, "I
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heard the Messenger of Allah, (peace and blessings of

Allah be upon him !) saying : 'Beware, there is a piece of

flesh in the body, the whole body prospers when the

piece is prosperous and deteriorates when the piece

deteriorates. Beware! that piece is the heart.'''' The
rest of the body is subordinate to it."

It has been narrated that when Usamah killed an
infidel who had uttered "There is no God save Allah",

the Holy Prophet disliked his assassination, and when
Usamah pleaded that he had said these words out offear,

the Prophet said, "Why did you not open up his heart ?"

This indicates that knowledge and belief concern the

heart.

The Holy Prophet used to pray: "O Allah Who
turns hearts! Keep my heart firm on Thy faith!"*

This clarifies the point under investigation.

As for rational proofs, a number of reasons and

arguments can be cited.

Firstly, we say that the human soul is one. If this

is so, the most important part of the body is necessarily

the heart.

As for the first premise that the human soul is one,

we have already mentioned the appropriate proofs in

the chapter containing proofs for affirming the soul.

We need not repeat the same. We, however, mention

here the argument of those who hold that the soul is

more than one and we shall give the reply thereof.

They say: We see that the soul which makes

arrangement for food exists separately from the soul

which produces anger, and the soul which produces

anger exists in many animals without the rational soul.

Then, we find that all these three entities exist in man.

We therefore learn that each and everyone of these three

is an independent substance by itself which keeps its
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combined in equal

that various quiddiues can De c
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:™. When this is established, we say, w"y
impressions, wnen mis

vegetative soul

^ not possible to say that (Fol. aSg b) the veg

^
differ from the human «.ul in «1"«1'>'^^^^^:^, ^
p„^ of nutriUon with it -^^ "^t^^soul,

"''I'f they say. how can one «.ul t-'J"™^f
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abbreviated discourse '»fP'»'»"8*'=r2 of those
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who opposed the view. ,
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firstorganthatcomesintobeingmtheb^^^^^^^^

When this is so it is necessarily
proved that it

"^^The proof of the genuineness of the first premise is

experience and reasoning.

As for experience, the experienced people^ have

already borne witness to it.
, k^„^ ^ ^j^g senien is a body

As for reasoning, it is oic*** «*-
. , -

Tof four elements of earth, water, air and fire,

composed of four
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_ ^

1 :^« that the whiteness of fluidity is omy uu
conclusion

^^^^^J ^ ^^^ ^^ j^, as it happens to

•of the semen is due to tms rc*»u"
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mentioned receives emphasis from the fact that the semen

when affected by cold becomes fluid and loses white

colour in spite of the fact that cold most aptly causes

condensation. This indicates that its whiteness is

caused by the elements of fire and air which are mixed

with it. When it is affected by cold the particles of the

elements of fire and air are separated from it. Hence,

the white colour disappears.

When you have realized this, we say, Allah, the

Exalted, has destined that the particles of earth ana

water existing in the semen should form the matter o.

the physical parts and the particles of air and fire should

form the matter of the spirits. But, to begin with, these

delicate and condensed particles get mbced up with one

another, genus being the cause of mbcture. Hence, the

delicate parts get mixed up among themselves, and the

condensed parts join together.

Since the delicate parts are quick in dilution and

self-dissolution, the Divine Wisdom demands that the

delicate parts be in the middle and the condensed parts

should behave like their protectors, the whole becoming

like a globular ball with its inside fuU of delicate parts

of air and fire and the exterior composed of the solid

bodies. This is the part which when perfected and

strengthened becomes the heart. This is the reason that

the anatomists say that the first part of human organs

to be generated and the last ofthem to die is the heart."

When this is established, we say: Since the heart

is the first of human organs that comes into being and

it unites all those parts of the physical body through

which spirits come into being, and the medical experi-

ments indicate that the first object to be connected wiA

the soul is the spirit, it necessarily follows that the

attachment of the soul with the heart precedes its attach-
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ment with the rest of organs and it is through the heart

that the soul runs into the rest oforgans. It is, therefore,

established that the absolutely chief organ in the human

physique is the heart.^

The Second Argument asserts the fact that the

intelligent people can only understand, perceive and

knew through their hearts. We, thus, know that the

heart is the place of knowledge in so far as the soul is

connected with the heart. When the place ofknowledge

is no other than the heart, it is the place of intention

which is conditioned by knowledge, and when the place

ofvolition is heart (Fol. 270 a) it is also the source of the

power to move. Hence, tiie heart is the place of all

these qualities.

Galeii says: it is agreed that the heart is the place

of anger. But the view that it is the place ofknowledge

is absurd. His reply is that anger removes the con-

tradictory. Now, for removing the contradictory, it

is necessary to pdssess awareness of the contradictory.

When it is agreed that the heart is the place of anger

it is necessary to submit to the fact that the heart is the

place of knowledge and perception.

The Third Argument: There is no quarrel about

the fact that the animal soul must be perceiving and

moving with volition. When the soul is attached to the

heart it is necessary that the heart should desire the

benefit of sense-perception and volimtary movement.

This however demands that the heart should follow

perception, awareness and the moving faculty—a fact

which contradicts the view of Galen who holds that the

matter of perceiving and voluntary movement belongs

to the brain and not to the heart.

The Fourth Argument : Sense-perception and volun-

tary movement are only due to the hot temperature and
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not 4ue to cold temperature, as cold temperature
prevents them. The genuineness of what we have men-
tioned is indicated by medical experiments.

After this is established, we say: "the heart is the
source of the heat and the brain is the source of cold.
Hence, to make the heart the source of sense-perception
and voluntary movement is better than to make the brain
the source thereof."

The Fifth Argument: Every one who says, *I', only
refers by his expression to his chest and to the direction
of his heart. This indicates that everyone knows
evidently that what is referred to by his expression, 'IV
exists in the heart, not in the rest of the body.

The Sixth Argument: The most explicit of the
effects of the rational soul is reasoning. It is therefore
necessary that the source of the rational soul is the place
from which it springs and from which the instrument of
reasoning receives encouragement, but the instrument
of reasoning is the voice which is produced by exhaling^

which is the function of the heart, since the heart wants
the agreeable cold breeze to enter it for supplying
relief. When this breeze becomes hot and burning it is

driven to the exterior. Now, if the purpose of the
heart is to admit the air in, at first, and exit it next, then
it is better to ascribe this activity to the heart than ta
the brain which has nothing to do with the soul.

Galen says that the voice arises not from the heart

but from the brain, and argues in three ways: Firstly,,

the primary instrument of voice is the larynx, for the
reason that when you take out the pipe of the lungs

below the larynx, no voice of the animal is at all audible.

It is therefore established that the instrument of sound
is larynx which is composed of three sinews. These
sinews produce movement through many membranes-
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which arc only moved by muscles springing from the

brain. So, it is established that the agent of the voice is

the brain.

Secondly, we surely see the membrane of the

stomach is extended at the time of producing the hard

voice. But the heart does not feel fatigued at the time

of producing the voice.

Thirdly, when the heart is opened up and closed

it does not nullify the voice of the animal. But if the

brain is opened up and closed down, at once the voice

of the animal is affected. It is therefore established

that the source of the voice is the brain, not the heart

and at this stage all these arguments, referred to above,

become an argument for the view that the place of the

rational faculty is the brain.

The answer is that we have explained with strong

arguments that the source of the voice is the heart.

The best of all that can be said in this connection

is this that the brain is needed in this action and the

lungs as well, and this docs not affect our view.

TTie Seventh Argument : The heart is placed somewhere

near the middle of the body—and this is what suits the

absolute chief (Fol. 870 b) so that all the faculties that

arise from it reach all over tiie body with equal justice.

The brain, on the other hand, is placed on the top of

the body—a fact which opposes the fulfilment of this

purpose (».*. equal distribution).

The Eighth Argument: People ascribe to the heart

the qualities of brilliance and stupidity. They, say

concerning a particular person that he possesses a

brilliant heart, and concerning another person that he

possesses a dull heart.

Galen has said, When people describe a man saying

that he has a strong heart, they mean his bravery. And,
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when they say that he has a weak or no heart they mean
his cowardice. The answer is that this indicates that

the heart is the place of anger, but this does not con-

tradict the view that heart is also the place ofunderstand-

ing and knowledge.

Galen has argued that the source of perception and
understanding is the brain, and this is so for several

reasons

:

TTie First is that the brain is the springing place of

sinews which are the organ of perception. Anything

that causes the organ to perceive must be a mine of the

potency of perception. Here are, then, three pre-

mises:

The First Premise: The brain is the source of the

sinews. The proof of this is the fact that there are many
sinews existent in the brain. As for the heart, it has

but a small sinew only. It is therefore necessary that

the brain should be the place from where the sinews

spring up.

The Second Premise: The sinews are the organs of

sense-perception and voluntary movement. The proof

is the fact that if you expose a sinew and bind it tight

you will find that the lowest portion at the end of the tie

is devoid of sense-perception and movement and the

highest portion which is on the side of the brain loses

neither sensation nor motion. This indicates that the

organ of sensation and the voluntary motion is the

sinew.

The Third Premise: When the brain is the place

from where the oi^an of sense-perception and voluntary

movement arise, it is necessarily the source of the faculty

of sense-perception and voluntary motions. This is

proved by the fact that the potency of sense-perception

and movement only extends from the brain—a fact
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which asserts that the source and mine of this faculty

IS the brain.

The Second Argument: What we have elucidated

for Galen is that we say, we need not explain the brain

or the heart as the source of the sinew, rather we may

say, if the faculty of sense-perception and the voluntary

movement proceed from the heart to the brain, then, on

binding the sinew with a strong thread, the power of

sensation and movement should remain on the side

which meets the heart and not on the side meeting the

brain. But the case is different. We, then, surely

know that the power of sensation and voluntary notion

proceeds from the brain to the heart and not vice versa.

This is a proof which needs no premise such as the one

we mentioned concerning the First Argument. This

is extremely good.

The Third Argument of Galen: He says philosophers

and physicians have agreed that what carries the faculties

of sense-perception and movement is a delicate body,

viz. the spirit, which penetrates the sinews. The

matter being like this, we say: Since the brain is the

source of the generation of this spirit, it is preferable to

the heart. This is so because we find vacuums in the

brain whereas there is no vacuum in the heart the right

cavity of which is full of blood. There is only some

doubt concerning the left cavity, as it is believed that

this cavity is full of spirit.

Galen says: the matter is not like this. For, when

the heart is opened and its inside is revealed without

making any hole into it and without tearing its mem-

branes, the animal does not, in this state, die. Even it is

possible for you to continue touching the heart, looking

at it and observing it exposed for a long time. You will

perceive that his pulse in this state is just like (Fol. 271a)
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his pulse before this. But there is one condition in the
case. That is when the heart is cold the pulse is slow,
weak and variable.

When you have known this we say: In this state

when we operate the left cavity, blood flows from it.

Were it full of spirit blood would not have surely
flowed from it. If, however, the cavity contained spirit

in some of its parts and blood in some others, the spirit

should have necessarily come out first, and then the
blood would have flowed. It was also necessary in this

state that blood should not have flowed in this case im-
mediately. Since blood flows, we at once know that
the left cavity is full of blood.

Again, when the animal dies we find the clot ofblood
in the left cavity of its heart.

As for the brain, its body is palpable." It is not
unlikely that it obtains in its gaps particles of spirit.

The Fourth Argument: The intellect is the most
noble faculty. It is therefore necessary that its place

must be the noblest, the loftiest of all. It is therefore

necessary that the place of intellect be the brain. It is

in the position of a great king who resides in a lofty

palace. The sense-perceptions surrounding the head
seem to be in senrice of the brain standing all around
it in their own positions.

Again, the place of the head in the body is like that
of the heaven in the earth, and just as the heaven is the
abode of the spiritual beings, the brain is similarly and
necessarily the abode of the intellect.

The answer to the First Argument is more than one:

I—Firstly, we do not agree that the source of the muscle
is the brain. His view that brain has many muscles,

and that the spirit is strong near the brain and scarce

and weak near the heart does not fulfil all your desires

I'
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except when you add to this a second premise. That

is, abundance and strength only exist at the beginning,

and scarcity and weakness at the end. But we must

say that this premise is not demonstrative and is con-

tradicted by more than one reasons:

1

.

The conduit muscle in the eye is thin near the

source. When it reaches the cavity ofthe bone

that contains the eyeball, this muscle extends

and grows thick. This is a criticism against

the prembe.

2. The body from which the stem ofthe tree grows

is very much weaker than the stem of the

tree. Why is it not then possible that the

small muscle in the heart be like the body

from which there have ramified the mam-

fold muscles in the brain?

3. If the discourse of Galen is genuinfe then it is

necessary to say that the source ofthe beating

nerves is the manifold part" looking like the

net in the brain, not in the heart, since the

manifold part of the pulses is countless and

is very much like the fibres of a tree.

It is therefore established that the premise upon

which they had put their reliance is rejected by the

above-mentioned three arguments.

Secondly, we agree that abundance and strength arc

only available near the manifold source. There is no

contention that the heart is the source of the pulses.

Then, there is no doubt that the germs of these pulses

are of the genus of those of the muscle bodies. If this

is so, then it is not far from truth that muscles grow out of

them.

Now, here there are three premises (i) that the heart

is the source of the pulses. This is agiecd upon by all.
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(2) that the pulses are of the genus of muscles. This
is indicated by the fact that the bodies of veins vary and
are divided into thick muscles" which are devoid of sense-

perception. , It is a pulse which is devoid of blood and
sense-perception in themselves. The muscles are like

this in all their qualities, as it is indicated that the muscles
in themselves have no sense-percepiion. If you tie a
muscle with a rope very tightly (Fol. 271ft), the part just

below the tie would be devoid of sense-perception.

This indicates that the substance of the muscle in itself

is senseless. In case it is tied, the power of sensation is

only caused by some other source.

It is therefore established that the nerves and
pulses share these qualities in common. This obviously

indicates that the substance of nerves is of the genus of

the substance of muscle.

The third premise explains that when the matter
is like this it is not far from truth to say that muscles are
only born of nerves or pulses.

It is further explained that these nerves only rise

from the heart to the brain, either to cause the blood to

reach the substance ofthe brain, or to cause the spirit to

reach the brain. In both cases these nerves which rise

are necessarily divided and branched off*. They grow
thin, small and in their getting divided and rising up,
at last, they become the soft hair-like pipes.* Now,
in this state when they reach the cavity of the brain and
their places'* it is not strange that the hair-like soft

nerves twist one another, meet with each other just to

appear in the form of muscles. Then, they start

descending from the brain to the lowest part of the

body. These hair-like pipes are used for some other

purpose, that is, for connecting brain-spirits with distant

parts of the body. The philosophers and physicians

971^
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have especially agreed on the premise that nature docs

not pass on to preparing many organs when it is possible

for it to fulfil its purpose through a few organs only. In

this way nerves have become muscles.

Since the source of veins is the heart, it is necessary

that the heart should be the source of muscles in the

way we mentioned—a view held by a large group of the

followers of Aristotle.

In reply to this discourse, Galen has advanced two

reasons : Firstly, he argues for his view that the muscles

are not of the genre of veuis for more than one reason:

(i) The veins move with violence while the muscles do

not behave in this way. (2) The veins are conduit while

the muscles are not conduit save a little thereof; (3) the

veins contain blood for the reason that when they are

perforated, the hole causes a calamity to the possessor

due to hemorrhage while the muscle has necessarily no

blood in itself; (4) the veins consist of two groups:

(i) one dissolves into particles which move breadthwise

in a globular way, (2) and the other dissolves into parts

which move steadily lengthwise.

As for the sinew, it dissolves into a white sinew

devoid of blood which moves steadily lengthwise. (5)

The fifth is that when the sinew is tied it lose$ ^ensc-

pcrception and volunUry movement, and this does not

stop the movement of the pulse. Bu when the vein is

. tied the pulse stops while sense-perception and movement

do not stop*

(6) Sbtthly, the sinew often stops its activity.

Don*t you see that sometimes the nerve through which

the faculty of vision passes to the surface of the retina,

stops its activity in sleep? Similar is the discourse on

the rest of the external senses.

But the artery ^s steadily perpetual in its activity.
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Thus it is established that the arteries are not of the

genre of sinews.

In the second reply to this discourse Galen says

:

the root of the artery which originates from the heart is

divided into two: one part ascending to the head and the

other descending to the lower body. The part that

descends to the lower body is undoubtedly divisible,

and splits into fine delicate veins. Then, it loses its

existence after these fine veins (Fol. 272a) turn into

all that becomes sinews (nerves). It thus necessitates

that the condition of the arteries which ascend to the

brain is also similar.

The followers of Aristotle say: As for the first

reply, it is extremely weak. This is for the reason that

the qualities of the artery, which you have mentioned,

will only be available in the state of its ascending to the

brain and penetrating its substance.

As for the reason why you hold that after the

arteries return from the substance of the brain, attend

to the lower body and remain in their characteristics,

it is yet to be explained.

It has been explained that the purpose of creating

an artery of the descriptions mentioned is to push the
blood up to the spirit from the heart to the substance
of the brain. When this object is achieved and nature

responds to prepare another instrument to connect the
substance of spirit in the brain to the lower body, while
it is obvious that these "pipes" are not suitable for being
an instrument in this function except when those qualities

are removed from them, it is no wonder that nature
manages to remove those qualities from the hair-like

pipes, and acquires other qualities agreeable to the
second function. This is, in general, not remote. Why
should we not say this? When undoubtedly these arteries

278a
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penetrate into the substance of the brain, get divided

and split up into very small ones. It is, therefore, not

unlikely that the nature of the brain causes them to

change those characteristics into some other character-

istics befitting the second function. Especially when

they split into very small ones there remains, indeed,

no difference between them and the nervepipes, while

in accordance with our view, they continue to be there.

But these very small veins when they return from the

brain and turn to the lower body they resemble in

sense-perception to small, thin threads conjoined and

clustered together. The peculiar sensible sinews grow

from the jumble of these small, thin threads. This

possibility is surely not absurd in view of what has been

mentioned by Galen.

As for his second reply, it is also weak, because

just as the heart spirits reach upwards to the substance

of the brain in these very small arteries and remain in

the substance, these arteries change their nature because

they transpierce the substance of the brain and are

mixed with it. Nature, then, needs to prepare an instru-

ment to transmit the brain-spirits to the lower body.

But at this stage it is not remote that nature finds in-

struments for the second function contrary to the part

that descends from the arteries to the lower body. For,

as soon as they are connected with a different organ they

change their nature, while the lower body docs not

feel any necessity to invent artery-like pipes as instru-

ments for its parts. The difference is manifest in the

two cases. This is the sum and substance of the dis-

course of Aristotle against the proof of Galen for his

view that the nerve springs from the brain.

Again, the followers of Aristotle argue in favour

of their view that the nerve springs from the heart by
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saying that the voluntary movement must have a hard
and strong instrument but the brain possesses no hardness
in its body. As for the heart, it has varieties of hardness
in it: (i) its flesh is compact, strong, hard, harder than
the rest of flesh; (2) it possesses a good quantity of
membranes, muscles in itself; (3) since it is constantly

in motion, it is necessary that its body must be strongest

of all Jleshy bodies.

When this is the case, then those who advocate
that the heart is the growing-spot of the nerves which
are the instruments of strong movements are preferable
to those who hold that they originate in the brain

(Fol. 272 b).

Galen meets this argument in two ways: Firstly,

this is a reasoning which indicates that the heart is the

originating place of the nerve. But sense-perception

indicates that it is the brain from which the nerve
ongmates. Now, sense-perception is stronger than
reasoning. Secondly, the matter which moves the
nerves is not the nerve, rather it is the membranes
which consist of nerves, sinews, fine coverings and flesh.

The membranes recline on the bones while the nerves

favour them with the faculty of sense-perception and
voluntary movement as long as they are mbced with
sinews; and membranes give them strength and com-
pactness, and keep them free from disconnection. On
this supposition it is not absurd to hold that the brain
is the source of the nerves.

The followers of Aristotle counter charge by saying:

The first reply is weak, since sense-perception indicates
only the abundance of sinews and their strength near
the brain*** and their scarcity and weakness near the
heart.

We have already explained that this determined

272^
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quantity does not indicate that the brain is the soxirce

of nerves.
' The second argument is also very weak, since Galen

has argued from the abundance and thickness of the

nerve that it has originated from the brain.

The followers of Aristotle have, moreover, charged

Galen by saying:

If this is the reason which, according to your view,

indicates that the brain is soft and the uerve is strong,

it is therefore impossible that it should spring from the

brain. On the contrary, the fact is that the nerve is

strong and hard** and the heart is also strong and hard.

It, therefore, indicates that the never springs from the

heart. Thus the argument of Galen is absolutely

absurd.

This is the gist of the verbal duel that took place

between the two groups concerning the source of the

nerve as to whether it is in the brain or in the heart.

Another Reply to the Doubt of Gai.en

We say: We agree that the nerve originates from the

brain. .

Wc also agree that the nerve is the organ of sense-

perception and movement. But, why do you say that

this entails that the brain is the source of the power of

sensation and voluntary movement?

Its explanation is this. It is not far from truth to

say that the heart is the source ofsensation and movement.

Again, the brain transmits to the heart a second organ

from itself in order to obtain through this the power of

sensation and movement from the heart. If this possi-

bility is established the view of Galen totally falls to the

ground.

The reply to the second argument in support ot
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the view of Galen has been summarised as follows:.

We say: why is it not possible to say that the spirit

of the heart has extreme heat? When it has an open
passage between itself and the brain, the chill of the
brain reaches it to make it moderate and render it fit

to receive the faculty ofsense-perception and movement.
But when this passage suffers derangement the effect of
the chill of the brain stops, and it does not remain
capable of receiving the power of sensation and motion.
This faculty therefore becomes non-existent on the side

that is connected with the heart, but the side nearing
the brain remains unaffected, since there are many
arteries in the brain all of which supply to the brain the
power of heat from the heart which leads to sensation
and motion.

As for the reply to the third argument, we say, if

this discourse is correct, then, it demands that there
should be absolutely no spirit in the heart. Galen
however, does not contend that the heart is the source
of the animal spirits. He agrees with the view that the
animal spirit ascends from the heart to the brain and
there it becomes a psychological rational spirit.

In reply to the Fourth Argument we say: iti.nakind

of weak argumentative proof. We have ourselves

advanced similar, rather stronger arguments than
these. This is the end of the elucidated discourse on
the problem.

You should know Uiat Galen has written a book
entitled: "Hypocrates and Plato** in which he has no
other purpose but to explain this problem. It is a long

book which I have studied and from its study I have
derived the gist of his discourse together with a number
of reasons which, as you will see, I have added and
ocplained here.
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NOTES

,. CiULSlSlI wU^I: Abu Talib al-Makki: K. Qut al-Qulflb,

Part I, p. 114:

also Cf. Abu Na?r 'Abdullah b. *Ali al-Sarraj: K. al-Luma*

fi*l-Ta?awwuf, Ijsiden, 1914, p. 24:

yuUaJ! ^ ^yi Vj....U:o* u^y' 1^ ^ ^'^^

jj. i.UJJ Ij "i/jl : Ibn Sina declares that man has three main parts

:

Heart, Brain and Liver, Gf. Al-Qanun, Vol. I. Nami Press, p. 3T-

jjVi is^ t5^u ^^ j}\ *Up^i j^ WjJi i.gu.'ifu

3. Al-Baqarah : 97.

4. Al-Shu'arE' : 193.

5* Q,* 37 al-Zimiar: ai.

5. U>*«w: That for achieving knowledge it is necessary to keep

one's soul pure of dirt and defect is borne out by the following

octract from Imam RSghib's al-I^iaii'ah, pp. ao-si :

C.-*- U'l .... L^*-a4' J U«.fij Jjjl"^ (/>*^' ^^ *^'^

7. Al-Qajj: 46.

B. Al-Baqarah: 235; al-Ma'idah: 92.

9. Al-IJajj: 37.

to. Al-^Jujurilt; 3.

J I. Al-*A<tiyat: 10.

18. Al-A*ritf: 178.

13. Al-Baqaraht 10.
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14. Al-Baqarah: 7.

15. Al-Baqarah: 8&
16. Al-Nis5': 155.

17. AI-Tawbah: 64.

18. Al-Mutaflfifln: 14.

19. Muhammad (s): 24.

20. Al-^ajj: 46.

21. Al-Isra': 36.

22. Al-Mu'min: 19.

23. Al-Mulk: 23; Al-Na^: 78: Al-Mu*minun: 79; Al-Saidah: 9,
94. Al-Ahqaf: 26.

25. Al-Mi'idah: 41.

26. AI-Nahl: 106.

27. Al-^ujurat: 14.

s8. Al-Mujidalah : 22.

29. «--i2)| f^J: This k^^ik has been recorded by both Im3m
Bu]^^i and Imlm Muslim (Vol. I, p. I3> Vol. II, p. 28) on the

authority of al-Nu'man and the text is as follows:

jl iiliji ^j^]\ (J^k ^ji ^\J}^^\j9ti\ J ^j ol^-JJl J
tf A-jU; 4ujl ^y* ol J "i/f f j^^ «y^* JSC) jl J Vf < jlJ ^jj
f A^ JU^JI ^JLto c^bIl^ lit Ll«A^ Ju^l J jl J Vt

-"fc^l ^ybj Vf * jlIT JUfJI JUi oJUil il J

30« 4>:^ '-X^: The complete text of the hadi& has been recorded

in Mi^kat, Ni^ami Press, p. 14, as follows:

61 J^ ^J *sU ^1 ^^ ^1 J^j olT Jl» (^1 (>* J
U i^JUi fjllUj^ ^ ^^Jli Cmj ! Vp>jiAJl (_JU.« Ij

; Jj«i

jl ^* : JU ?Ul* i-iUfi J4» Aj ^2J^^ Ir j dLlul ^Ll ^'
Ijj < aUj jJLr I4JUJ ^1 «jlv,| ^ ot*r*l On VjJ^'

31. In his K. al-MukbtSrat fi'l-llbb, Abu'l-il^asan 'AU b. Ahmad
b. 'Ali (Gf. First edition, Hyderabad Deccan, 136a H. Vol. I,

p. 67) states the various views of Greek philosophers concerning

the formation of the first part of the embryo. According to

Aristotle 'heart* is the chief body and is formed first of all.
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HvDOcrate. holds that the brain takes its shape first as it is the

^^fvoUtionandsense-percepticn. Some other ph^iaans

opinethatitistheUv«whichisformedfirstofaU,as the ph^t^

.^tem demands that Uvet should come first to complete nutntion

and growth. CU":
, . . • ^^ u •!-•

I .

. u!^ J =yij=-)i Ji i»^ £*=-' =^' ^ ^

•a. Cf. Supra Note No. 31 »>' the expression: VJ^^' V^*^l.

33. fc^l J*: Cf. Ibn Sina: Al-QSnila (al-KuUiyat), Vol. I.

JWmi Press, India, p. 86:

Sj7i*j^ y^ ^j '-K^ ^>^' «>• ••'•''-'^ ^'

j A^ lii UaUI *J^ *:=« <;»J» J ^> V^ I/'
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< l^U^ a:u i_^ >^ A-U^ f * ^Ua3I

^^ "^ If d«S J*^ dtf 6$^. ^jl UM 'V «j*

^ ^^

*8r

Jl u^l cJ^ Ju--i ^ >( ^l> Jl ^U*JI ^ C^^»

Iju « *l^Vl Jl JfeUll ^j^l j*j?J' ^.^ '-^
V^*

Aristotle: Generation of Animals, The Loeb edition, 1953,

p. 195
: "On this account in aU blooded animals it is the heart

which can first be seen as something distinct, as this is the first

principle both of the "unifoim" and of the "non-uniform

parts-since this isjustifiably designated as first principle of the

animal or organism ftom the moment when it begins to need

nourishment, for of course that which exists grows, and, for an

animal, the ultimate form of nourishment is blood or lU

counterpart.
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p. 255: "As the source of sensation is in Heart, the heart is

the first part of the whole animal to be formed, and, on account

of the heat of the heart, and to provide a corrective to it, the

cold causes the brain to "set", where the blood-vessels terminate

above. That is why the regions around the head begin to form

unmediateiy after the heart and are bigger than the other parts,

the brain being large and fluid from the outset."

34. Supra Note No. 31.

35* ^jy* derived from ^)y-*: a cord by which the throat of a fiame

is compressed. The word al-Zard (^J^^') is like al-Sard

(^^;-Jl), meaning the inserting (J^'-^) of the rings of a coat*

of>mail one into another, as is clearly understood from their

usage: ^J»)^' ^•^'•

36. ^:JS means d^\ ,JxU! Cr^\ .

07. ZJaJj\, plural ^uiJi, a splinter, 01 piece split off, of a staff,

or stick, or of a reed, or cane, or of bone. The author uses the

expression Sic:Sv)l Llk^JI for t^j\j^\ i3jj*^K arteries t.«. the

pulsing veins.

38. ^W>«V' tjUiitJI as against arteries are soft and hair-like which

get together in the brain, vide al-Shaykh al-Ra'is: al-Qanun,

Vol. I, NSmi Press, 1905, p. 72.

39. Tlicse penetrating arteries are no other than the soft hair-like

arteries.

40. Cf. al-Shaykh al-Ra'w: al-Q,5niin, Vol. I, NSmi Press, p. 71

:

^^^^ZJUJ ^U^l y> f^JA\ Af^JI Jfi Ufa*. vUa*^'j

41. The actual utility of sine^n is that through it the brain imparts

motion and sense-perception to all parts of the body. It is only

accidental that sinews make the flesh stiff and the body strong,

vide al-Shayfch al-Ra'is: al-QSnun, op. cit., p. 70.

CHAPTER VII

On Explaining the Faculties* of the Soul

You should knovkT that the human soul has vegeta-

tive, animal and human faculties.

As for the vegetative faculties, you must know^ that

the body of man is created out of semen and the blood

of menses both of which are hot and moist substances.

So, as long as the human body lives it remains hot and

moist. When heat acts on moisture, the heat is eva-

porated from it for the reason that the steam particles

rise up from the substance, causing it obviously emacia-

tion and extinction. The Wise Creator has, therefore,

managed to compensate this and has deposited into it

the Nutritive Faculty which supplies from the particle;?

of nutrition the substitute of the particles that have

dissolved.

When you have realised this we say: the nutrition

must possess a faculty of assimilation and a faculty of

retention to assimilate as well as retain nutrition, so

that there remain those parts which are assimilated

and are acted upon by a faculty which dilates them

and makes them agreeable so that they become the

substitute of the nutrient. A third faculty of driving

away the unnecessary things is also essential to remove

those superfluous particles which do not suit the body

of the nutrient. Again, when these suitable parts ate

obtained to take the place of the emaciated and diluted
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particles there must be a faculty to make them the

substitute of the dissolved particles. This function is

accomplished in three ways:

(i) in supplying the nutritious particles to the

substance of the bodies,

(a) in sticking to them

(3) in making them just like the bodies.

Through the whole of these three functions nutrition

achieves three directions or faculties i.e. the faculty of

growth; another faculty which separates itself from the

particles of nutrition after they reach the substance of

the body and adopts characteristics which resemble the

characteristics of the body preparing out of these is a

productive faculty which performs the function of

production. Now, the vegetative faculties are those

which we have enumerated.

Again, some philosophers hold that these faculties

vary from each other and are contradictory on the basis

of the fact that from one there can proceed only one.

Some others hold that there is only one faculty, but its

functions vary due to the conditions. In the beginning

it draws (something), and after drawing it holds, and

after holding, it is acted upon by the symptoms of

digestion and transformation. After this function the

harmful refuse b driven away. The faculty having

obtained the subsUnce of blood displays its action and

applies the well-cooked, blood-particles to the substance

of original bodies with which they get mbced up. The

faculty is, then, one but its functions vary aue to the

variation of its states and conditions.

As for the animal faculties, they are either moving

or perceiving. If they are moving they either display

movement or cause it. Those which display movement

arc the faculties which are there in the muscles and whose
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function is to move sometimes to attract and sometimes

to drive away. But those which cause movement are

of different grades:

The first grade of these muscle-faculties is the deter-

mined will and the determined desire. The determined

will produces from the faculty of Appetition a clot of

blood which attracts the agreeable, or from anger which

concerns the driving away of the disagreeable. Now,

appetition and anger are only produced by the con-

sciousness of man that something is agreeable or dis-

agreeable. If he realizes that the object is agreeable,

it is acted upon by the feeling of inclination, and if he

realizes that the object is disagreeable, it is acted upon

by the feeling of anger.

This feeling is sometimes created and sometimes

imaginary. As for the perceiving faculties,^ they are

cither the external perceiving faculties i.e. the five senses,

or the internal perceiving faculties which are also five

(as held by philosophers).

The method of recording this is what we say
:

These

internal faculties are either perceiving or governing.

The perceiving faculties either perceive the forms of

the sensible which is a^faculty in which forms of five

senses are gathered and is called according to them

Sensus Communis, or perceive the particular mtentions

which are not sensible but.which exist in the objects of

sense-pfcrception. This is like our judgment that this

particular person is a friend and the other an enemy.

This faculty is called Phantasy. Either of the two

faculties has, again, a depository. The depository of

Sensus Communis is Imagination and that of phantasy

is the faculty of Retention, the total being four.

As for the governing faculty, it is the faculty that

governs and acts in the particular forms and particular
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meanings sometimes by composition and sometimes by

analysis which is called Imaginative Faculty. These

are the five internal senses.

They say the human soul has two faculties'

—

theoretical and practical. The theoretical faculty is

the faculty through which the substance of the soul

prepares for receiving the simple universa,! forms. As

for the practical faculty, it is a faculty by considering

which the substance of the soul prepares itself to ad-

minister the body and maintain the well-being of its

important objects.

This is, therefore, the discourse on recording the

psychological faculties.

You must know that the philosophers have explained

elaborately these discourses in terms of faculties and

have assigned every action separately to a separate

faculty. Then, they have resolved that some of them

arcx:orporeal faculties and some spiritual faculties. But

we have affirmed in all our books that all these percep-

tions and all sorts of actions belong to the substance of

the soul, and that every part of the body is an organ of

the soul in respect of every particular action out of the

actions of the soul. The organ of the soul for seeing

is, for example, the eye, for hearing the ear, for speaking

the tongue. Since we have put forwai-d arguments

indicating the genuineness of this discourse in many

of our books, we feel there is no need of repeating them

in this chapter.

I.
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NOTES
Imam al-Ras3iib explains that man has five faculties—nutrition,
sense-perception, imagination, appetition and reasoning. Vide
al-Qbari'ah, op. cit. p. 12.

^^jfj i> JJi isy j^' «:)Uj:5U yuj ;i»i j«. jtf

*fJ*Vlj ZJJi\j trt«-'iflWij t,«*Jlijij ^SjVjJIj

V^' J J»i>*JI c-JJaJI O^ l^ J ^jyJI Sy J i ^\

. *rj*'^' <5^': Cf. al-Raghib: Al-Dhari'ah, pp. 12 & 13:

' I4J Ojj-,^ ^ STj Jdl (JljiJI UU
*s^ J *i^ d^j» Lfti: Cf. The Text infra p. iii. Chapt. II

That the human soul has two peculiar faculties which are not

available in other beings has been mentioned by Ibn M'skawayh
in his Tahdhib, p. 47.

U* fjL*)l oN .... t iLUJI tS>Vl J *iUI UlJUl



CHAPIER VIII

On the Investioation Relating to Words and

bxpressions

Here there are four words r"^ Soul, Intellect, Spirit

and Heart.

Sometimes we mention these words and mean the

substance of the soul, and sometimes they are used for

something else, •

The Soul {^^) is mentioned sometimes just to

mean undesirable morals. Intellect (J**) is mentioned

to mean the sciences necessary for man; Spirit (^j) is

mentioned to indicate a particular sensible part (of the

body). Let these phrases be precisely known so that

they may not be confused, as these words bear more or

less a common meaning.

IMAM RAzX'S 'ILM AL-AKHLAQ,

NOTES

>53

I. **0U The Imam has not explained all t'ae four terms dabor-
atdy. ImSm Ghazzali has given different meanings in which
they are generaUy used. In his Ihya*, III. p. 3 he says, "Qalb
denotes two things—(i) the physical heart, and (a) a "divine

entity" (*siUjj Uitj AaJJ). jjgj ^g^ns the spiritual entity
as denoted by Qalb. It also means a subtle, vapour-Ute
substance, which issues from the hollows of the physical heart
and through the tissues spreads over into the whole body. Na6
also signifies the same spiritual entity as denoted by Qalb and
Ruh; as also according to the §ufis the combined forces in man
of anger (v^) and animal desire (»J^), It represents
life on the side of passions and appetites as constituting the evil

tendencies in man. But Na6 is also described by different attri-

butive names in accordance with the different states that pre-
dominate at one time or the other. The fourth word *Aql
(reason) means the Knowledge of the true nature of things

(j>*^' iM^ f^*)' It also means the same spiritual entity
or percipient mind as denoted by the other three words. See M.
•Umaruddin: Some Fundamental Aspects of Imim ShazzSli's
Thought, Aligarh, 1946, pp. 19-21.
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CHAPTER IX

On the Relation of the Faculties to the Substance

OF the Soul

You must know that the savants have mentioned

many similes in this connection. The first simile*

is that the substance of the soul is like a king and

the body as its kingdom. This king has two kinds

of army^—the army that the eyes can see—it is the

external bodies—, and the army that is seen by inner

visions which are those faculties which we have already

mentioned.

You should know that for the internal faculties

engaged in accomplishing the welfare of the soul and

in completing the welfare of the body fthere is a different

faculty]. ^
The First kind of the internal faculties. It is that

the perfection of the rational soul consists in realizing

the truth in itself and the form by acting through it.

But the activity of the form is also conditioned by the

light of gnosis. The most important enterprise of the

soul is to acquire gnosis. But it has been created j^ma

faexe free from the knowledge of many things and has

been favoured with external and internal senses so that

when the soul feels through these senses the sensible

objects it awakens to the consciousness of distinction

between homogeneous and heterogeneous objects, the

form of which enables the substance of the soul to realize
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as to why the objects are homogeneous and why
they are distinguished; and then the soul obtains the

absolute form in itself.

This form is, again, of two kinds: those the mere
perception ofwhich necessitates the mental determination

of ascribing negation to some and affirmation to some
others, and those which arc not like this. The first of

this kind is the axiomatic truths the existence of which
must necessarily be acknowledged. For, were they

not present, the mental determination would have surely

needed in every case assistance from others and would
have entailed either continuation ad infinitum or an
infinite regress.

The Second Division : It consists of those specula-

tive sciences which are achieved and the mere conception

of which does not necessitate the mental assertion of

their negation or affirmation. It is therefore established

that if there were no senses, the soul would not have been
able to achieve either axiomatic or speculative sciences.

That is why there goes the saying, "whoever has lost

senses has lost knowledge.'* This explains the assistance

of senses in perfecting the substance of the soul. As for

their assistance in perfecting the substance of the body,

this is clear from the fact, as we have explained, that

the body having been hot and moist is constantly

suffering decadence and extinction and is therefore in

need of importing a substitute for what is being extin-

guished and it is necessary for it to distinguish between
what is agreeable and what is disagreeable.

The senses, thus, assist the man in imparting him
awareness of what is useful and what would do him
harm. He accordingly engages himself in acquiring the

useful and driving away the harmful. This is the

explanation of the assistance of the senses in perfecting
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the substance of the body.

You must know that this is an attempt to reform the

important factors of the substance of the soul. This is

because the soul has only entered this corporeal world

to acquire useful knowledge and righteous deeds. All

the organ that the soul has for achieving this is the body.

As long as the organ docs not function properly, it will

not enable the agent to achieve its object. It is, there-

fore, established that to undertake the reform of the

important functions of the body is an attempt to reform

the important functions of the soul.

The Second Simile: The heart in the body is like

the governor, its faculties and organs stand in place of

the country, the rational imaginative faculty* is like the

sincere adviser, appetition is like the servant who carries

food to the town, and anger like the chief of the police.

Then, the appetition which is like a servant who brings

food to the town may be devilish, deceitful and cunning.

He appears in the form of an admonisher whose ad-

monition brings in all kinds dreadful evils, and deadly

poisons. Hehabitually quarrels with'the sincere minister

in his administration. Now, just as it is necessary for

an intelligent king to keep the sincere minister in a

dominant position as against the deceitful slave who
carries food, and as against the chief of the police, and

that he should pay no attention to their intrigues against

the minister, in order to keep the affairs of the town in

good state, similarly, when the rational soul is illumined

with the light of intellect and is enlightened with know-

ledge and wisdom, and subjugates appetition and anger,

the affair of this corporeal life is well-established.

(Fol. 274b) Whoever deviates from this path is like one

concerning whom Allah, the Exalted, says: *'Hast thou

seen him who chooseth for his god his own lust?" and
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So^eS ir
^'^-^"^'^ ^'^^ '^"^-^ ^^^ -n lust.

wm'bet h:::r '^ ^^-^ '-- ^-^ ^- ^^^.z

senses are like Z:^'^!:^ t^^X 'T^'appetition and aneer are lit, ,
'"'''"••

fh the .in, coZztr^:^:zr-^^

tronhl.
/'"^^^™» ^'' «wn kingdom would suffer

The Fourth Simile: The simil*- nf tT,» *• •

huappetition
bei„ghi.ho„e,andang^rhi:di rj'when the nde. is experienced, hi. horse well-Ji„ed al^'

But whe^ he .s burning withm himself, when his ho«e" "-""•cnt and his dog is a devourer. andneiMhorse^oves .„ accordance with his intention no/dot
h. dog run as instructed by him. he is apt to perishrather than attain his object.

'

is lill'T ™r ^'f'= "^°" ""•'* '^"^ *« your body

wat^ltrea ,
"" "*"* "" ''^ ^uUt complete

open, with all necessary materiMs well-prepared for themasterofthehouse. The head is like the upper chamber
onthetopofthehouseandthehoIeandmlet^intheT'ad
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like small windows and ventilators in the chamber of the

house. The middle of the brain is like lights in the house

and the eye like the door of the chamber, the nose like

the wall-shelf above the door, the two lips like two sides

of the door, the teeth like gate-keepers, the tongue like

the chamberlain, the back like a strong wall which is the

fortress of the house, the face like the front of the house,

the lungs which draw in the cold-breathing like the

summer house, the running of the breath into the house

like the air that passes through the summer house, the

heart with its natural heat like the winter house, the

stomach with the cooked nutrition therein like the

kitchen, the liver with the blood in it like the tavern,

the veins in which the blood flows like the owner of the

house, the spleen together with the black-bile which it

contains like reservoirs^'* which contain burnt sub-

stances, the bladder with the hot yellow bile like the

magazine (the house of arms), intestines along with the

remnant of food like the latrine, the bladder containing

urine like the well, and the two courses in the lower

part of the body like the spots through which the

filth is disposed of from the house, the two legs like an

obedient riding beast, the bones upon which the body

has been built like the plank of wood upon which is

based the house, the flesh in the midst of bones like the

matter, the sinews with which some bones are tied are

like boxes. Glory be to Him Who has prepared in the

house of your body with the nails of your Rational Soul

all these wonderful measures and rare beauties! This

is what concerns the rooms of this house.

Again, the rational soul in the house is like the king

and the authoritative* manager who sees with the eye,

hears with the ear, smells with the nostrils, tastes with

the tongue, speaks with the mouth and holds with the
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hands, acts the artful deeds with fingers, walks with the
feet, and kneels down upon the knees, sits on the two
buttocks, sleeps on two flanks, reclines against the back
and carries burdens on two shoulders, thinks (Fol. 275a)
with the front of the brain, imagines through the middle
of the brain, remembers with the posterior of the
brain," produces sound with the throat, inhales air
through nostrils, chews with teeth and swallows through
the nutrition pipe. The purpose of all these organs and
instruments is that he should decorate himself with the
ornament of knowledge and characterize the human
soul with the mood ofcognition. This soul then breathes
with the soul of celestial region and is equipped with the
light of Divinity.

Again, Allah, the Exalted, has entrusted the manage-
ment of this kingdom to three Chiefs c^^ One of them
is Appetition which holds its sway over the liver, and
flows with the blood in static veins. For this reason
there goes the saying of the Prophet : "The devil moves
in the son of Adam like the moving of blood."^» This
is for the fact that the Appetitive Faculty does not flow
with the blood into the veins except from the liver.

The second Chief is the faculty of Anger which is

located in the heart. It passes through the veins which
move about on all sides ofthe body.

The third Chief is the administrative psychical
faculty which is located in the brain and which passes
through the limbs to ail sides of the body.

Again, these three chiefe are not heterogeneous,
independent in themselves. They arc, rather, like
tributaries which have originated from one root, like
branches that have grown from one tree, like a source
from which there flow three streams, like a father who
causes the birth of many children, and like a man who

«75«
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performs three works designated with three names: the

blacksmith, the goldsmith and the mason.

These three are like the kings of the surrounding

countries who are appointed by the great king. The

activities of Appetition resemble the activities ofwomen,

chUdrcn, and idiots from among the people when they

go against the will of their fathers and their spouses,

whereas the functions of anger resemble those of the

strategists and assassins when they do not act according

to the commands of their rulers. The functions of the

administrative psychical faculty resemble those of the

philosophers, jurists and the people of virtue and right-

eousness.

IMAM RAzI*S OUGI AL-AKHLAa

NOTES

i6t

I. The first parable has been mentioned in the I^yS* (Vol. Ill,

p. 6) as folloMS :

^\i ^^1 AiJb J oljVi^ ji* Jjs d\ : a*^! JW'

a. (61^i^) Cf. Ihya', III p. 5:

3. « XaH aJJuJI : The words ofthe second parable have been men-

tioned by Imam Ghazzali under the first parable: see Ihya'i HI*

p. 6:

< X:jJdt "jl i'^l jfUlaJ! cJU *j-JI x-Jlf *J Sj^» J

c-^ J f«^lJ! i!ji>aj (Ji^ 'i-e:* «.I.Ak f jU^ v'-^ «,;i*^

JUxJl lib SjUl ^ l^j*.* J -0 1,;^:^^ J »jiX>i ^^^.-^

4 Jblj ^Ja^ J v'j**^' «^' (i AJJ^'^ VXUw* *i--^'

UJu^ * aJ ljjf>* aJ^ J '^jy A-l- J *=k^^ tj^«-U« aj;*!

6ij$o ^^ «jUail J A*Ufl J ii-^t •*?*" I"^ ti* *^* *>

^llJl I^JL* 1^1 V ijiJL* Ijj-U J LJUV U^* a-*JI

ciJUi-l J- ,^t »Ji55 * A---J Ja*JI ^'l j «aii ^1

^1 aUI J .IjA mJI J^l
Cr*

^'y*" - *«• tU^^*^ •^' «J^

^^1 ji*rAiij oi^ ^1 j" - iyi« Jii J -?"^ J*

O-^l ^J^J c^u «-ili- Cr* ^' ->" ^>*J' C^ o^*
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The same expression has been copied with some variation

almost verbatim by Ra^iiib al-Isfahani in his al-Dl^ri*ah,

pp. 32 & 23:

aJ Ajs^l J Sj^ai .-JU *>. Af-5Aa» -J^l J ' ^^

^^jLo J « VjSJI i--»i A*^* J J ' C^^' *J>** «-i'^

LT J * AO^jU* J A=AJU-i (>• AeU Jiij Vj 4^^ J jijj^^

.jjj^J 1y:> Al*,. J Ad.yi ^^U v^' J *^^' -V^'

•J'l.>«^ JU-Jt IJ^ Oj5G J»>
Ai:U J VJIIJA > AkUj

cju=-i j^ ^J>^\ Uit tj^ *«-^ i^' r^^' '-^-^ -*
**^'^

ijUyu; -uji Ujji>. ji\j^j ( oj-j "^t J 1*^1 c-r=->

( jJl* J* -Oli aUT J * «ljA A^t

< v^i jtvTAhj * *!^ ^1 J c^jVi ji Aii auj

4. Al-Furqan: 43; Al-Ja^iyah: 22.

5. Al-A'raf: 176.

6. Al-Nazi'at: 40, 41.

7. l^A^ O-AJ' : This parable is also taken from the Ibya'. IH>

p. 7, which elaborates the second parable as follows:

Traam Raghib in his al-Dhari'ah explains the same parable

and uses the same expression as that of the Ihya'. He says

(pp. 23-24):

10.

!2.

13
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f»*ui 0^1 *>JI ^jstj ij :
A-.UJI

f>jj
^ylSil Jj2i J^U;

f.^jijv«iai ^fjj i Aj:)Uii ij^V-' ' «>*" *^-^-»

8. Al-Nisa': 95.

g. 4^U<Ji«: Imam Razi is cautious in using AStUt^jiiiiJI instead

of (J^'*" as used by Imams Ghazzali and Raghib al-I^fahSni,

Cf. Ihya*, III. p. 7:

A*^ J A^^^iT' Aj^^J; J JLva^ cTJ^ J^ JiJI Ji*"

"^t_-ii» U» jUi Ol i>^ !A^ <yh»j jjU jJtk j4J A-IJS'

and al-Dhari'ah, p. 24:

tiij-^ 61 ^ !5^^9 t-Ja*J 61 <>** J4^ A^S^A-^j
"f ^^ U

Al-Jawabi plural ofJabiyah

:

AoUJI J < *L*I £ UbJI J JjD^J *-U1 aJ ^^ tcjJ! oO*J'

i.LjJI j*K Cf. Al-Mabahilh al-Mashriqiyyah, Vol. II,

pp. 238-39:

^ |i.a2il ,;^| UflrC...^ jLieJI j «iJ^I ^j^\ 61 lj*^j j

^ k^jVt ^^^t l^iC-** jU,.a^I aLjcxII LI J f c-LjJI

k»jVl ,>laJI A)l4* Uaj! l^iST*.** 2ujbjj| UI J f ^UjJI

< iUjJI ^ ^Vl (^kJI l4X«J SkiUJI UI J < a-UaJI ^
That the soul has three faculties which are also designated as

nufus is beyond contention. Gf. Rasa'il al-Bulagha% ed.

Muhammad Kiurd 'AH, 4th edition 1 374/1 954, al-Q,ahirah,

p. 487:

aJ|j4^I ^yiJI ; UjAJ Uojl ,_j***J j^h J (Sy *i»!Aj ^^*iUJ j

jJv" «3:Ai.Vl «**J * S^bJ! j^*iJ! J ^e«»«JI t/JiJI J
.((^jic ^ ^j^ Ji^>J\ i_-^Ji^ vl=^) ; iSy^^ ^ 6*

This haditlj has been mentioned in the Ihya' by Imam Ghazzali.

Al-'Iraqi states that the hadtth has been agreed upon by both

Imam Buld|}ari and Imam Muslim. He adds that some sufut

have added the expression; "^jfJU *ij^^ ^J^s^" to the

hadi^. Vide Kadif al-Khafa', p. 221.
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CHAPTER X

On the Question whether the Rational Soul

IS Unxvocal or Equivocal in Species

Mulhiammad ibn Zakariyya has transmitted from

the ancient philosophers specially from Plato that all

human souls are equal in substance and quiddity. But

due to the differences in the organs, they vary in their

functions. It is due to this doctrine that the transmig-

ration of souls is permitted by them.

But ShayMi Abu *Ali ibn Sina has related from

Aristotle and his followers that the human souls differ

from those of the rest of animals in quiddity and reality.

The human souls are, however, one in nature and species

and vary among themselves in intelligence, stupidity,

chastity, evil deeds and other manners due to differences

in their corporeal temperaments. This is what has

been observed by ShayWi Abu 'Ali. A group of ancient

philosophers and a group of the later thinkers have

held that the human rational soul forms a genre which

includes many species. Sometimes they oppose each

other in essential, natural and real quiddity, some

being essentially good and some essentially evil.

Those who have advocated this view hesitate con-

cerning the fact whether there are in existence two souls

equal in the perfection of natute, not in reality, or they

do not exist but every soul finds the existence of its species

in its own person—a single person^
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You must know that the expressions of the Prophet
indicate that human souls vary in nature.* The Prophet
said: "People are mines like the mines of gold and
silver".* He also said, "The Souls are protected
armies".* Allah has said in the Divine Book: (It is)

"the nature framed of Allah, in which He hath created
man. There is no altering in (the laws of) Allah's
creation".*

What indicates that the rational souls sometimes
vary in nature, is the fact that we see a man may be evil

and mean in nature, and if this man undertakes difficult

exercises to the extent to which it is possible, there

would be no change at all in his harmful nature. But
itmay be that due to the hard struggle or due to warnings
he may give up those activities and may not proceed
with them. Now, if he forsakes (evil deeds) by himself
with the demand of his original natural disposition, it

is sure that his nature would incline to the evil. Again,

very often his disposition changes from heat to cold,

from moisture to dry state and vice versa. The demand
of his original disposition is that which is in him and
which suffers no change.

Sometimes it so happens that a man is niggardly in

accordance with the demand of his original disposition,

and then he becomes the king of the earth and the king
of the treasures of the world, but this niggardliness is

surely not to vanish from the substance of his self.

Similarly, ifa man who is generous by original disposition

happens to become the most needy, and then finds a
little of wealth, his generosity shall not forsake his

original disposition.

Now, since we see these original states do not suffer

a change and alteration not even if there is a change of
teachers, we come to know that they are the essential

i^
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parts of the original nature. But if we »ce two «»

^„al in generosity, niggardUness, theft, !»«« --i °'^'

descriptions, this does not indicate the «l"»l'tyjf *«

tluUinthepotencyofnature. Since it is «tabl«h^d

that various things do not share m many essennaJ

^m., it is not possible for us to^^^^^^^,
of the mutmil resemblance of the sods rather the poss.

baity remains at the root of all (souls).

Those who hold thathuman souls are alike in nature

argue by saying that witW doubt th..r^^^^^^^^

due to which they are homogeneous . d.frerent fr^

d^tdue to whiA they a« distinct. He^«. the e^

position in the essence ofevery soul « mevitable. Ev«7

^g whi* is composed is a body. Ae rat.onal soul ..

therefore a body. This is a false pred.ct.on.

You should know Aat this argument .s weak for

..„«. Firstlv there .3 no meanmg

faSer ^e body, and the fact ^at theyjd—
this body is a relative, accidental description. Why is

U notSsible, then, to say that the substance of^e so^

is diff^ent in the entelechy of their essence, and that ih^

are hlogeneous only in this external, accidenUl attn-

W On this suppositionit is not necessary that com-

Son occurs in their nature. For through the

^Zy of their natures, the simple different existents

^homogeneous in so far as they exist, and are men-

Zed and known without entailing their composition.

Secondly, we agree thehmnan souls are equal m an.

^sential attribute; and, again, they also differ in an

essential attribute. There is, therefore, no contention

that it entaUs their being composed in their natures.
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Why do you say, then, that this composition is impossible ?

As for his view that everything composed is a body,

it is a view that has not been established by argument.

But what leads to our view is the fact that the philos-

ophers have said, "Substance is a genus which includes

the following five substances: Intellect, soul, body,

form, and matter.

So we say the intellect has this in common with the

body that it has a substantial homogeneous nature, and

opposes the body in its being exclusively an intellect.

The abstract intellect is therefore composite and homo-

geneous in its nature in spite of the fact that it is not a

body. Similar is the case here.
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NOTES

I. See supra, Chapter III, Note No. 8.

.. Tlu, ^^difl, is recorded by both ^^'^^^^^^S^^'.
authority of^a^rat Abu Hurayrah. Cf. al-Khatt«> ^ "«»™^

MiAkSt, MujtabaM Press, p. 38-

3.
ImamBukhari:Al.§ab*.AnbiyaS2;Mmbm.^-B«.«W.«^^^^

Abfi DawCkd K.'ad5b i6, Musnad Imim A^^nad. Vol. II, pp. «95.

587,537. A!soKa^al.Khaft*.Vol.I,p.«»-

4. al-Riiin: 30.

CHAPTER XI

(Fol. 276a)

On the Explanation that the Mental
Pleasures are Nobler and more Perfect

than the Sensual Pleasures

You must know that dispositions are under the

influence of the souls. The strongest pleasures and the
most perfect bliss are the pleasures of eating, sexual

action, and possession. Now the view that in the

iicreafter they should not enjoy a pleasure, nor should

they find the pleasant food, nor the appetitive sexual

pleasures over there, is a view that cannot be maintained
according to the learned researchers and the people of
mystic exercises. There is more than one reason which
leads to this conclusion.

7^ First Proof : If the nobility of man consisted

in fulfilling appetition and executing anger the animal
which is strongest in this respectwouldhave been stronger*

than man and would have felt more pleasure. The
lion is, for example, stronger (than man) in controlling

his anger, a sparrow is stronger in sexual action than
man. As the case is not like this, we are certain that
human happiness does not concern these matters.

The Second Proof : Everything exists as a means
for obtaining bliss and perfection, and as the object
is achieved in greater quantity, bliss and perfection are
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achieved in greater quantity. Now, if the fulHlment

of the appetition of stomach and sex would have caused

the perfection and bliss of man, then man would have

made greater progress in the perfection of his humanity

and would have attained a higher position by indulging

himself in satisfying the appetition of stomach and sex.

But the second premise is absurd, since a man realizes

the harm= of eating more than he needs, aad it is

considered a mark of his meanness and avarice, ifhe does

so. Similar is the view concerning all corporeal

pleasures. When the matter is like this it is established

that it is not bliss and perfection to engage oneself m

fulfilling appetitions, rather it is a means for satisfymg

his needs. » , • j r

The Third Proof: A man shares with all kmds ol

animals even the mean ones the pleasure of eating and

drinking. If this pleasure could be equated with bhss

and perfection, it would have necessarily followed ;hat

man enjoyed no superiority over animals. A leedi is,

for example, pleased to eat dungs just as man is pleased

by taking sugar and the like.

This may be asserted by saying: were human bliss

concerned with the sensuous pleasures, man would

have necessarily been the meanest of animals. As the

second premise is evidently absurd, the first premise

meets with a similar fate. Hence, there is no necessary

connection between the two.

We, therefore, say that the lower animals share the

corporeal sensory pleasures with man. But man having

been endowed with intellectual ability, considers these

pleasures to be imperfect. For, when the intelligent

man thinks of the past which was pleasant and sweet,

his heart is afflicted with the pain of having missed it.

In case the past was annoying and harmful, his heart
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feels pained by its remembrance. If he jidrlers over
the present, he is not pleased with what he b js .ichicved.

On the contrary, he desires to have more, i
* -ic considers

the future, a severe fear overtakes him not ^:nowing
what his fate will be in the future. It i^ nicrefore,

proved that the lower animals are just like man in

corporeal sensual pleasures except that hi' j>lcnsures

appear to him to be imperfect, because o: his intellect,

while the animals who have no intelligence do Kot think

of the future and enjoy their pleasures ^vith jt con-

sidering them imperfect.

It is a known fact that to obtain perfe< U^m without

any trouble and defect is better and nobler i\u:\.. achieving

perfection with trouble and toil. This shov\.. that if the

corporeal sensuous pleasures necessarily led i tiio state

of perfection, man would be lower than ants insects

and flies, which is absurd. We, therefore, know that

the sensuous pleasures necessarily involve ambition

and bliss.

The Fourth Proof: When considered in'nutely, it is

discovered that the sensuous pleasures are no pleasures*;

their sum-total, on the contrary, amounts only to the

removal of pains. The proof is this: the more Imngiy
a man grows the more pleased he feels in eating, and the

less hungry he is the less pleased he feels in eating.

Similarly, when copulation is avoided for a long time the

semen accumulates in its vessels which feel severe pain,

extraction and heaviness. The severer these states grow
the stronger is the pleasure obtained from the discharging

of the semen. It is for this reason that the pleasure of

copulation in case of one whose chances of copulating
have been occasional is greater than the one whose
chances have been frequent. It is therefore established
that these states which are considered to be bodily
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pleasures are in reality no other than methods of

removing pains. Similar is the case with the pleasure

felt by wearing clothes, as the pleasure is achieved only

by removing the pain of heat and cold.

Having ascertained ^hat the bodily pleasures result

only from removing pains, we say: human bliss does

not only mean the absence of pains—a fact which

exists even in the absence of mankind. It is therefore

established that the real bliss of man is soipething other

than these states.

The Fifth Proof: A man is like the rest of animals*

in respect of eating, drinking, cohabiting and doing

harm to his opponent. He is, however, undoubtedly

nobler in so far as he is a man than in his capacity as

animal. This surely entails equality between the point

of view of nobility and that of meanness in all that neces-

sitates nobility and perfection. This is absurd.

The Sixth Proof: It is evidently known that the glory

and bliss of the angels excel in nobility those of th«

animals, no matter whether some of them fly, swim,

float and run fast even if we leave aside the little insects

and the reptiles.

Again, there is no difference with respect to the fact

that the angels do not enjoy the pleasure of eating,

drinking and cohabiting, nor are the animalk nobler

and superior in state and position than the angels who

are nearest to Allah. Since this is obviously absurd,

we know that the foregoing premise is also absurd.

You must know that there is a stronger and higher

rank than what we have so far mentioned, I mean there

is no relation between the perfection of the Necessary

Being, His Grace, Nobility and Honour and the states

of those other than Him, notwithstanding the fact that

these mean pleasures cannot be applicable to Him. We
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are therefore sure that perfection and nobility sometimes
exist m states other than the state in which tl. se bodily
pleasures are obtained.

If, however, they say that this perfectu^n is only dueto attammg the stage of Godhead whici, : , i,„poLible
in respect of the created, we answer: i..e is „odispute that Godhead is impossible in , cspc. t of the
created, but the Prophet has said, *'A.l. n. yourselfwith the attributes of Allah" » It is thercio.c necessary
4or us to know the meaning of takhdlu^ in order torealize that the perfect state of man is onlv achieved bv

mg bodily pleasures. It is known that u.s Mallugthat IS, adopting Divine attributes, is on). . M "d bymeeting needs and displaying virtues a„<^ .ooj deedsand not by excessive eating and drinking. '

th.. r' ^'"'f
^"'-^•' ^'"^y "^^''^ '^"^'^ ' '- decideha haman happiness lies in achieving bodi! pleasures,

(Fol. 277a) see a man abstain from seeking sn.h bodily
pleasures and observing, for example, fa. constantly
and perfectly satisfied with such earthly i.ir.s.res as
have been permitted, their faith in him grows au. mously
and they consider him not to belong to ma.ku.d but to
the genre of angels counting their own selves in relation
to him as wretched and mean. And, when they find a
manabsorbedinobtainingfoodanddrinkandcopulation
well-known in the courage necessary for finding means'
which lead to the satisfaction of bodily states and keepingaway from knowledge, worship, and renunciation of the
world they give their judgement about him and accusehim of being an animal, a cheat, an absurd man mean
and curspd. Were it not well estabUshed in ti.cir minds
that to be preoccupied by these bodily pleasures is a
delect, meanness and misery and elevation above all

»77a
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these states is a blessing and a perfect state, the matter

would not have been as we described, or else it would

have been necessary for them to have pronounced their

judgement against one who turns away from these

pleasures saying that he is in a miserable and accursed

state and their judgement would have been in favour

of the man who kept himself preoccupied with them.

Such a man would have been considered to have atuined

bliss and perfection. Since the matter is not like this

but quite the opposite, we are sure of the genuineness

of what we have mentioned.

The Eighth Proof: Everything that is a perfection

and blessing in itself must display itself without feeling

shame and embarrassment, rather it is necessary that it

should feel proud of such display and meet with success

b^ its action.

We arc obviously sure that an intelligent man does

not boast of excessive eating, drinking and cohabi-

tation, nor of hb preoccuptaion all the time with these

activities. Again, people do not proceed to mating

but in privacy. No oiJe from among the intelligent

ever allows himself to agree to mating in tiie presence

of people. This also shows tiiat it is a low and mean

action and people feel ashamed of it.

It is also habitual with the low people to abuse one

another by mentioning words connected with mating.

When a debased person relates in the presence of a big

crowd as to how a particular man cohabits with his wife,

the man concerned feels ashamed of this speech and

feels as if he has been tortured by the speaker. All

this indicates tiiat the action of sexual mating is no

perfection and no bliss, rather it is an indecent deed

and a shameful action.

The Nint» Proof: Every animalthat inclines more
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to eating, drinking and doing harm and less to exercise,

is rated by the people at a low worth, and every animal
that inclines to eating and drinking least and is quickest
in undertaking exercise, is highly regarded by the people.
Don't you see that a horse which accepts training and
agrees to exercises, makes a charge, and runs away and
moves fast, is sold at a high price? A horse which is thin
in waist is most swift and excels the fat one with a big
belly. Every horse which does not undergo an exercise
and displays none of the actions (described above), and
is loaded with a pack-saddle* and bears burdens, and is

regarded as the equal of an ass is sold at a low price.

When these irrational animals are judged for their

merits and excellences not by eating and drinking but
by other criteria, what should you, then, think of the
rational intelligent animals?

The Tenth Proof: The inhabitants of the remote
parts of the earth who have made no progress in their

intellects, habits, customs and knowledge, have necessarily

grown extremely debased and low. Don't you see that

since the inhabitants of the first Iqlim (region),—the
negroes,—, and those of the Seventh Iqlim (region)

—

the slaves,—possess but little share of real knowledge
and sciences, excellent manners, and intellects neces-

sarily confirm their low positions in the minds of men
and prove that their stage of progresss is very low?
As for the inhabitants of the middle part of the earth,'

since they possess real knowledge and sciences and
excellent manners, they have necessarily been, by
common consent, confirmed as the best of the human
races. (Fol. 277*). This indicates that the excellence
and perfection ofa man is only realised by means of the
sciences, knowledge and excellent manners and not by
his eating, drinking, and mating.

«77fr
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NOTES
It is agreed that certain animab excel mankind in certain

activities and possess more power and strength, cf. Tbn Miska-

wayh, TahjOlib* p. la:

Anything that is not wanted is sometimes harmful and disliked.

Cf. Ibn Miskawayh: TahdMb, p. 12:

JJUfliJI ^ a\jZ^ UTl^ ;a»3=-^I aJU J>jt- Bl

"< JCiilj J A*U J iiAli fj\

3. The same idea is expressed by Ibn Miskawayh in his TahjOpb,

p. 5a:

sjuit oV AS^ciLi- ^^\ juj JdLai J.^ U*l UKol^l 61

J

al-Fawz al-Asghar, p. 83.

4. This argument has also been advanced by Ibn Miskawayh in his

Tah^b p. 53:

I^Ua. J jLjjUI SJUII J-«a^ A-«*J
i/»^J

(>»oL...''

^^JijUl fju* 5S2:)m (4. ^--.-Uj ^^I **J^f A--« j^r^ ^*^

5. The hadi^ is recorded by Imam Malik in his al-Muwatta; and

by Imam Gbazzali in the Il^ya' but the expression differs as

follows:

6. ciJS^I: 'Ikaf* and *Ukaf': packaaddle. Cf. Ibn Miskawayh:

Tahd^ al-i^laq, Kurdistan al-*Ilmiyah Press, Cairo, 1389

AJI., pp. 43-44:

7. They considered that the inhabitants of the central rc^ons of

the world excelled the people ofother parts of the world in know-

ledge and power of imderstanding. This is however not correct;

nowadays the peoples of Africa and Russia have proved that they

have better capacity for intellectual pursuits than the people of

the central world. Ibn Miskawayh only confirms the view of

ImamRazi: Vide Tahiffiib, p. 84:

dUi jkL J^odl JU'ifl jiVl Cr* "^"'-A' *** ^^^ -'"

r
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CHAPTER XII

On the Explanation of the Causes of

Blame and Defect that Lie in SensuOus

Pleasures

You must know that an object is either condemnable

per se or condemnable due to something else. The

sensuous pleasures contain both the cases. That they

are condemnable per se is indicated by more than one

reason:

Firstly, the original and the best of all that has been

discussed in this chapter is the fact that these pleasures

are in fact no pleasures, rather their net result is to

remove pains.* The pleasure of eating, for example,

means only to remove the pain of hunger, the pleasure

of mating to remove the sexual appetition caused by the

semen which increases and gets choked in the semen-pods

and causes the extraction of the pods and painful vibra-

tion, and its discharge removes necessarily those kinds of

pain. The pleasure of clothing also consists in removing

the pain of heat and cold.

Let us say this in a different way. When a man

wants to answer the call of nature—to urine or to

excrete—sometimes he finds it difficult to do so

due to some external reasons which cause the accumula-

tion of water due to the refuse and the like, and when

after severe pain he is able to remove the pain he feels
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great pleasure and complete rest. The severer the

pain that is caused by choking and contracting, the

greater is the pleasure caused by its removal. All this

indicates that these pleasures result in the end in the

removal of pains.

Having understood this, it is clear to you that what

is considered by some people as pleasure is in fact not so,

rather it is the effort undertaken to remove pains and to

engage the soul in matters like this is another pain.

They are, therefore, not at all blessings and perfections.

Secondly, anything that is needed most causes the

strongest feeling of pleasure when it is achieved and is

most painful when the case is reverse. Whenever an

object is wanted least, the pleasure caused by its presence

is least. Don't you see when you throw a necklace

of pearls towards a dog the dog does not pay any heed

to it, as it is not wanted, and when you throw a piece of

bone it would leap to it, snatch it away and fight for

it with all those who would contend with him? The

case is quite different with a man who feels happy and

overjoyed on finding a necklace of pearls. He feels

pleased either by the idea of decorating himself with it

or by selling it at a profit. If a piece of bone is thrown

to him he would pay no heed to it, as he does not want

it. It is therefore established that pleasure and demand

are in accordance with the extent of need. But the

need is a calamity, a trial and a misfortune and the

object which is only obtained by a trial and calamity

is also of a similar nature. It is thus established that

the bodily pleasures are like a poisoned sweet in the

bodies which feel pleased with its sweetness although

it is a whim and a deadly poison.

One may, however, point out that this objection

is applicable to you concerning the spiritual pleasures
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as well. But we say: the reply to this will come soon.

Thirdly, these pleasures are so called in so far as

they are pleasures per se. But to enjoy them is only

possible when they come into being. If they continue

they do not remain pleasant, the reason being that

the pleasure which is signified on their accomplbhment

perceives the agreeable and b influenced by them—a state

which arises only in the beginning of their occurrence.

The state after the occurrence of pleasiu-es is one of

continuity and persistence and in this case there is no

impression and, therefore, no awareness, and when there

is no awareness there cannot be any feeling of pleasure.

Fourthly, when a man enjoys these pleasures to the

extent of his want and sufficiency, he does not feel

pleased in employing the means for the furtherance of

those pleasures, rather he feels satiated and disgusted

with them. Then, after feeling disgusted with them if he

is urged to fulfil them a second time, he surely feels pain

in perceiving them. For example, when one cats to his

fill and is compelled to overeat, one would feel pain.

Similarly, if he who has accomplished mating to hb

utmost desire b compeled to do it in excess, he b sure to

feel pain in it. This indicates that these pleasures hold

no goodness and bliss in themselves but they are useful

only as long as 'they meet a need. When the need b

fulfilled these things become a burden and a curse on

the souls and spirits.

Fifthly, the objects which are considered to be

pleasant and desirable in the world are sometimes

described with undesirable and hateful descriptions, and

they may turn up again like that. Don't you see that

wheat before growing into wheat gives bad smell in the

moisture of the earth? Then, it grows into a plant and

drinks the mobture of the refuse and dung. Then,
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when it stands erect and is fully prepared it is eaten and

is mixed with the moisture in the mouth and the saliva

which if it were seen by the eating agent would be

disliked by him and he would consider it filthy. Again,

it turns, in the end, into a bad smelling-dung and an

object which is thrown away. Similar is the case with

meats, sweets and fruits. When an intelligent man

ponders over it, he finds it originally obnoxious in smell,

filthy in substance and corrupt in origin.^ But Allah,

the Exalted, has conferred on them a colour, smell and

taste for a small period of time to the extent of what is

useful for a matured man, so that he may be able to obey

Allah and understand what is beneficial for him in his

livelihood. Then they, shordy, return to the original

filth and natural corruption.

Sixthly, surely the use of these pleasures conflicts

with the essence of humanity. This is because a man

is a man only in so far as he attains the light ofintelligence

and is aware of the unseen presence (of God) and of the

Divine Lights. Now, when a man is engaged in ful-

filling these bodily pleasures his intellectual faculty

becomes hazy, the door of knowledge is closed to him,

and he remains overpowered by animality, and devoid

of humanity.

Since the nobility of man lies in fulfilling the

sensuous pleasures which nullify the meaning of hum-

anity for him, it is confirmed that to be preoccupied

by these pleasures is extremely reprehensible.

Seventhly, the real human condition is to engage

oneself in knowing Allah, the Exalted, in order to be

able to obey Him and to lose oneself in His Love. His

enagagement in bodily pleasures and permissible

objects of sense prevents him from worshipping and

remembering Allah. Since these objects of knowledge
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are the noblest ideals for a human creature and the

sensuous pleasures prevent one from them, these

pleasures are the lowest of all objects. Whenever there

is a noble object worthy of attainments its opposite

object which prevents a man from achieving the good

is low to that extent.

AH these arguments indicate that the world is per se

condemnable.

As for the reasons which indicate that the world is

condemnable due to matters which are necessarily

connected with it, they are many. We shall mention

some of them as follows:

1. The world is transient and nearing extinction

»

and it is known that when a man likes something or

meets his beloved he enjoys pleasure in its company

and association. But when he faces separation, or

keeps apart he feels the pain of separation. The pain

of separation felt by him is the same in extent and

intensity as the pleasure achieved by his meeting.

iThe matter being so, the severer the love for the worldly

life the stronger and severer is the pain felt by separation

after death. Then, though the pleasures and pains

seem to be equal in this respect the preference is claimed

by the side of pains, si^icc the pleasures come to an end,

while the pains are i4tqrminable. It is for this reason

that to the people of intelligence the bodily pleasures

are condemnable.

2. The worldly pleasures are not pure. They are

mixed with pains and loss, rather, if the man ponders

over this, he is sure to find that the pleasure is like a

drop of water and the pain like an ocean that flows for

him. We warn against the knotty problems of this

preference.

We say: this preference is caused by more than one
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reason: (a) the harm caused by it, it is three-fold and

concerns the past, the present and the futuie.

As for the past, we say: the conditions available

to a man in the past are either the means of bliss and

pleasure or those of pleasure and pain, or they cause

neither bliss nor pain. Ifwe suppose that they necessitate

bliss and ambition, then either it is said that they have

persisted or not, both of which necessitate bliss. If they

have persisted till the present time, it is a known fact

that there is no stage over and above which there are

not more stages, each more sublime and more perfect

than the previous ones. The matter being so, whenever

a man is pleased with the bliss which he enjoyed in the

past, and which has continued up to the present time,

his mind is fully conscious of all the stages which he has

found and attained. He will therefore feel in his heart

various kinds of sorrow due to the bliss which he has

missed. But if the past conditions necessitated bliss but

they did not persist and vanished away, then whenever

the man would recall the memory of those lost stages

the fire of sorrow would get kindled in his heart due to

losing them after they had been achieved, and their

passing away after their coming into being.

If, however, these conditions were neither means

for bliss nor for misery then they were something useless

which carried no value. And whenever a man remembers

those conditions he recognises that he has wasted the

part of his life in vain without having any gain though

it was possible for him to spend his time in attaining

higher blessings and greater positions. At this time,

he will find his heart blazing with the fire of melancholy

and sorrow due to the wastage of his age. Then, he

often finds his mates and friends that they have attempted

in their past life to achieve excellences and have succeeded
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in their efforts and have attained high achievements

and noble positions. But when he finds himself descend-

ing low behind his companions and mates, he dies of

sorrow and misery. It is therefore confirmed that his

remembrance of past conditions would only bring him

sorrow and misery.

As for the persisting condition which continues,

it is surprising, because it is indespensable and must

be the end of the past and the beginning of the future.

When this is the position, it must be divisible. But

it is not so. For, if this time were divisible some parts,

already in operation, must precede some others. The

whole will not then be present. This is contrary to the

proposition.

Having learnt this, it is clear that time, which is as

short as the twinkling of an eye, cannot be present, because

in this time the eye-lid moves on the surface of the

eye-ball which is divisible into a numberless divisions

according to the philosophers, and into a limited number

according to others, and on this supposition the present

*now' is a p^irt from the multitude of parts which are

beyond limit and numeration belonging to one and the

same glance. This little part is so insignificant that it is

not perceived by mind nor is it recorded in perception

and imagination. Hence, it is not possible to feel pleased,

and have, in fact, real enjoyment. What is beyond the

indivisible *now* is either the past in parts or the future

which both do not exist in the present. It is therefore

estalilished that the objects that are considered blessings

arc per se not so. They are, rather, absurd ideas and

useless whims.

(6) It is the habit of man (Fol. 2 79*1) that he does

not feel pleased. with, nor does he incline to, anything

that is available to him in actual fact. On the contrary.
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he feels only pleased in getting what is missing and

wanting that which does not exist. We know therefore

that man does not feel pleased with what exists in the

present. As for t!ie future, it may agree or disagree

with him. Such being the case, he will not see things

in the future due to severe fear and complete awe. It

is, thus, established by what we have mentioned that there

are three times, past, present and future, and his looking

into any one of these necessitates severe sorrow, pain,

dislike and excessive fear. It is therefore confirmed

by what we have mentioned that man never escapes

from sorrow and distress and other such states.

{c) The second thing that necessarily causes a man

to be afflicted by sorrow and distress is the fact that the

man either lives in the society of people or separately.

The first state is a strong cause which inflicts sorrow,

distress and strange feelings upon him, because keeping

the company of some people necessitates dissension in

the present or in the future, in all affairs or in some

affairs and the dissension necessarily causes either of the

two :^ivals to dominate the other in a way. Tlie do-

mination necessarily causes sorrow and distress.

The other jstate, that is, his living separately from

the society is also a strong factor in causing him distress,

since man is a creature whose interests cannot be secured

except by living in large populations. Once separated

from the mass of men his interests become different.

It is therefore confirmed that the living of a man in the

company of others necessitates trouble and turmoil,

while by living in separation he is aflBlicted with sorrow

and sadness. Thus it is confirmed that he has no

escape from sorrows and pains.

(^ The third factor that necessitates sorrow and

distress is that man is either more perfect than another
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or equal to him or more defective than him. If he is

more perfect than another man, this other man must

be defective. But defect in itself is disliked and is

essentially loathed.

Now, what is defective cannot drive away its defect

but by nullifying what is more perfect and by attaining

all that entails the purpose essentially. It is for this

reason that the imperfect man plans to try to nullify the

perfection of the perfect either by nullifying perfection

in itself essentially, or by concealing the perfection from

the eyes of the people. Either state is essentially

contrary to perfection and necessitates sorrow, pain and

disturbance of heart.

In case both are equal, we say, perfection is desired

essentially, so either of the two will necessarily intend

with determination to make himself more perfect, noble

and sublime than the other. Now, either of the two

cannot be higher than the other. It is for this reason

that there would occur severe fighting and struggle

between them and you have learnt that the struggle is

a cause of fear, sorrow and loneliness. Again, if either

of the two equals become subordinate, the heart of the

other would be afflicted with pain, because subordination

is essentially disliked, and it distresses the heart. In

case one dominates the other, the heart of the dominated

would be distressed.

Then, the dominated would try his utmost to remove

domination. But the removal of domination would

necessitate the disappearance of the domination of the

dominating agent which is essentially disliked by the

agent. The dominating agent therefore fears the loss

of his power—a fear that entaik pain. It is therefore

established that if a man finds himself with his equals

he is not free from sorrow and melancholy. If he
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happens to be dominated in relation to someone else,

then whenever the dominated will look at the dominating

person he will find him in a high position full of pleasure

and happiness, and will find himself deprived of all

these. So, without doubt, the fire of sorrow and loss

shall bum his heart. Again, the dominating person

will render the dominated a target of the troubling

objects and the harmful things. All these distress the

heart. It is therefore established that a man, no matter

whether he is more perfect or less perfect than the other,

or equals to him, never escapes sorrow, loss, heartache

and pain of heart.

(e) The fourth cause which entails sorrow and

distress is the fact that man possesses undoubtedly

intelligence which guides him aright, and passion that

destroys him. The latter has many accessories which

arc appetition, anger, greed and external and internal

senses.

But the intellect does not find any other quality in

the essence of man which could give it strength. For

this reason the intellect is inevitably weaker than desire.

Again, man is, from the beginning of his nature, sub-

missive to the sensuous pleasures, is devoted to them and

readily accepts them.

As for the light of intellect, it does not appear in him

except after a certain period of his age. And, they say

:

knowledge in childhood is like an engraved image in

the stone. The philosophers say: repetition causes the

achievement ofrational habits. The matter behig so, the

attraction of the soul to the sensuous pleasures must be

stronger than the mental pleasures. Desire means

notliing but absorption in physical pleasures and sensuous

happiness. It is therefore established that the side of

desire is extremely dominant over the side ofthe intellect.
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When you have known this, we say: the sum and

substance of what we have mentioned is this that most

of the actions coming forth from man are in accordance

with the demand of desire and belong to the genus ot

blameworthy actions. Then, after man ventures upon

them, accomplishes them and turns away from them,

his intellect becomes free from the contention of desire.

It is in this state that man becomes aware of their

deformity, ugliness and their containing many undesir-

able and blameworthy means. But, since man becomes

aware of these evils through his intellect only after their

occurrence and after the act is complete, these evils

cannot be removed or prevented. Therefore, man is

left only with sorrow, shame, and repentance.

Since we have explained that man mostly ventures

upon the demands of his desire just in accordance with

the argument we have advanced, he mostly remams in

sorrow, and repentance. This indicates that man is

necessarily in most of the cases attached to sorrows and

is afflicted by deep sighs.

(/) The fifth cause that necessitates distress is

the fact that stages of bliss and nobility are unlimited

and to achieve that which has no end is impossible, the

result is that all positions cannot be achieved by nian.

It has been established that the repetition of intellect

<:auses habit. So, whenever man is more constantly

attached to the bodily pleasures, the greater and stron^r

is his inclination to the seeking of these pleasures. When

his inclination to seeking pleasure is stronger, his care

for achieving that which is missing is greater, bmce

the achievement of the stages which have no end is

impossible, it entails, at the end, the excessively

repeated demand of seeking endless pleasures, will

continue with the impossibility of achieving the end, and
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this would, then, inflict pain.

It is established that to incline to pleasures causes

pains in case they are achieved. In case they are

not obtained, the appearance of the pain is manifest.

It is for this reason that some deeply learned philos-

ophers have said: Whoever intends to be free from

the world through the world is like one who wants ta

extinguish fire with straw. It is therefore established

by all these arguments " that it is impossible that the

worldly pleasures be free from sorrow and pains,

rather they are all pains and defects.

Then, when you ponder over the conditions of the

poor people you will think of their affairs and the troubles

they find themselves in—annoyance, attachment to the

painful, advancing straight to the enemies, association

with sorrows—you will find them as if they were an

ocean without a shore, whereas the pleasure obtained

by man is like a drop in the ocean. It is therefore

established by what we have mentioned that the bodily

pleasures are mbccd with pains, dbeascs and harmful

things. Therefore, there is no doubt that they arc

blameworthy.

3. The third external cause that necessitates the

condemnation of the world is the fact that mostly a man

who is mean in himself, in his faculties, position and

lineage, excels in physical pleasures the one who is noble

in himself, in his mind, position, lineage and faith.

That is why the Prophet said :• Had the world to Allah

weighed as much as the wing ofa fly. He would not have

surely allowed an infidel even a single drink out of it.

4. As for the fourth cause, it is the characteristic

of the corporeal pleasures that whenever you repair a

breach in it there would open up a multitude of breaches

to you and this would occur without any limit. For

Ji^
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example, when a man finds himself too weak to do

anydiing and purchases a horse, he needs a servant to

look after the horse, a village to obtain its food, a stable

wherein he would tie the horse. Now, his need to have

each one of these objects would open up a multitude of

the doors of need more than what preceded. This

continues without a limit. It has, for this reason, been

related on the authority ofJesus Christ (peace be upon

him) that he said:* Surely the important affairs of the

world 'arc not accomplished by improvement and

perfection but arc only accomplished by abandoning

them and withdrawing from them.
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NOTES

1. Cf. Imam Ghazzali: Ihya' III, p. 97 J

2. ^LmJI, Sin^i means origin.

3. The badife: ^' ***>^ c"^ *^' "^ ^^ ^"^^ cJlTjJ has

been recorded in the Sunan Ibn Mljah, Abwab al-Zuhd,

Asal^b al-Matabi% Lucknow, 1315 H., p. 312. See also Jami*

al-Tirmidy, al- Matba* al-Majidi, Cawnpur, Vol. TI, p. 59,

under -U^Il v'.^i':

U^ \J'€' J- ^ *-^j*^ qW* -»»' -^^ c)-W UjJI cJIT jJ

4. An exact expression could not be traced. The following

quotation, however, conforms to the text: " I want you to

be wise in regard to good things and pure concerning evil

things," Romans 16, 19.
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PART TWO
On the Treatment of what CSoncerns Appetltion

It Cionsists of a Few Chapters

CHAPTER I

On the Love of Wealth

You must know that there are many verses in the

Qur'an which praise weaUh and some others which

condemn it.

The verses of praise are Allah's expr^sions:

"Say: That which ye spend for good (must go)

to parents and near kindred (The Cow: 215); O ye who
believe ! Spend of that wherewith We have provided

you . . . (The Cow: 254); ..... and seek of Allah's

bounty . . .
'* (The Congregation: 10).

As for the verses that condemn wealth, they are as

follows: **0 ye who believe ! Let not your wealth

nor your children distract you from remembrance of

Allah. Those who do so, they are the losers.

"(And know that) your possessions and your

children are a test. Rivalry in worldly increase dis-

tracteth you" ....
Since these verses apparently contradict each

other it is necessary to explain their agreement. The

only possible way of harmonizing them for man is to

explain the ascending degrees of excellence and these

are three: (i) those belonging to human soul such as

sciences, excellent manners, (2) those belonging to the
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body such as health and beauty, (3) those that are

external, some of which arc proximate such as food and

drink which serve the body, and the body serves the

soul, and the soul perfects itselfwith sciences and excellent

manners, body and soul being the two masters in

general.' (Some are remote like wealth) which serves

in general. For, if wealth is spent in the acquisition of

sciences and excellent manners, it is praiseworthy, and

if it is spent for sensuous pleasures which have already

been known as condemnable, it is condemnable. So,

this is the way to find agreement between these texts,

because through the first the eternal bliss is secured and

through the second eternal misfortune befalls man.
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NOTES

1. The Imam has not mentioned the verses in praise of wealth as he

has mentioned the verses containing condemnation of wealth.

The place for the ^JlJ I oUI is left blank in the manuscript.

Some of these verses are supplied as Jbllows:

Vide al-Tafsir al-Kabir II p. 312.

al-Kablr II p. 460. ^» (^^i» jj ^ ^J^^ '>^' ui^^ Ui ^ (2)

Surah al-Jumu'ah. dii\ J-,ii ^ 1>*^J J (S)

In the above verses y^ellth has been declared as jjk, good,

(JJj
sustenance (lawful sustenance according to the Mu'tazilites)

and rfjil J^, the Grace of Allah respectively.

Imam Ghazzali has quoted certain other verses describing wealth

as IQiair as well as certain A^^Sdiai. He says: Vide I%iy&' III

pp. 228-29).

r^y. ^Ij- J U- JUI ,3*- a;yUJ ^l ol^l

J t ajV! — 1^- iiy 6i" »j^ J J^ JUi * y,yi\

Jfr 'l;b*^^ jj^Jtj AiiJL^I v'y J '^^ ^-i '^'c'WI

Ol >iJi :>^" (»U. J JiU ^1 J^ JU J — 'Mjl^Jl ^
.Jul Jc^b'jA J <"l;»ro35^

2. Surah al-MunafiqGn: g.

3. al-Anfal: 28.

4. al-Takal!iur: i.

5. These three Fada'il (excellences) have been enumerated by

Imam Qiazzali as means of achieving Sa'Sdah, happiness. Cf.

Iljjya III p. sag.

^ J : UjJI J JJLj ^:ki VI JbiV 'i^U^\ .AA J

'A^jj\ jiuiJi J * j^)i 0--* > r^l^ "*-^' JjUUI



CHAPTER II

On the Method op Using Wealth for Attaining

Spiritual Bliss

Wealth is either spent by a man to profit himself *^

or to profit somebody other than himself. As for the

first, man has been created in such a manner that he »s

in need of food, clothing, dwelling and marriage. If he

docs not fulfil these needs he would not be able to secure

perfections in his speculative and active faculties. But

these needs cannot be met and fulfilled except by means

2806 of wealtk (Fol. 2806). In this respect wealth assists

man in securing spiritual bliss.

In the second case, whfen man spends his wealth

for the good of somebody else," this somebody is eithe

specified or not specified.

In the first case, when the wealth is spent for a

particular person, it is spent either for removing some

trouble,* when, for example, an amount is handed over

to some tyrant in order to enable a person to escape from

his oppression, or to a poet whom he fears lest he may

compose a satire, if he does not give him some amount.

Or, the wealth is spent for securing some gain which

may be cither worldly or other-worldly-

The first is of two kinds. Either he is engaged

always in earning psychological excellences—sciences

and morals—and is never free to look after hb worldly

affairs, and is therefore in need of someone to serve him

in respect of these affairs and therefore spends a portion
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of his wealth as wages for such service.* Or, he would,
secondly, spend a portion of his wealth for the sake of

manliness* and for showing rcitpect to guests. All this

is good and praiseworthy.

As for the expenditure which is for the benefit ofthe
other world, it is like ^akat and §adaqat (alms).

The other case, in which wealth is handed over to an
unspecified person, is like building mosques, bridges^

caravansarais, hospitals, digging wells, establi£:hing

factories, fixing water-jars in streets, all these are good*
and explain how one can benefit from one's wealth.

As for the explanation of the misery wealth causes,

it is for more than one reason: ^

1. The bodily desires dominate temperaments.

When the ability of attaining these pleasures is available

the action occurs in the absence of an obstacle and the

presence of ability with the motive.

2. \^en wealth is available, man enjoys the

obviously permissible objects. Since the motive is there

and the obstacle is absent, the action will therefore occur.

Then, when he becomes fond of the enjoyment, his

wealth becomes scarce while it is not possible for him
to have patience so that he may defer his enjoyment.
As a result he falls, due to this habit, on unlawful earning,

and there open up before him the doors of all sorts of
condemnable moral habits.

3. To preserve wealth is very difiicult and unless

man puts forth his best efforts wealth cannot be preserv-

ed. The attention of his heart to this enterprise prevents
him from engaging himself in the remembrance of
Allah the Exalted, since "Allah hath not assigned unto
any man two hearts within his body".*
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NOTES
J, Cf. H>y5, III p. 230:

oM ^u» J * JUb VI U4JI S^yi'^ *^^< ^U?«J» J

a. Ibid.

3. Cf. Ibid.

/Aiu^l jjju. Sjjlf J* (•la^Vl J. . . . *-eiJt V-*- *-*

4. Cf. Ihya III p. 230:

6tJVl l^\ ^3=^ J3' J^*^' 0»^ ^\^i^'i\ U j''

5. Cf. Ibid.

< pUjl^VI j ol^-Vl JuJI v«^ *J ^' ' Vi-^l •^''^'J' i>

v'ji)1 (.li*! Lr Ui^i lib J . . . .pU»J( "-^V c-*-^ 4* J

f»Ui,l J oUL^I J UU^JIJ S^rjUl oijj ^<V

6. Cf. Ibid.

Jv«ft ^ J c^y^ jUi! Jl Aij^V U ^Ul ^jJI

^r^l Jji -» od^^l J >bi)» J X:>UJI H:^ ('U ^ *i

A3

IMAM RAzI'S ILM AL-AKHLAQ, 20.

7. The three kinds of harms mentioned by the Imam are based on

the Ihya III p. 231.

^uji ji^" 61 JjVi :«i.:A;»....oU'Vi w
*si«Jt l*-U SjOSJI j*^iJL.( I jl» "aULLi* oI^4^I 6li

J ^^UJI *siib iijsft ojjaJl J* e.ji JUJI J * Aigc^b

yU J....0ULJI J ^1 JI^ Ail ;-4JWI

8. al-Ahzab: 4.



CHAPTER III

On Greed and Misealiness

Greed lies in making full effort to secure wealth ia
its absence or scarcity.

Miserliness » lies in making full effort to keep wealth
when it is available. Love of wealth is, thus, obtained

in both cases, the only difference lies in the fact that the
love ofcollecting and obtaining (wealth) is greed and the
love of keeping (wealth) is miserliness.

When you have realized this we say: The love of
wealth is caused by two reasons.* Firstly, wealth is the

cause of power which is a perfection; and perfection is

laved perse; and that which leads to the beloved is loved,

wealth is therefore loved.*

Secondljf, wealth demands the removal of want,

and the removal of want is desired, and whatever leads

to the desired object is also desired, the difference between
the two is manifest. For, an old patient who is nearing

death and who possesses huge wealth beyond limitation,

feels excessive pain on hearing even in this critical state

that his wealth has bron stolen or looted in spite of his

knowledge that his wealth was of no use to him. The
pain that he suffers from is not because he needs the

wealth, since he is aware that he will die next day. This
indicates that he feels pain because he is niggardly.

Surely his power is removed on account of the fact that

value has disappeared from his wealth, the disappearance

of power being the disappearance of perfection which
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last is a defect that is abhorred per se.

Having realized this, let us look (Fol. 281a) into die

tr-atment of niggardliness which has a number of

reasons :

I. Firstly y a man should endeavour to lessen his

needs. For when his needs are scarce his trouble and

inclination towards the achievement of that which will

meet his needs are scarce. (This is also) because to

cause the absence ofsomething before it b obtained is not

intelligible. This need is undoubtedly either that of the

agent himself who is benefited by wealth, or it is the

need of his descendants.

(a) The need of the first kind <;an be treated by

increasing hope and expectation* through

frequent remembrance of death, considera-

tion into the death of the friends and

associates, and by turning his thoughts to

ihe fact that it is not possible to be benefitted

by wealth except in the present moment.

Then, he should be contented with the least

offood, clothing and dwelling that he needs,

and should close to himself the means of

seeking pleasures—this would lessen his

greed for securing wealth for the sake of his

own self.

(&) The need of the second kind can be treated

by not attending to his children in view of

the fact that Allah has created the child

and has simultaneously created his susten-

ance. Besides, how many children there

are who inherited naught from their

fathers but became richer than him or the

richest of the creation; and many a child

inherited huge wealth but became most

needy of mankind.*

a8i<r
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2. Secondlyt he should ponder over the relevant

verses and traditions of the prophet, which condemn

miserliness and commend excessive generosity, promising

great reward in. case of generosity, and giving warning of

sevei-e chastisement in case of miserliness.*

3. Thirdly^ the frequent consideration into the

conditions of niggardly people, the dislike shown by the

excellent people towards the misers, and the agreement

of the people of the world on condemning them. For,

a miser is sure to condemn miserliness in others. He

can know how others feel about him,' by looking to hb

own feelings about the miserly people.

4. Fourthly^ he should consider the nature ofwealth

and should know that he has no way of deriving benefit

from wealth except by parting with it. The gains arc

either bodily, which are mean and scarce and in the

obtaining of which huge wealth is not needed or the

benefits are spiritual, in which case he is sure and certain

that wealth is ofno use to him in securing these spiritual

profits and useful purposes. Therefore, to strive after

wealth is as though one severs one's ties from the desired

objective, which is ignorance.

5. Fijihfy, he should think that though he goes to

excess in the keeping of wealth, sometimes there occurs

somediing which causes wastage of wealth leaving

behind no praise and reward. But when he turns to the

means of attaining virtues," the praise and reward shall

remain with Allah, the Exalted, just as He says :
"That

which ye have wasteth away, and that which Allah hath

remaincth'*.* .

6. Sixthly, when man is unable to spend wealth,

he remains like a prisoner in the dominating hand of the

love of wealth, and when he is able to spend he becomes

dominant and powerful over it; and it is better for man

to be dominating than to be dominated by something

]|
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else, since the first is the attribute of Truth and the

second is the attribute of matter, as has besn said by

Allah: **And Allah is the Rich and ye are the poor''.^"

7. Seventhly, when a man keeps wealth and doe.*

not spend it, his wealth inevitably remains after his

death and is possessed by somebody who boasts and says

:

"This wealth was only hoarded by the miser, the cursed".

He, then, spends it for the welfare of his ownself, and only

mentions the dead man with a curse. Thus, no trace of

his (owner's) right survives in his wealth except con-

demnation in this world and evil consequence in

the next world.

But, when a man spends his wealth in virtuous deeds

glorious eulogy remains for him in this world and ample

reward awaits him in the next world.

8. Eighthly, the co-sharers of the miser in his miserly

qualifications arc all wretched misers, who are condemned

and debased. A generous philanthropist shares his

glory with the prophets, the Friends ofAllah, the eminent

philosophers and great people.

9. Ninthly, experience shows that Allah, the Exalt-

ed, opens the doors of sustenance, comfort, and mercy

to the generous. But the misers are always excessively

in trouble, misery and are gloomy of heart. Mostly

it so happens that they are forced to spend most of their

wealth all at once beside their disgrace and dishonour,

the reason being that all universal means turn to do good

to the needy. Now, whoever adopts this profession of

doing good, these universal means strengthen him, and

whoever opposes this is pitted against the universal

means.

10. Tenthly, the generous man is praised and

commended by all, and the miser is abhorred^* and look-

ed down with contempt. The generous man spends the

wealth and finds his honour in the possession of spirits.
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and the miser keeps his wealth and remains deprived of

the possession of spirits. Since the human spirits are

from the substance of angels and gold and silver from

the genus of inorganic matter the difference between

the two is great.

Again, there is another reason here. That is, since

generosity is loved by all people they assist the generous

in his enterprises^ and the miser is abhorred, so he

remains deprived of this assistance.

People assist him in attaining his demands for the

explicit reason—the abundance of his wealth. And,

though generosity apparently causes loss of wealth it

increases it in respect of what we have mentioned.

Miserliness is useful apparently for protecting wealth

but it na:essarily causes the loss of wealth in respect of

what has been mentioned.

^ain, there is another reason, namely since people

arc sure that the particular man is generous, their ambi-

tions help him in achieving huge wealth in the expecta-

tion that he would hand it over to them; and when they

know that he is a miser their ambitions help in keeping

him deprived of wealth. It is, of course, recognized

that the ambitions of the people are extremely effective.

11. EUoenthlyy -wherever & generous m^n is present,

hearts surely feel pleased with his presence and spirits

rejoice when he proceeds towards them. The case

is quite opposite with the miser. That is why, it is

said the best soul is like the illuminating sun.

12. Twelfthly, surely the miser inevitably desires,

as he approaches death to spend and do good to the

people, since his lust is an expression of his strong desire

to keep his wealth for himself, so when he is sure that he
is facing death he realizes that it is nof possible for hiin

to preserve the wealth in the worldly life, and knows that

there is no way of carrying it with himself. It becomes

easy for him, then, to spend it in various items of welfare

at the time when death approaches him.'^ It mostly

so happens that in such a critical moment he does not

find a legible tongue or a guiding intelligence and

remains troubled by the pang of death while his kith

and kin pay no heed to his words—this causes him to feel

great distress at heart, to which Allah has referred by

saying:

"And spend of that wherewith We have provided

you before death cometh unto one of you and he

saith: *'My Lord! If only thou wouldst reprieve

me for a little while, then I would give alms and

be among the righteous. But Allah reprievcth

no soul when its term cometh".**

It is therefore confirmed that the lust of a greedy

person and the miserliness of a miser only drag him to

grief, and sorrow before death and at the time of death.

And as for his plight after death, we seek refuge from it^

with Allah !

13. Thirteenthfyy it is necessarily known to the

intelligent that there is no limit to the wealth which a

man can enjoy. For example, the possession of one

hundred thomand gold coin is pleasant but the possession

of a thousand of thousand gold coin is more pleasant.

Having confirmed this, we say: "the sould does not

reach a particular stage out ofthese stages but its pleasure

groMTS stronger by attaining the high stage while it is

aware that a still higher stage lies ahead and the pleasure

of attaining this stage is much greater.

It is therefore confirmed that hoarding of wealth

docs not cure the disease of lust, rather, it strengthens it

and increases its power.

But when the soul is prohibited from reaching the

stage, the subject becomes like a lover who is barred from

tt I
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enjoying his beloved. Then, the love decreases and the

disease disappears.

14. Fourteenthljt it is not possible for a man to

try to obtain wealth except when he is assisted by others

and his need for wealth is expressed to them. This need

and the disgrace it contains are persistable, whereas the

achievement of the wealth and achieving the benefit from

it is imaginary and surely it does not behove an intelligent

man to bear the harm which is involved in obtaining a

debased and imaginary gain.

Again, when he needs assistance from others he

become like a slave to his assistant, doing what they

intend and giving up what they dislike. But a contented

man keeps himself away from them and does not attend

to them, while the object of desire is forbidden. And,

mostly it so happens that they serve and incline to meet

him who pays no heed to them and they behave like

slaves to him. The greedy is thus a slave and the

contented man is free and noble. It has therefore beei.

said, "Be in need of anybody you like and become his

captive, pay no attention to the great whom you consider

so and become equal to him and do good to anybody

you like and you become his leader".

15. FifUenthly^ when seeking pleasure from

abundance of wealth becomes habitual, the seeker may
have a cause that necessitates the d^truction of wealth.

He, then, feels pain by losing the habits of enjoying

pleasures, and puts all his efforts to earning and hoarding

in his old age and decaying health and so suffers from

excessive misery.

16. Sixteenthly, it is necessary for him to realize

his responsibility in so far as wealth is never used but

as a means for attaining bodily pleasures. Then, he
should ponder over what we have mentioned about the
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treatment of bodily pleasures.

17. StoenUenthljft it may be that he finds it

troublesome to earn wealth at present, then he dies before

deriving any benefit from it. Thus, the trouble will

be his and the gain will accrue to others. But when he

spends it for general welfare the actual gain comes back

to him even though he undergoes troubles, since he

becomes an alien after the death of the body.

18. Eighteenthly, to prefer contentment contin-

uously leads to the habit of being free from need, and

to enjoy the pleasant objects ofthe world and its pleasures

leads to the habit of becoming rich with something

and being in continuous need of it. To be firee from

something is more perfect than becoming rich with an

object, as the first is the attribute of God and the second

that of the created, and because the first is pure richness

and the second is richness mixed with need.

19. JN'ineteentkly, if his sustenance is determined

for him there does not arise the occasion of seeking it,

if it is not determined then effort or lust would not do

him any good.

One may say: If the sustenance is determined,

then this would necessitate that he should make no

effort for attaining knowledge and earning excUences.

Nor would there be any need of obtaining food and

drink and removal of harm. For, if it is determined,

it would be available without effort and if not deter-

mined it would not be available even with effort.

The answer is that research and inductive effort

lead us to understand that sometimes sustenance is

available all of a sudden without any endeavour and

demand and sometimes we find that it misses one who

wants it earnestly and suffers from trouble. But sciences

and excellences are scarcely obtained immediately
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without any endeavour, learning or some other means.

20. TwentUthly, a wealthy man needs make the

utmost endeavour for retaining his wealth and protecting

it from calamities and destruction. But he is afflicted

with severe grief if it is wasted and remains full of fear

and bears all sorts of trouble.

As for one who is free from wealth and is occupied

with earning perfections of the soul, he is free from this

fear and trouble.

21. TwentyfirsUyt worldly wealth and articles are

enemies of Allah the Exalted and His Friends, because

they keep a man much too occupied in worldly affairs

to attain Paradise. They are enemies of the enemies

of Allah, since they drag them to the Hell Fire. They

arc even enemies of themselves, since some of them

consume some others. The possessor of wealth surely

needs, for treasuring and retaining them, treasure-

houses, locks, and fortification. He also needs

treasures, assistants, armies, troops. All these require

him to take trouble and incur expenses. It is, therefore,

established that wealth destroys itself and consumes a

portion of its own self.

22. Twentyseeondly, whoever is fond of wealth is

fond of every part of it and feels pain in case of calamity,

defect and loss of that which he loves. Now, whoever

possesses more wealth, has more friends, troubles and

calamities. Hence, it is inevitable that his troubles will

be enormous, his troups of friends will continue per-

sistently or would get together.

This is the discourse on the treatment of niggard-

liness, and excessive love of wealth in a theoretical way.

IMAM RAzI'S «ILM AL-AKHLAQ.

NOTES

an

I. ImSm GhazzlU defines /Uft in his Il>y&* III p. 954 in the

following words:

t^-ft it^^ JjUl J i J^a JJlJI wfi .i*j* iiL^VU

OS^ 6' (^*ri J i^otJI jA J k-j UfrSjj J t ^ Jul iil««.Vl

a* Cf. Ibid. p. 255:

JUI fc^*J J < JUI t-^ A*«. JieJl 61 (*UI

3. Cf. Ibya* III p. 229:

A*.j J JUJI jOi ijjs- 02* »--jJj^' ^^ •-*;* (>* J. . .

.

"kJT JUI (jili, . . . (t*Ua*JI Sjjji* y^ *!--*• ^ 4j*l J < Aijii

4. Ibid: p. 356:

c.^« J jkiJt J ojJl ^S i;^ t>"ill J> gJU J

^. Cf. I^ya III p. 256:

A*« jU ASJlk jb JJj3' JJ c^J *='<*^l ^W J

j3«.fc| aJL. j < VU Aajl i>* *^ji (J -*J J tr* jv5"j' *»jb

SyU 01 J^ji < *J^y JUI^ Ail jJUu Ob J tf dyj ^

«. Ibid.

J S^jljJI jUkVl J J-ldl IJ^.^ Uil ^Ui J

f^1 vU«JI

Ibid.

« i::A^Jl ji_^i J j^tdi Sjir v«»uji Ajji'i'i 6-*-»

VI JfiH 0^ U AiU < jJ j^^a-U::*! j t ^^^ ^\ IjH^

^ 'tA^ftJI J\^ Ji^ «.r*^' Vj^ JjJlu*^ J J3JX-M. Ail
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8. cf. ibya% III. p. 231:

JU<^ J Jul ki*. J t-*Al^l ji-* J ^l-«9JI ^i ci

.oljJJI Jl jUi o>^j Ai* oj2Jl ai.1 JUI Jky O^^

g. S. Al-NabI: 96.

10. Surah Mu^mmad: 38.

n. Cf. H^yi'. Ill p. 349:

J^ Att) ^}^fi -Ll i}j^j Jl* *^ tJl*J *ial ^^J J^ Jl* J

JUfi y*«JI * AllsL J JJt*)l ^;aijj yUl ^1 Ol ^ J>

Ibid. p. 250:

* t--».*^l *L*-:)U 1--I2JI J I- :
^l*^ 6* t^ Jl*" J

JUI *Jjy^ J ^_^! ^%JI l*t:^ li^n 6J t^ L5^ -?

. 4Ji trW (>«• J «^'» trl^' «r-*^ li^' • trs*-.'' ^ -"^

* Aiit jur JL5 J^M o'V JU V '"^ ^^" * ti**^'

^* ^ aIU- j aIu ^t^ ol ojisi ,>uJt j-liJI J

,ai^i u ^< dLii vy jji^ J < J J

12. A similar expression is found in the Ihtya' III p. 255:

ji^V o^ *ii Kj r^ •*** '^>^- ***! (^.>J oUi^i Ol*

aJLc

13. Al-MunafiqOn: 10 and 11.

CHAPTER IV

As for its treatment, in a practical way, it can be

treated in several ways:

1

.

To keep the company of the needy and to

keep oneself away from the rich and the

people in enjoyment of worldly wealth.

For, by nature man inclines to it and

afflicts the heart cither by achieving it or

by losing it. Sitting with the needy and

those who exclusively devote themselves

to Allah favours the heart with happiness,

pleases it and lightens the burden. The

holy Prophet said: "Omy Allah! Keep me
alive as a needy man, let me die as a needy

man, rabe me up in the company of the

needy."!

Richness* is likely to keep a man away from Allah

just as need is likely to draw a man towards AUah and

to turn bim away from all that is other than Allah.

2. If a miser considers all that we have men-

tioned and maintained in condemning

miserliness and commending generosity,

he will necessarily incline to choose excel-

lences and praise. He should therefore

hasten to spend and show generosity before

he is overtaken by the devil with a doubt

to turn and prevent him from fruitful ex-

penditure, which is the wont of the devil.
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It has been related that a certain savant* entered

latrinA, took off !iis ring or some of his clothes and called

out a student of his, handed it over to him and asked him

to offer it to a particular person. He said, "why did you

not have patience till you came out?" He said, "I

feared that my intention might change or my heart

might become niggardly with it. So, I acted with haste.'*-

3. Niggardliness expresses excessive fondness for

wealth. When love takes possession of the heart, it is.

a severe disease and the best medicine for it is to be away

from the object of love and to travel avSray from the towrT

of the beloved in order to have consolation. Similarly,,

by spending wealth the miser can keep himselfaway from

it. This will remove its love from his heart, and then

will vanish the cbndemnable niggardliness.

4. It is the best design in this matter that the raiser

should deceive himself by good name and try to gain a

reputation among the people for generosity and grace.

His soul would then turn away from this disease which

would vanish from him. Similarly, he who intends to

treat niggardliness should engage himself in spending

wealth in any agreeable manner without saying that this

particular expenditure is permissible and the other

particular expenditure is not permissible. For, the aim

and object is to remove the love of wealth from his heart;

which can be done only by increasing its disgrace and by

distinguishing some ways ofexpenditure from some others

in respect of grace and honour, and not in respect of

disgrace. That is why they have said: If the miser

throws his wealth into the ocean or into fire to bum it,

it would have been belter than keeping it. ^Vhen he

realizes that his self is deceived by the name of ^enciosity

and grace, he should not have this by way ofpride, as

pride is another disease which is severer than the pre-

vious one. In short, the doctor who treats these evil pro*

pensities tries to suppress one by means of another. For

example, he causes appetition to dominate anger in order

to break its fermentation and via versa. Similar is the

case here.

Niggardliness shows that a man wants to possess

wealth while pride shows that he wants to possess the

spirits of other men, and to unite them together is not

possible. Now, whoever takes either of the two in his

heart should treat the other by imposing the first on it

on the condition that the first does not exceed the second

in strength, lest he become like one who contracts one

serious disease in place of another serious disease.

5. Ifa man fortunately studies under an affectionate

teacher, the teacher tries to drive away froia him every-

thing that is dear to his heart after keeping it out of his

reach, explaining all the time its uselessness and speaking

against it till he finds that he is no longer fond of it.

In short, just as a multitude of actions gives rise

to a strong and persistent habit, constant separation from

it necessitates the weakness of the habit.
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NOTES

1. Thb bMfiUl b« been recorded by Imlm Tinnidtf <« ««

authority of Anas. It has also been recorded by Ibn l^J«b

and amakim; the latter has dedaied its IsnJd (cham of

narrators) on the authority of AbQ Sa*id as free from defect.

See also Ihyi' HI. p. 229.

a. Imam Ghazzili relates a similar story about al-Bu&anji in hi.

al-Ihya* III. p. 256-

fl

CHAPTER V
On the Nature of Miseruness and GENEROSiry

Wealth has been made available to be spent in

important affairs (Fol. 283a). To keep wealdi on

an occasion when it is necessary to spend it is niggard-

liness, and to spend where it is necessary to keep it is

extravagance, and it is praiseworthy to he moderate

To this Allah's expression refers: "And let not thy hand

be chained to thy neck nor open it with a complete ope-

ning.*** Allah has said : "And those who, when they

spend, are neither prodigal nor grudging: and there is

ever a firm station between the two."*

The substance of the discourse is that if wealth is

not spent,where it is necessary to spend it, thb is miser-

liness. Now, that which necessitates expenditure is

oftwo kinds : ( i ) necessary by religion, and (2) necessary

by manliness. In either case when the subject refrains

from his (necessary function), he is called miserly, by

one who refrains from the spending of that which is

religiously necessary is more niggardly (than the other).

For example, to withhold Zakat, and sustenance from

one's family and near relations. Whoever spends wealth

in a vicious dbject, he does not willingly spend his

wealth for the sake of virtuous deeds. Such a man is

also ni^ardly.

That which is necessary due to manliness is to

prevent the exercise ofvirtue and to cause narrowness.

To use that which causes narrowness concerning

ihe debased objects is condemnable. Thecondemnation^

4
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however, varies with the variation of conditions and

considerations.

Firsts the condemnation on account of the agent, as

what is considered evil coming from those who possess

wealth in abundance is not considered as such from one

who has very little wealth. Again, what is considered

evil from an intelligent man is not considered evil from

a boy and a woman, and what is considered evil from the

free man is not considered evil from the slave.

Secondy condemnation on account of the relations,,

as it is considered evil to narrow down the expenses

on wife and children, but it is not considered so in

relation to strangers.

TWrrf, that which causes narrowness In food is con*

sidered evil but that which causes narrowness in some-

thing else is not considered evil.

Fourth, condemnation on account of time. For

example, to cause hardship, is considered evil at a

certain time, and is not considered so at other times.

In short, the above-mentioned conditions cannot be

brought imder fixed rules; and they only concern the

external phase. 1 1 is possible to record them and say
:

It

has been established that wealth serves, and drinks and

foods serve the body which itself serves the soul, and the

soul serves the moral and scientific excellences. Thus,

wealA is the last servant, and these objects are served by

wealth.

Now, wealth which is spent in attaining a position

out of the positions of those objects which we have called

MakhdSmah is generosity and to refrain from it is

miserliness; the wealth which is spent for something

other than these positions is spent in extravagance.

NOTES

I. Surah al-Isri*: 29.

3. *al-FurqJii: 67.

CHAPTER VI

You know that the generous man is he who spends

as much wealth as is necessary either by the Shar* or

for the sake of manliness. The miser is he who does not

act like that.

As for the benevolent, his rank is higher than

the rank ofthe generous . This is because the significance

of benevolence lies in being of as much use as it is

desired from him without any substitute. Whoever, then,

offers a dagger to him about whom it is known that he

will kill either himself or somebody else with it is not

benevolent. Similarly, he who gives something in order

to obtain in exchange something else is not benevolent.

But the absence of the demand of a substitute in its

entirety can only be conceived in respect of Allah the

£xalted. A man spends something only for some purpose

cither for obtaining the rewards of the next world or for

obtaining psychological excellence known as generosity

and purification of the soul from the vice of miserliness

which is known as benevolence.

But if that which stimulates him to spend is fear

of a satirical verse, the blame of the people or the

expectation of a profit that would reach him from the

person who has leceived benevolence, then this is not

generosity. For, the action has been displayed on account

ofsomething which he needs.



CHAPTER VII

Discourse on Worldly Position

You know each one of these states is only caused

by believing in the state of a miser. The same is the

case in this matter. As for belief, the fact is that when a

man believes in others that he is niggardly in a particular

a83* religious characteristic the belief gives rise (Fol. 283b) to

a particular psychological condition which produces

special activities, for example, to stand in his service,

to praise him with his tongue, to avoid contention, and

show respect and regard and to start with salam; and

to submit to the chair in meetings. And JSh ot worldly

position expresses a belief that necessitates the psy-

chological state which affects these physical conditions.

The Cause that Necessitates the Love of Worldly

Position:

Just as possession^ of gold and sUver gives power

and ability in achieving objects, similarly dommion over

the spirits enables the owner to attain other objects. But

to the people of high ambitions worldly position

is dearer than wealth, because dominion over hearts has

preference over that of wealth for three reasons:

Ftrstly, to attainwealth by means of worldly position

is easier than attaining position by means of wealth. If

the learned and the ascetic who are highly esteemed to

hearts intend to earn money, it is easy for them to do so.

imAm rAzI*s ^ilm auakhiaq. aai

But when man belongs to somebody else, his wealth alsa

belongs to spmebody else.

Butwhen a miserly man who is not characterised with

perfection finds a treasure and intends to attain through it

a position, it is not easy for him. The sum total is, that

one who possesses a worldly position possesses wealth and
not vice versa. Position is, therefore, more excellent and

desirable than wealth.

Secondly^ the spirits belong to the genre of angels,

gold and silver to the genre of inanimates, the difference

between the substance of angels and that of inanimate

beings is very great. The noble is more apt to be loved

than the debased. Hence, worldly position is dearer

than wealth.

Thirdly^ wealth, like food and dress, which arc

needed by man specially for himself, is not little. Man
needs a great deal of wealth so that he may reach a

position where he becomes a master of others and others

become his servants. And the state of being a master

expresses uniqueness in attributes of grace and honour
which are loved and desired for its own sake. Position

necessitates the attainment of uniqueness without an
intermediary, whereas wealth necessitates it through an
intermediary. So, the first is dearer.

Fourthly^ the dominion over the hearts of men*
grows and thrives by its own power, because when hearts

pray for a particular man and believe in his perfection

in knowledge, or action, the tongues eloquently praise

him and those who listen to the praise ako believe in
him. It is therefore established that position increases

by itself. But wealth does not increase by its own power,
the first is therefore dearer.

There are some people who say that worldly positioa

is only desired for the protection of wealth, as those who
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have no position find it impossible to protect their wealth

from destruction. The subordinate is more debased than

its master. Man possesses wealth by virtue of his

|>osition. But the animal nature dominates him, because

thewealth belongs to the genus ofthe sensible, and worldly

position belongs to the genus of the abstracts. Now,

whoever is dominated by animality, to him wealth is

dearer in impression; and whoever is dominated by

spirituality is more impressed by position.

The Cause that Necessitates the Love for Wealth

and Position, and it has two Reasons i

1 , The needs ofman are unlimited and they cannot

be satisfied except by means of the wealth. That which

entails the desirable object is desirable. Hence, it

follows that love for wealth has no end. Worldly position

protects wealth and retains it, therefore, position is also

desired to an unlimited octent.

2. We have mentioned that the possession ofwealth

and dominion over hearts is an ability which is a per-

fection*; and perfection is loved for its own sake.

Therefore, these objects are loved for their own sake.

This power in relation to wesUthand spirits is the dominion

of every one who possesses it. Hence, it is loved and

demanded for unlimited numbers. Now, the fact that

all (Fol. 284a) wealth is possessed and all hearts are

possesseddemands his uniqueness in mastery, domination,

despotism, and to be unique in perfection is also the end of

perfection. And perfection is essentially loved and

whoever increases the possession of wealth and possesses

hearts* withdraws from the company ofmen.

Whenever uniqueness is essentially desired all that is

nearer to imiqueness and to the negation of associates is

more apt to be loved. This is the reason for the love of

collecting wealth and abundance of treasures, so much so

2844*
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that had a slave possessed two golden ears he would have

surely desired a third one. This is the reason of his

liking for an extension of the range of his position, and

for his name and fame reaching the extreme horizon c^

coimtries which he knows with certainty that he will

not be able to reach nor has he ever visited them, or

their inhabitants. Thus he docs not necessarily obtain

any benefit but he feels extremely pleased with the idea

that his fame has reached those countries.
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NOTES

. Cf. al-I^ya', III. p. 273:

< jU^^Jt aJ JJfetl ^ *JjJu« J vji^ •>»**• V^'
JU.J ISI JUT *i^ wi,-^ V <5-*Jt tr^-^l cW ^' ->

.uy^UUJI jV ililJUi * JU J5^

According to Tmam Ghazzali. iSh also means to possess hearts.

Cf. ai-HtyS', III. p. aya:

Cf. al-I^ya', p. 273 (1") =

lliat 'power is perfection* has been maintained by ImSm

Ghazzali as well. The theme seems to be derived from the

following passage ofthe Hiya*, Vol. Ill- p. 275 (Muftaf^ al-|^alabi

Press, Egypt):

*U^U Itt'J^ ^::^ 1j<dl* Oj^ 61 «-r^ r4ur<Vl j^UjJI

SjJCUl J •jJkJ iliii 61* « ^1 J pl^^l J
Cf-^'-* tf^' 6*

..JI>*Vl t^-*f dUJiJ
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Cf. Ibid:

OjSCiJ ^JU XjJJ J a:As=-( jJ 6^ 6* i--^ : jf-» o^j*^'

(JLi' jy aJ U Ajiljl J AJjUSi tiwS "A»j,fli« *J S^^k^

l^-^sp^l oU^l J iLpVl oU^l 0- J^*^* 6*V

.OU*^! JU* "aU*. cr* J^->" <i*^ (5^^ ""H^



CHAPTER Vni

A Section Irrelevant to the Discourse on the Ex-

planation OF Real and Whimsigal* Perpechons

You must know that perfection is considered in

essence, in attributes, or in actions.

Perfection in essence has two aspects:

1. The existence of a Necessary Being in its own

essence b not at all related to anything else. The Neces-

sary Being is fo in all its attributes and in all respects. If

it needs anything else in any attribute, this wiU entail

that it needs some bemg other than itself as has been

explained concerning the positive sciences.

2. That he should be unique in and by his essence

in thb perfection without having equality m perfection,

as equality necessitates defect. But the flow ofperfection

from him does not at all neccssarUy cause defect. A
'perfection that is secured by the effect is in reality secured

by the cause. The illumination of the light of the sim,

all over the horizons, for example, does not cause the sun

any harm. It is, on the contrary, an indication of its

^treme perfection. But if another sun equivalent to the

present sim in rank and illumination is found, it will

cause defect to the present sun. It is known that all

that is beside the essentially necessary, is perfect in and

by itself for the above-mentioned two reasons.

The perfection of attributes is, however, in knowledge

and power. As for the perfection ofknowledge it belongs

to Allah the Exalted, in three ways;
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I. Allah, the Exalted, knows all the objects of

knowledge. Hence, the more advanced in knowledge

a man is the nearer to Allah he is.*

2 If knowledge is expUcit« and perfecUy

manifest, it excludes the possibiUty of mbang up con-

traries. Similarly, the more explicit and purer is the

knowledge ofman the nearer he is to AUah the Exalted.

3. The knowledge* must be continuous and

unaffected by change. Hence, the farther from evil is the

knowledge ofman the nearer he is to AUah the Exalted.

The objects ofknowledge are oftwo kinds: transitory

and eternal.* The transitory is such that its change

affects its knowledge. If it survives after the change, it is

sheer ignorance and no knowledge. If it does not

continue, it is the desired object. Such kinds of know-

ledge do not represent perfection.

Those objects of knowledge that survive, their know-

ledge continues, such as the knowledge of abstract

quiddities, and the confirmed pieces of knowledge which

are not affected by changes, such as the knowledge of the

necessity of necessary beings, and the impossibility

of impossible objects.

It is therefore established that the perfection of

knowledge is only caused by these considerations. So, the

knowledge attained by a man of these descriptions is a

perfection for tlie man; and what is not so is surely not a

perfection.

The first kind of knowledge which is an attribute

of perfection continues with man before death,

(Fol. 284 b) at the time of death and after death ;
and thb ^^^

knowledge becomes the light of the gnostics' after death

a light which *'will run before them and on their right

hands: they wiU say, Our Lord! Perfect our light for

us."' That b, these sciences may become a capital
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through which one achieves the manifestation of that

which is not manifest in the world, such as one who

has a dim lamp with him can cause additional light,

rather can bum another lamp more powerful than the

present one. But he who has not obtained anything of

these sciences in thus world has no desire to perfect this

light after death and remains after death like one whose

likeness b that of darkness never getting out of it, rather

like "darkness on a vast, abysmal sea- There covcreth

him a wave, above which is a wave (above which is a

a cloud)" »

The second kind contains those sciences which are

related* to the transitory objects like the science of

Lexicon, Tafsir (Exegesis), Fiqh, (Jurisprudence), and

History, out ofwhich nothing continues nor does the soul

at all attain perfection due to them. The power of their

perfection consists in being benefited by impression,

invention, creation and bringing into being from not

being.

I add that al-GhazzaU (Allah's Mercy be on

him!) explained that the perfection of essence is not

achieved except when it is one and unique.*® Now, it

is necessary for him to know that nobody except Allah,,

the Exalted, is effective in bringing out something from-

non-being into being, since if others share with him this

quality of effectiveness it is certain that it will under-

mine the belief that the Divine Power is Perfect. If

Imam Ghazzali holds to this principle, then it necessarily

follows that nothing except the Power of Allah can

effect anything. But this repudiates the very root of

Philosophy.

Imam Ghazzali also sa^ : As for power, man

has not real perfection in his power, he has only real

knowledge. The real power only belongs to Allah,

he Exalted, and anything that originates consequent

upon His WUl and Power originates by the origination

of Allah, the Exalted."

One may say, your view on this problem is not

different from the view of the philosophers. To the

philosophers, tiie power along with the urging event

causes necessarily to display the action attributed to Allah,

the Exalted, in the sense that Allah, the Exalted, alone

. has created tiie power and the urge which necessarily

cause this action. He also holds that in case this power

•

is shared defect follows of necessity. In this case, it has

been admitted that man has real knowledge which

necessitates the appearance of defect in the knowledge

of Allah, the Exalted. If it does not necessarily foUow

then how has he (Ghazzali) claimed that if tiicre were

anything equal to Allah, the Exaltedi in tiie necessity

of His being, defect would necessarily follow.

It is therefore established that these arc weak

discourses concerning the treatment of the love ofwealth.

This is so for a number of reasons:

I . Verily the love of wealth and worldly position is

an impression and feeling. It is a passive action of the

soul in relation to wealth and position. Now, impression

and passivity is a weakness and defect, while die absence

of the love of wealth and position is a power of the soul

due to which the soul is not impressed by wealth and

position. Whereas the first condition is an attribute

of matter the second condition is an attribute of Truth.

What proves this, by way of simile, is that when a man

places his finger on a body and reclmes on it, the body

feels the impression. This indicates that the affected

body has a weak nature which receives impression from

the strong.

But that which does not get impressed, like iron,

indicates that the body has a strong, severe nature which
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imparts continuity and eternity. That which gets im-

pressed indicates perfection of weakness and yielding to

an annihilation. But resistance to impression indicates

power, continuity and eternity and independence. So,

when* the soul is impressed by the love of wealth and

position, it indicates the weakness of the substance of the

soul.

Again, the stages of this impression are manifold.

Irhe stronger and severer the impression the weaker and

severer in baseness is the soul. Also, whenever the

resistance to impression and attention (Folio, 285a)

is severer the stronger and more perfect in existence the

sou! grows and more distant it becomes from the nature

of non-existence and passive action. Those who are

well-versed in Ethics express the idea explained above

and say that the first kind is a soul characterised With the

nature of submission and the habit of matter, and the

second kind is a soul characterised with freedom, purity

of substance and the absence of impression.

IMAM RAzrS •ILM At-AKHLAQ. ^t

NOTES

1. Cf. al-I^ya% III. p. 276:

2. Cf. Ibid:

3. Ibid:

6U i Llj OlT ** UjJiX* f>^l <V J

J (34^1 9 cy^Sj ^j\ JL«)i |«u oir Uf^ iiuJJi 4ji£

4. Ibid:
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CHAPTER IX

On the EXPLAl^ATION THAT SOMETIMES SeARCH FOR

Position is Necessary, Sometimes Commendable

AND Permissible, and Sometimes Undesirable and

Forbidden

So, we say: wealth and position are either obtained

spontaneously or through a process of effort and achieve-

ment. There is no harm in the first, because no position

is greater than the position of the Messenger of AWah,

(Allah's blessings & peace be upon him:), and the

position of the rightly-guided Caliphs and those learned

in religion who followed them. They have, indeed,

grace and grandeur in their position and incur no blame.

The second kind, that is seeking wealth and position

:

this is of many grades, as we say:

I. The first grade is that it is necessary; and this

consists of two kinds: it sometimes concerns the other

world and sometimes this world.

That which concerns the other world, and is neces-

sary is the fact that the Messenger of Allah (?) was sent

to the world to call the people to Truth. It was there-

fore inevitable for him to appear to the people in the best

possible manner, so that his good appearance should urge

them to accept his view. Ifhe did not appear in his best

manner, his external behaviour would drive them away.

Hence, it is necessary to search for position to the extent

to which one needs it. Abraham (peace be upon him),

says: "And give unto me a good report in later gene-

rations".! Again, for the learned people to whom
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reference is made in matters relating to religion and

fatwa, it is necessary to search for position to the extent

that fulfils their purposes relating to faith.

As for that which concerns this world, it is a fact

that man has been created needy. He cannot meet his

inevitable needs except with wealth which cannot be

retained except through position, and that through

which something necessary is accomplished is also

necessary; therefore, it is essential to seek worldly position

to the extent which is necessary for meeting one's needs.

Again, we say, the need is either corporeal or spi-

ritual. As for the corporeal, it is the fixed quantity of

food, drink, clothing and dwelling and if it is not

provided for man, he is sure to fall ill or suffer death-

It is therefore necessary for him to secure as much position

and wealth as is necessary for retaining the needed

quantity of these 'things.

As for the spiritual the fact is that search for

knowledge very often needs good food, drink and clothing

and other materials over and above the first quantity.

Now> if this knowledge is necessary for him, the search

for wealth and position through which alone the know-

ledge is obtained is equally necessary.

2. The second stage: Sometimes the achieve-

ment of wealth and position is not necessary but

is desirable, since the position without which life cannot

continue, and through which alone the essentials of faith

can be achieved is something else; and the position

without which the perfection of these actions cannot be

attained is also something else. Now, just as the first

kind is necessary, the second is preferable (desirable).

For, if man is not free of anxiety and is not in good

huinour, it will not be possible for him t6 attain the

knowledge of delicate sciences, nor will he be able to

m
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Now, ifcomprehend the deeply-hidden discourses

this state cannot be achieved except through wealth and
position the demand for them will necessarily be desirable

and commendable. This is why Joseph, (peace be upon
him) said: "Set me over the store-houses of the land.

Lo! I am a skilled custodian,"^ and desired wealth
from the king, the reason being just as we have men-
tioned.

3. The Third Stage; Demand of wealth and
position (Fol. 285b) on the condition that the demand
IS permissible. That is, whenever there appears a kind
of excellence out of his excellences he stands truthful

concerning them in order to win position and rank in

the hearts of some of the people. This, however,

concerns the chapter of the permissibles. But the con-

tinuation of this condition up to the proper limit is very

difficult. For, when man feels pleased in seeking position,

his pleasure urges him to search more of it. It is not

possible to demand this additional position with a

veracity free from doubt and confusion. Hence, false-

hood will take place. But, since the continuation of this

situation which has been described as permissible to

this extent is a difficult matter, the best thing is to

avoid it.

4. The Fourth Stage is the disliked (undesirable),

that is, when man realises that he is strongly inclined

by nature to seek worldly position and feels pleased

with it. In such a case, he dislikes the search of position,

by veracity because since the natural motive is strong

and one feels pleased with it and becomes devoted and

attached to it and enjoys it. This condition undoubtedly

necessitates his indifference to the remembrance ofAllah,

the Exalted, and its being fraught with danger necessitates

that the demand of nature should be abandoned al-

285*
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5. The Fifth Position is the forbidden. That is to

seek position by means of show, and falsehood, and this

inspires the heart of the people with making designs and

creating confusion. Moreover, it turns people away from

truth and righteousness and urges them as well as others

to go astray. It is, therefore, forbidden.

Again, seeking position by manifesting praiseworthy

attributes while the man is free of them has many stages,

without having any end in scarcity, abundance, weakness

and severity. In this position the four stages have

necessarily no end.

NOTES

1. Al-Shu*ara (26): 84.
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CHAPTER X
Explanation of the Reason for Loving Praise ani>

Paneoyric and Abhorring Satire and Blame

For the love of praise there are several causes (i)

At the time ofpraise the soul becomes aware ofperfection.

And perfection is liked for its own sake.* Anything that

is liked causes pleasure when it is realized. Hence, it

is pleasant to listen to panegyric. To illustrate it, the

description with which he is praised is cither clear and

manifest or concealed and implicit. Now, if it is explicit

and evident, the feeling of pleasure will not grow strong.

A dominating ruler, for example, whose power is grand

and whose territory vast docs not feel happy when he is

praised for his power and kingdom, since he is aware of

all that he has achieved. The purpose of praise is to

obtain this awareness which is already there. This

praise does not, therefore, achieve any object and i»

useless for to try for something which is already in

possession, is wasted effort.

Again, there is another point here. It may be that a

man possesses a number of qualities every one ofwhich is

manifest in existence. He, therefore, does not feel pleased

on hearing all that is manifest. But he enjoys hearing

about the sum-total of the qualities, the reason being that

the mind does not feel aware of the whole. When this is

so, the whole is more concealed than every one of them.

Hence, man feels more pleased when he is praised for the

whole of descriptions than when he is praised for them

i
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separately. Again, the achievement of every one of the

qualities is frequent and usual, but the achievement of

the sum-total of these qualities is scarce. So, praise

for the whole is nearer to the awareness of his being a

unique person. We have already mentioned that this

is the real perfection. Whenever praise is nearer to

this, it will be nearer to real perfection. To make others

to listen to it is, therefore, more pleasant.

As for the second kind, I mean, to be praised for

achieving the attributes of perfection in cither asceticism

or in power and domination. This causes pleasure due to

several reasons

:

I. The praised person is often afflicted with doubt

concerning himself. Now, the assertion of the praiscr

plays the part of an evidence which confirms (Fol. 286a)

his belief that he has obtained the perfection, and the

doubt is dispelled by panegyric. Since the achievement

'

of perfection is loved for its own sake, the power of belief

in its achievement is stronger and more pleasant. But

this pleasure is achieved in this way only when the eulogy

comes from those who do not speak falsehood nor do they

oppose. But if the person who praises is a liar and ex-

aggerator, his panegyric would not result in pleasure.

2 The composition ofa praise by a praiser indicates

that he accepts it in the belief that the praised one is

perfect To believe in his excellence urges the imperfect

Jiecessarily to obey the perfect and to become devoted to

Hm This praise thus enables the praiser to enchant the

praised by means of the praise this is a kind of power.

and power is a perfection and perfection is loved. That is

why the higher in rank the praiser is the greater the

feeling of pleasure engendered by his praise. But to have

power on a great king means domination over his subjects

and not mce versa.
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3. The praise is listened to by those who are present
and reaches those who are absent. On this occasion the
listeners believe in his excellence and grace and become
devoted to him. This necessitates that the praise is

tantamount to the assertion that he is the most excellent.

The assertion also implies that the speaker is imperfect
whereas one's assertion of one's own imperfection is

undesirable and condemnable. It is, therefore, estab-

lished that one who denies the excellence ofothers stands
there. But when a man proceeds with this assertion it

indicates that whoever asserts this excellence has neces-
sarily reached considerable position in power, so much
so that he stands in spite of the presence of a negator.
The power cannot be free from one ofthe two cases. For
the good qualities have either reached a power and
manifestation which cannot be denied by a praiser, or,

they are expressed even when they are missing. This
is only because the praiser is so much afraid of the
praised that he proceeds with the praise in the presence
of two truthful and powerful witnesses viz. (1) the
admission of the excellence of others and (2) to advance
to falsehood. The matter being so, it is established
that the one praised is extremely powerful and the
praiser is extremely weak and debased, while power is

an attribute of perfection which is loved. The praise

indicates this perfection, so there is no doubt that it is

loved.
'

These four causes necessitate love of praise and
eulogy. Now, if all of them co-exist collectively, the
feeling of pleasure increases to its extreme height.*

But in case some of them are available, the feeling of
pleasure rises to the extent to which these causes have
been achieved. As for the first cause it is to realize per-

fection. This is removed by the fact that the one praised

knows that the praiser is not true in his praise, but it is
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too short in one respect, and too brief in another respect.

I mean the person concerned with praise knows that the

panegyrist proceeds with fakehood and manifests his

devotion just to wm his favour and turn his attcnUon

to the respect and enchantment displayed by him. This

b an indication of obtaining power m some way. Now,

if *thc praised* believes that the praiser has not composed

his praise for any want or need, it turns into a laughter

and jesting with the person praised.

IMAM RAZl'S «ILM AL-AKHLAa
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CHAPTER XI

Onthe Tr£Aticbmt of the Love for
Worldly Position

You have realized that worldly position has no

meaning except to win the hearts of the people. This,

diough pleasant considering the achievement of power

which is an attribute of perfection, involves undesirable

consequences.

1. The search for wealth and position is a passive

action of the soul which contains the love of wealth and

love of position. Now, passive action and receiving

impression are the attributes ofmatter and are perishable

a86» (Fol.286b).

But the absence of attraction to wealth and position

C3qnresse5 a power in the soul and a severity in con-

sideration ofwhich one rdrains from being acted upon by

something else, and this is the attribute of the Necessary

Bdng. In short, to look for a position is to look for power,

and power is a perfection in a certain quality. The

&ct that the soul is affected by this search for position,

indicates that its essence is acted upon and affected

which is a defect in the essence. When there is a contra-

diction between the 'defect in the essence' and *thc defect

in quality* the first is more apt to be removed.

2. Position cannot be achieved except by achieving

those objects which necessitate it. These objects if they

ever appear to them manifestly, they believe in them

as an excellence distinct from all that they believe as
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debased not by way of hypocrisy and the root of de-

struction. Now, if this man ever meets the people who

believe in a resemblance (an image) he would inevitably

manifest his own inclination to the Oneness of Allah.

Ygu can guess on the line of this example all those condi-

tions which oppose each other in respect of this world

and the next world. Then, when he displays the con-

demnable hypocrisy he constantly fears that he will be

exposed and his hyposrisy will become manifest. All

sects will, therefore, turn away from him. Having

fallen in these calamities the soul surely goes astray,

suffers loss and perishes.

3. If one dominates hearts and is fortunate enough

to escape this sort of trial and his death is delayed, rather,

if all that is in the East and West prostrate* themselves

before you the prostrator and the prostrated will not

last fifty years with this blessing which is sure to decay.

It does not, therefore, deserve to be preferred to the bless-

ing that lasts from eternity to eternity. This treatment

is not completed except when the duration of life is

ascribed to that which will soon come out from non-eter-

nity. This is only because it deserves the meaning of

eternity in the way we have summarized.

4. Worldly Position means to be alone in decision,

domination and superiority. It is known that if you

obtain worldly position in this sense, every one else will

remain deprived of it, and to be deprived of what is

needed is essentially disliked.

When you have realized this, it becomes manifest

to you that the condition of everyone else belonging to

the East and the West, will be such that they will compete

with you in search of position and ' take measures to

deprive you of it and to prevent you from reaching it

from among those who seek position. Every one in the

East and West will be driven to contend against him, to
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nullify his life and all his perfection. It is known that
you are one of them. Now, if you are able to stand

against anybody, you can stand against one or two.

When the entire people agree to oppose you, they will

subjugate you. Especially if the people of the East and
the West get together they are sure to dominate you and
do you all sorts of evil and trial, by my Lord ! except

when you are strengthened by Divine Heavenly assis-

tance or by rare unique heavenly chances, then only you
can remain in peace from them for a limited duration.

But the rare is not to be relied upon and preferred to.

It is therefore established that whoever seeks position

it is as though he moves the great ocean of calamities

offering himself as a target to be smashed by waves from

all directions without having a place of escape from it ,

and without a deliverer—a state to which no intelligent

person will dare to expose himself

5. The achievement of position is based on the

inclination of heart, and the inclination of the heart

to the admission ofthe excellence ofothers is not achieved

except by admitting his excellence which is an accidental

matter, especially an accident which quickly disappears*

It is for this reason that the original belief of man con*

cerning the fact that somebody other than him is more

excellent than him is non-existent. If, however, it

materializes, it disappears soon. Now, since position

depends on this view which is transient and since the

essential is stronger than the accidental especially from the

accident that passes away quickly, again, since it is sup-

posed that man turns from the pleasure of position to the

disgrace of rejection and absence of position, all that is

derived from the world is extremely (Fol. 387a) sorrowful

while the pleasure obtained from the feeling of position

does not admit of this disgrace. It is therefore con-

firmed that the best thing is to give up seeking position.
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6. The pleasure of position means the advancing

of the soul to the world of the sensibles and its preoccupa-

tion with the pleasures derived from the sensibles wWch
prevent the soul from advancing to the world of things

spiritual and from being occupied by the high pleasures.

You have already realized that there is hardly any

harmony between the pleasures that flow from the spiri-

tual world and the pleasures which are corporeal.

7. The pleasure of a hungry man is not a

dominating external pleasure which would remove from

the heart the desire of sensual pleasures. But the desire

for the pleasure of position cannot find its way to fulfil-

ment except by the giving up ofsensual pleasures, in spite

of the fact that all the time, he has been remembering

them and making the soul interested in them. Now,

this man, though blessed by the feeling of the pleasure

of position, feels wretched by losing the pleasure of

appetition. Thus he has lost the good and the appeti-

tion as though he possesses no pleasure at all. As for

the pleasure excited by advancing to the world of the

spirituals, it is a strong, dominating sense of plesasurc

with which there remains no sense of a corporeal body,

not to speak of any inclination towards any interest in

it. Now, the intellectual pleasures are pure and unmbccd

with any pain, whereas the pleasure of position is mixed

with the pain oflosing appetition. The first is, therefore,

better (than the other).

8. If the possessor of position thinks that he domi-

nates the hearts ofthe people, the fact is that he is wrong,

as he has to serve, in reality, all creatures and take care

of them. For, when your heart inclines to the fact that

the people of the world should believe in you firmly and

you should rule over them, you will be afraid to do any-

thing that might cause any one of them to go out of your

control instead of obeying you, or turn away from you
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and all those who are engaged in your service. This

necessarily demands that you must constantly look into

their condition, and continuously search their agreeable

and disagreeable aims and objects so much so that you

are constantly aware of their intentions. You, thus,

become a slave in charge of everyone of the disciples.

If you are informed that a particular disciple from

among them has rejected his belief in you and has with-

drawn his allegiance from you, your heart would surely

feel pain and your thought would be confused.

It is therefore confirmed that he who makes himself

the leader ofa group is, in fact, like a pure slave to every-

one ofthem and feels no pleasure except in brooding over

them and feels no sorrow except when they turn away

from him. As for those who perform bay'at (take the

oath of allegiance) every one of them is surely in the care

ofone man . The murid is thus not but a slave of one man

.

As for the murad (the leader), he is the slave of every

one of the disciples. Similarly, the possessor of position

designs to capture hearts while he has, in reality, reached

the extreme limit of slavery.

9. The possessor ofposition is not free from either of

the two possibilities.

Either (i) in decorating himself for the people and

in finding ways to attract their hearts to himself, or (2) in

removing things which would diminish the impression

of grace on him.

When you have known this, we say: The ways

that necessitate the love of position are nothing but ways

of expressing what is believed by the people as an

excellence. The affairs whicli are believed by people

as excellences differ in cities, times, temperaments, kinds

and habits and have no fixed rule and no known regu-

lation. Since the matter is like this, the ways which
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necessarily cause the decay of the position are also

uncertain and unrecorded. The possessor of position is

then engaged in his thought in arranging tliat which has

no arrangement in bringing into being and causing

non-existence.

This urges him to stop thinkmg, arrest the soul and

incur distress, all of which prevent him from all sorts

ofgood actions relating to this world and the other world.

He thus remains throughout his life engaged in finding

ways and means which he knows as absurd and far from

truth, passing hb life (constantly) in the fear that some-

body would remove the veil which conceals them and

would disclose his shame and disgrace. It is known

that this is a calamity which is not superseded by any

other calamity (Fol. 287 b), nor is there any trouble

greater than this.

10. All those who derive great pleasure through

position their pain is greater and more imbearable,

when they remain deprived of position and when it is

lost. Since these feelings meet a kind of loss, they

contradict each other and disappear. Hence, it is neces-

sary to remain in the original condition. Thb is thus

the hint towards the practical treatment,

NOTES
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CHAPTER XII

Pkagtigal Treatments are of Several Kinds

1 . By committing certain permissible actions* a

man incurs blame so much so that he falls in the esti-

mation of the people, his pleasure ofreceiving (the desired

object) vanishes and he chooses to remain obscure.

This is the method of the group of the people known as

Malamatiyah (those who intentionally appear in a bad
and undesirable appearancejust to be condemned by the

people) . But some of them even proceed to do appar-

ently immoral actions in order to be looked down upon

by the people, and thus, they escape the troubles which

come from the attainment of worldly position.

Imam Ghazzali says: There are, however, certain

conditions for incurring condemnation of the people

:

Firstly^ this is not allowed to one who is followed

by the people, because the displaying of undesirable

deeds would weaken faith in the hearts of the Muslims.

Secondfyt he is also not allowed to^ undertake

clearly prohibited objects for the same reason. Yes,

he can be permitted to do such permissible things which

would bring him down from his position in the eyes of the

people.

It is related that a certain king intended to see a

certain ascetic who knowing that the king was near him
hastened to his food that was with him and started taking

if voraciously in big morsels, laughing before the table

and clapping his hands. When the king saw the ascetic

M'
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in this condition, he feU in his estimation and the king

retu^d (without seeing him). The ascetic thereupon

uttered, "Thank Allah Who turned you from mel"

The practical treatment of a man who intends to be

cured ofthis disease is possible either (
i )

in the place where

he became well-known for position and high rank,

or (a) in a place where they did not know him for his

position and high rank.

The first kind of treatment is only possible through

two ways: (i) by removing that which creates position

for him, or (2) by creating that which removes it.

As for the first, we say : There is no doubt that what

urges a man to attain position is nothing but the desire

to manifest one's excellence. Whoever intends to treat

this disease must stop manifesting those exceUences

through which position is achieved. If it does not adiieve

the purpose other means considered to be contraries of

exceUences should obviously be adopted. This is

because the immediate contrary removes the preceding

contrary.

You must know that just as it is possible to manifest

that which is no excellence in such a way that it is

apparently considered as an excellence, it is equally

possible to manifest something which is in itself excellent

in a way that it is apparendy considered as mean. For,

Tvhoever eats a good deal of food with explicit greed,

laughing and clapping, at times refusing and running like

children and mad people, with the intention of getting

rid of the love of position and purifying the heart for the

sake ofAllah, the Exalted, these actions are in reality

great excellences, though they are considered as vicious.

Similarly, whenever a man concentrates persistently on

prayers, and fastings with the intention of capturing

the hearts ofthe people, these actions are in reality vicious
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deeds though they are considered as virtues. The second

kind of treatment, that is, to remove position at a place

where he is not known for his worldly position, can be

resorted to in one way: that is, he should undertake

journey to a country where people do not know him, nor

are they aware of his conditions. Then, he mixes himself

with the masses without doing anythmg which would

distinguish him from the commonalty and would indicate

his excellence. When he does it he escapes the troubles

of the position eatirely.

It is said that when the Emperor Kaykhusro ruled

over his kingdom, his soul inclined earnestly to the

Divine World and he realized that it was not possible to

have both the worldly kingdom and the nearness of the

Divine World. He, therefore, abandoned his kingdom

and journeyed to a place which nobody knew him and

engaged himself with Allah. This is the method in this

respect.
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CHAPTER XIII

(Fol. 288a)

Explanation of the Cure of Disliking Satire

You must know that the actions of the most people

depend upon what satisfies them in their expectation of

praise and fear of condemnation. It can be treated in

more than one way:

(1)

The attribute for which a man is praised either

• exists or does not exist. If it exists it would either neces-

sitate praise in reality or not. If it exists and necessitates

praise, it is necessary that happiness is not caused by this

praise for a number of reasons.

(a) Firstfyy this is a reward of Allah, the Exalted,

which necessitates gratitude. What is manifest is that

man does not stand to thank Allah as he ought to do.

Having been conscious of his inability to thank AUah for

His blessing, tfie man feels necessarily prevented from the

happiness that it confers as he fears that the consequences

are not persistent, hence the blessing may disappear.

The fear of its disappearance does necessarily prevent him

from feeling happy with its achievement.

(b) Secondly, feeling happy with the praise of the

panegyrist makes you indifferent to the remembrance

of Allah, the Exalted. Now, if the achievement of the

attribute necessitates happiness, the attainment of all

that resists the remembrance of Allah causes sorrow- The

happiness that causes sorrow leads to its non-existence.
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(e) Thirdly, that which is cfTectlve in achieving the

excellence is the generosity of Allah, the Exalted, parti-

cularly in favouring you with this bounty.

As for the expression of the praiser, it is a true

statement ofachievement, and it depends upon the praiser.

Now, that which affects an object is stronger than the

effect which is useful for him, but it does not affect this

condition by its presence or absence. It, therefore,

follows that man's absorption into the knowledge that

Allah, the Exalted, has particularly favoured him with

this bulky endowment, keeps him indifferent to the

happiness caused by the praise.

But if there arises no awareness in the heart that

it is a reward of Allah, his sorrow arising from this

indifference will necessarily be stronger than the happiness

caused by the achievement of the reward.

(rf) Fourthly, the praiseworthy quality is achieved

without mentioning any bounty of Allah, the Exalted,

displayed by subjects because it is free from all that

necessitates self-admiration, pride, boasting and their

achievement along with that which necessitates those

evil manners which are dangerous. There is no doubt

that the bounty which is achieved free from all calamities

is dearer than and preferable to their achievement while

afflicted with destructive calamities. Thus it is necessary

that praise is not desired.

(e) Fifthly, human awareness of achieving this

excellence while it is free from the praise of the praisers

necessarily results in the attraction of the heart to the

bounty of Allah and His conferring bounties on man,

while his awareness of achieving excellence as related

to the praise of the praisers necessarily turns the heart

away from God and fixes his attention on God's creatures.

I. The first is undoubtedly the most preferable.

II, As for the second kind, when a person is praised
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for an attribute possessed by him-^an attribute which in

reality does not necessitate praise but it is one of those

which create the impr^sion that it necessitates praise

for stroigth, noble breed and lineage. The treatment

{<^ the disease) is to ponder over the proofs which lead

to the conclusion that they do not cause praise. They

are, on the contrary, whims and are, in short, absurd

ideas which only aggravate ignorance, emphasize deceit

and pride, pile up misdeeds, and cause remoteness from

AUab.

III. As for the third kind, when a man is praised for

a quality which is not in him, his feeling happy and

pleased with this praise is extreme madness. It is, for

example, just like one who is praised for prayer, ab-

stinence from the world, occupation with the service of

Allah, the Exalted, in spite of the fact that he knows

inwardly in his heart that he is devoid of these actions,

and that he only displayed these virtues apparently

not in obedience to Allah but for obtaining wealth and
^

position. This is a case of cheating, and concealing

the fact.

(2)

The Second Treatment of the love of praise is that if

the praise is false, since praise is either false or true, then

the speaker is liable (Fol. 288 b) to be punished for

falsehood and the listener to it who is pleased with it also

necessarily incurs punishment for his being pleased with

disobedience. If, however, the praise is true, then the

speaker who has uttered it has only done so for an

immediate evil motive. The listener is sure to have the

feeling of pride and boasting which would decrease the

reward of his obedieice in the next world. That which

causes necessarily a kind of pride as well as an excellence

free from pride are dearer to intelligent people than the

excellence mixed with pride.
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The Third Treatment. Some people though mostly

praised are in many cases criticized. Now, if there

appears a witty allusion to a man to urge him to feel

happy with praise, he confronts many an allusion to

cause him pain and feel distressed on account of the

criticism. Now, the particular man who has done

this has tried in upsetting the well-being of the world

for himself on account of abundance of sorrows felt

when criticized by the people; he has also tried to upset

the well-being of the next world because one who inquires

into the conditions of the people is barred from Truth.

The Treatment ofDisliking Satire

Whoever condemns you* is either truthful in what

he has said or intends to admonish you, or has said the

truth with the intention of doing harm, or has lied. If

he is truthful, and his intention is to admonish you, then

it is not necessary for anybody to condemn him or to be

enraged with him, nor should one cherish malice against

him. On the contrary, this should be considered as

an endowment from him to you. For, whoever guides

you to your defects has awakened you from the slumber

of ignorance and warned you against a calaniity that

you may escape. If he is truthful but intends to do
' you harm, then, in reality you are to derive benefit from

him and his expression, since you were made aware

of yourself if you were ignorant, or he reminded you

ofsome defect ifyou forgot it, or he pointed out its vicious

character before your eyes if you considered it good.

All these are means for your blessing from which you can

derive benefit. You should therefore seek those factors

which cause blessing and remove those which bring

calamity and misery. He has, in fact, prepared for you

a way through your listening to his criticism. Don't you

see that if you are warned by somebody of your dress
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Ixang aithy, and you arc asked to clean your dress at the

time when you intend to enter upon a king with your

doth carr^g some filth on it, you should fed pleased,

since this wammg is a great opportunity for you?

Sinularly, aU bad manners* are destructive, and

man does not know them perfectly. Sometimes, he

only knows from the expression of his enemies which he

should take as a blessing in disguise. But if the enemy

In^d^ to do harm, it is a perfidy displayed by h.

filthy soul and is, in fact, a blessing from hmx corrfcrred

on you Why should you then feel disple^ed with an

action which is useful in your case and harmful m the

case of the enemy?

As for the Third Kind: it is an allegation fabricated

aeainst you about something from which you arc con-

Xredfrce^ by Allah. You must not dislike it and

must not engage yourself in condemmng xt. On the

contrary, you ponder over the foUowing th«^ factors:

(i) If you arc free from that particular defect, you

arenotfreefromallotherdefects. You should, thcrefo^,

be thankful to AUah, the Exalted, for the fact that He

^d not make your enemy aware of your other ddccts

which you possess and has kept him occupied with the

one from which you are free.

(2) On hearing the allegation on« neccssarUy feels

too much indignant to mix with people. Whoever

turns away from people inclines to the service of the

people inevitably, as man cannot remain without being

engaged in some occupation. He has been created

active. Hence, the condemnation takes you away from

the people and leads you to God whereas praise leads

you away fi^m God to the people. How great is

the difference!

(3) The soul ofthe critic has been vitiated by the vice
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of faUehood in spite of the feet that Allah has purified

you of it. Your gratitude and happiness for this safety

should, therefore, make you indifferent to the sorrow

caused by the condemnation.

(4) Ifyou believe that the action has been performed

by the criUc alone, you arc guilty of associating him

with the power of Allah. You should realize that it is

by the Decree and Decision of Allah and that it is

absurd, or it is caused by the critic, who is weak and there-

fore deserves to be excused.

(5) Just as the critic has afflicted your heart with

sorrow leading your heart away from the creatures to

God, he has, as if, destroyed (Fol. 289a) your world ^'

and has built your hereafter. As for the critic himself,

hchasdestroved* his own hereafter by this expression.

It is, therefore, your duty by way of generosity and

nobility to try to buUd his hereafter. This is why the

Prophet, peace be upon him, said, "O my Lord 1 show my

people right guidance, as they know naught."

/ (6) You should keep your heart away from the

property of the people and their profits and gains.

Having done this you will not mind whether they con-

demn you or commend you. For, what is expected

from their praise is just to receive benefit from them while

there is no harm in their condemnation of you, except

that tiieir favours will be cut off from you. Now that

your heart has no hope of their favours, it is the same to

you whether they praise or criticize you.

(7) You should have your soul overcome by the

feeling of greatness and to believe about yourself that

you are too high to be proud of the commendation of the

praisers or touched by the condemnation of the critics,

or you will believe that a praiser or a critic follows the

track of beasts. When the matter is like this his word
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will hardly have any effect or fruit. Wc have already

mentioned a method for its treatment.

(8) If the criticism is true the sin is to be; borne by

the pet sou who is condemned, since he has acquired

a qualiiy which necessitates condemnation. If it is false

the criiidsni is apparently for the person condemned

but in fact it condemns the critic liimself, since his

proceeding with falsehood itself indicates that he has

acquired evil morals such as the habit of falsehood,

backbiting, impurity of soul and creating doubts in the

hearts (of the people).

(9) If the condemnation is true it amounts to the

propagation of evil, which is a proof of the badness of

the critic's heart and the impurity of soul.

It is therefore necessary for the person condemned

to express his gratitude and thanks to Allah for protecting

him from this quality. If the condemnation is false it

means indifference to the greatness of Allah's commands

and to showing affection to the creatures of Allah.

Hence, it is necessary for the person condemned to be

happy on this, that Allah has saved him from this and

made him indifferent to the sorrow caused by the condem-

nation.

(10) The person who condemns attempts to inflict

sorrow on the heart of the person condemned. In case

the sorrow is felt, the object of tlie enemy is gained, and

in case it is not felt, his endeavour goes waste and his

attempt fails. This indicates that the person condemned

does not hold him in high estimation at all and considers

him of the stock of animals and inanimate beings. He
should not therefore feel aggrieved on hearing the con-

demnation, so that his enemy may not reach his goal

and object.

W
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< CHAPTER XIV )

On the Explanation that People Differ in Bebavino

WITH Respect to Praise and Condemnation^

People have four modes of behaviour in relation to

or.r. who condemns and one who commends :
*

The First mode of behaviour is to feel happy with

praise and praise the praiser, and feel aggrieved with

condemnation and condemn the person who con-

demns. This is the case with most of the people and this

is the basest of all ranks.'

The Second behaviour is not to feel pleased with

praise and to control one*s tongue and parts of onc*s

body so as not to retaliate against it, and to feel aggrieved

lay condemnation, but to hold one*s tongue in order not

to retaliate against it. This is also a case of loss but in

relation to what precedes, it is a perfection.*

The Third mode of behaviour is to meet praise and

condemnation equally,* neither to feel aggrieved on

condemnation nor to feel pleased with praise. Some

people think that this is the case with them, but it is neces-

sary that one should examine oneself. The sign of the

rcahty of this state is that he does not feel in himself

heaviness for the person who condemns when the latter

prolongs his stay with him more than what he feels in

the case of the praiser. Similarly, he does not feel in

himself more pleasure and happiness in meeting the

needs of the praiser than what he feels in meeting the

needs of the person who condemns. Nor should the

I i
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dissociation of the condemning person be easier for himi

than that of the praising one.

If it is said, how can praise and condemnation be-

equal to him when praise demands that the praiser should

show respect to the state of the person praised which is

an obedience," and condemnation demands that the

condemning agent proceeds to harm his Muslim brother

«<*9* (Fol. aSgb) which is a sinful disobedience?

Wc answer: It is certain that if the person who is

condemned thinks over the matter, he will know that

there are people who commit great sins more than the

sin committed by the condemning agent in condemning

the person condemned. Such being the case, his nature

will not feel scared away from them. And also, the

praiser' who praises him continues incessantly to con-

demn others notwithstanding the fact that he does not

feel disgusted with him, as he feels scared away from his

praise. Condemnation in so far as it is disobedience does

not differ whether it is in respect ofhim or the condemn-

ed or anybody else. It is, thus, confirmed that the con-

demned person only feels enraged in obedience to his

own selfish mterests and not in obedience to his Lord.

But the Satan makes him think that it is a part of faith

and that Allah has made him from among those concern-

ing whom He has said: "Say, Shall Wc inform you who

will be the greatest losers by their works ? Those whose

effort goeth astray in the life of the world, and yet they

reckon that they do good work".^

The Fourth modeofbehaviour is to dislike praise*

and like condemnation knowing that praise will drag

him from the Light of the Grace of Allah the True, to

the darkness of the sphere of the created, and condemna-

tion guides him to his defects and takes him from the

darkness of the sphere of the created to the Lights of the

rcakn of Truth. These arc the ranks which have bcca
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mentioned by Shaikh GhazzaU. I have, in this concern,

a Fifth behaviour, I mean, he remains totally free from
praise and condemnation, neither does he like them nor

dislike them, nor does his heart turn to them. This is

the rank of those Truthful who dive deep into the Light

of the Grace of Allah the Exalted. In his heart there is

no place for anybody other than Allah. He who does

not conceive of a thing cannot possibly like or abhor it.

Again, the Shaikh has said: The lowest rank is the

first rank, next is the second which is weak. The reason

is that if man stops showing respect to a praiser and

disgrace to one who condemns, it is inevitable that he

stimulates the praiser by indicating that his heart has

a great inclination to him and his love for him is deep.

EaE^laaatson of Impressions of Praise

Love and hatred are conditions which are liable to

excess and weakness. Hence, people are of different

positions in this respect.

The First Position is to have great love for praise^**

and panegyric so much so that he thinks that it is nearly

a form of worship, and does not care if he commits

forbidden things. There is no limit for its making

impression on the hearts of the people and making their

tongues utter the praise.

The Second Position is to seek praise not by dissi-

mulation and committing unlawful deeds but by doing

permitted deeds. This is on the edge of the dreadful

stream, since the limits of the speech contained in hearts

cannot be comprehended. So, it is almost sure to fall

into that which is not lawful for seeking praise and is

akin to those who are going to perish.

The Third (impression) is that he does not want

praise,** nor does he endeavour to seek it. But when
he is praised, happiness does encompass his heart. If he

I
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docs not treat this state by makiiig effort (Muj5hadah)

it is likely that due to excessive happiness hemaybe pulled

back to the preceding position.

The Fourth is that he docs not at heart fed happy

on hearing praise. One who possesses this state is

sure always to realize the calamities when he feels at

heart pleased, so that he may not fall back into the

rank that precedes the present one.

The Fifth is that he dislikes praise" when he

hears it. But this dislike does not end in abhorring the

praiser and disapproving of him.

The Sixth istodblike^* (the praiser), to be angry

with and to condemn him while he is truthful. But his

heart loves the praiser except that he intends to express

his sincerity and truthfulness which is derived from him.

Hence, contrary to this, the states differ in relation to

a person who condemns and to one who prabes. Its

first rank is to express anger and its last rank is to express

happiness.

a.
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< CHAPTER XV >

Discourse on Hypocrisy and its Laws

The word ( 'bj) (Riya) is derived from
(
hjj

)

(Ruyat), to see and A***. * (Sum'ah) from *iU—, to

hear. It is defined as to mainfest a behaviour^ out of

the behaviours which are believed by the people who are

present on the spot as excellent behaviours for the reason

that they should believe that he is adorned with this

(Fol- 290a) excellent behaviour while he is in fact devoid

of the particular excellent character.

You should know that this happens sometimes in

worldly affairs and sometimes in the affairs that relate

to the Din, religion (the other world).

The First case is that of a man who behaves in a

manner to impress upon the people that he is a wealthy

man, while, in fact, he is not wealthy. His purpose in

doing so is to induce the belief that he is a rich man
among those people who hold that worldly wealth is

an excellence.

The second case is like the one who commits certain

actions which indicate his abstinence from the world and
devotion to Allah, to induce people to believe that he

is a hermit whereas, in reality, he is not. Now, the defi-

nition which we have mentioned is an extreme hypocrisy

concerning the affairs of the next world, religion, and

this world. But the second kind is usually known which

is hypocrisy concerning religious affairs. As for hypocrisy

concerning the worldly aCffairs, it is called "seeking

position and high life.'*'

290ir
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L case with lowering the voice, keeping the eyes down

td h^lf thin in order to indicate that he keepsfastmg

and has great respect for the Faith.
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The Second kind is hypocrisy in appearance and

dress.* As for appearance, he keeps the head cast

down in walking in order to indicate his deep thmkmg;

similar is the case with keeping the mark of prostration

constantly on the forehead.

As for the dress, (he wears) coarse clothes, woollen

garments, and wears scanty of clothes, having long

skirts, narrow sleeves, neglecting all care for clothes

taking no notice of burning or tearing and patching.

AH this he displays in order to give the people an

indication through them that he follows the Sunnah and

the path of the devoted worshippers, the virtuous from

among the ancient saints who express their need to Allah.

Had this ignorant man put on lofty sort of garments

lawfully with the intention that he is not charged with

hypocrisy and grandeur it would have been surely better

for him. To this category belongs putting on patched

clothes, performing prayer on a special Sajjadah, and

putting on blue clothes which are used by the Sufis while

he is devoid of the realities of Tasawwuf (mystical

achievement) inwardly.

There b another group* which intends to appear

like the virtuous people in clothes and figure not allowmgr

itself to wear base clothes. They want to unite the two

kinds together and look for thin woollen, lofty lookmg

dresses and coloured, tattered clothes to wear them but

the value of their clothes is as the value of the dresses of

the rich and even more. This is by way of pomp and

*
""^Asforthehypocrisy'ofthc people of this world,

they dress in delicate fine clothes, and ride on costly

horses decorated with golden implements and gudded

weapons in order to indicate abundance of their wealth

and, thus, attain an additional position and wealth.

The Third kind is to make a show-off m speech i*

Hi
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cither for the people of the Faith by mentioning (Fol.

aQob 290b) admonitions and narrating sayings of the Prophet,

the companions and their followers, or by mentioning

the arguments used by famous teachers and jurists, the

object being to silence the opponents in the presence of

the people which would indicate his vast knowledge of

sciences, and by moving lips with the remembrance of

Allah in the presence of the people- and by ordering to

do what is good and to refrain from the undesirable,

expressing anger in respect of disapproved acts. All

this is done just to indicate his power of abstinence.

As for the people oftheworldj their means of show*

are verses, proverbs, parables, witty sayings and anecdotes

causing laughter in order to indicate the delicacy of their

nature and the abundance of their information on

different arts.

The Fourth kind of hypocrisy is to make a show-

off in action*® like the hypocrisy displayed by a

mufalli in prolonging qiydnty standing, sujud, prostration

rttk'u (bending) and lowering head and similarly by the

pretension of fasting, eating a little, going for pilgrimage

and sacred war, and by slow walking, avoiding quarrels,

lowering eyes and slow-proceeding; but when he finds

himself alone he returns to his original nature with all

passible haste.

As for the people of the world," their showy

behaviour is coquetry, walking with pride, movement of

hands and walking in close steps in order to indicate

position and pomp.

The Fifth kind : showy actions displayed by keeping

company,** like the one who wants to visit the chiefs,

the vaziers, and the associates of the king, so that it is

said about him that the particular person visited him just

to induce the rest of the people to visit him on account

of his excellence, pomp and power. Similar is the
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category of those who very*often meet saints and tmder-
take journey so that it may be said that he has achieved

:sciences and benefits. He is, therefore, visited by the

people.

As for the people of the world, their showy actions

find expression in serving great rulers, and undertaking

the "enterprises of the king.

This is the collection** of all that by which the

hypocrites make a show off. All of them want by it

position and place in the hearts of the people.

Explanation of the Ranks of Hypocrites in

Hypocrisy

The First Rank is to enjoy the respect and honour
of the people through their good faith in him. Many a
hermit ** retires to his temple for many years. Many
an ascetic and a worshipper only display zuhd and
*ibadat by retiring into a monastery, or a cave on the top

of a hill for a long period, their pleasure and life being to

establish their position and having name and fame among
the people. If, however, there occurs in the mind of the

ascetic the idea that the people do not have that faith

in him he would surely die of grief.

The Second Rank is that he should not remain

content** with their faith and wants that the people

should speak of his qualities and shower on him praise

and encomium in a good manner and spread his fame all

over the towns to induce the people to visit him.

The Third Rank is to find through hypocrisy a

means*" to acquire forbidden things, collect articles,

pollute the wealth of orphans, endowments of the needy

or the ailing persons. This is the worst of the groups of

hypocrites.

You should know that Shaikh Ghazzali has

mentioned this kind with detail. He explains that some
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cases of hypocrisy are lawful and some unlawful.

Then, when he starts giving details, he explains that

seeing worldly position b sometimes permissible and

sometimes forbidden-*' To me, this is to be realized

in more than one way:

1. The grades of seeking position have already

been mentioned in the chapter on the Position.' So,

it is ofno use to repeat the same here.

2. Hypocrisy is one thing and seeking position is

somethmg different. This is because we have explained

that hypocrisy includes the cases of keeping up false

appearances,** concealment and trying to induce the

people to believe in something which m reality does

not exist. This is totally forbidden, because to keep up

false appearances and to lead astray are both totaUy

forbidden. It is, therefore, cstabUshed that hypocrisy

docs not necessarily follow from disregarding the position

by way of keeping up false appearances which is wholly

forbidden.

The treatment of hypocrisy is cither by knowledge

or by action. That is, the man should realize what great

harms are caused by hypocrisy in religion and in the world.

As for the harm in religion, it is caused in a number

ofways:

Firstly, the action is only committed wherever it

is done to show respect to Allah. When man acts it

and claims (Fol. 291a) that he intends to please AUah

the Exalted, in spite of the fact that the intention is not

in his heart and he has only committed it for beings

other than Allah.*' This indicates a number of great

rins. (i) For example, this indicaltcs that "the other"

is of greater significance in his heart than Allah or else

hft would not have transmitted the right of Allah to

someone else This indicates that tte man is ignorant

in all respects.
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Secondly, had he sincerely obeyed Allah he would

have praised Allah to the full extent and he would not

have displayed it with hypocrisy. By praising a certain

sultan he was led to praise the basest of AUali's creatures.

This is nothing but sheer ignorance and stupidity.

Thirdly^ when he claims in his wtirds tliat he has done

tills fortn of obedience for the sake of Allah, while he had

only done it for some one other than Allah, he is like a

person who mocks at AUah.^" It may be explained

by a parable viz. that a man stands before a king all

day long as is the habit of servants. The reason of his

standing over there was to look at a certain girl out of the

girls or at a particular slave of the king. This is to mock

at the kin!?.

Fourthly, this is just like behaving lightly with

Allah,'* the Exalted, since whoever is present before

the i^reatest of all kings in power, dominance, grace and

excellence and presents to Him some of his applications

while his heart was not attached to the discourse with

the king, his heart was rather attached to a slave, the

meanest of all those who were present. This indicates

his bad opinion regarding the king and his treating him

lightly. The same situation is here. This leads to

the conclusion that he believes about the king that he is

a liar in hb claim of being powerful and generous. It

is for these reasons that the Prophet, (peace be on him)

said that "hypocrisy is the highest form of polytheism".^
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32. The hadiih contains jx^cVl in place of J^^^ Imam Afemad

has recorded this hadi& on the authority ofMahmud ibn Labid,

and al-T&barani has narrated the same from Mahmud ibn

Labid on the authority of Rafi' ibn Khadij ias follows;

_^V1 dJjiJi (»5^ wiW L o>l 0>

Al-I:Iakim has recorded this hadith as a part of the hadiiU of

Shaddad ibn Aws and has declared its isnad {the chain of

narrators) as genuine: His words arc:

*\ij\ Ol JL- J AjU 40)1 J^ -oilj^o •*<-* J* -^^ < CHx\Pl ER X\ i

The Explanation of Conceai

You must know that the three ! -
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.

i
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and feeling severely sleepy which all indicate the mani-

festation of severe boldness.

The third sign is to give up all these affairs. But he

considers that people* like to greet him with Salaam,

and feel blessed in his presence, and shake hands with

him, offer him gifts and declare him as leader and for<^o

to demand their money if he bought something.

They narrate it on the authority of *Ali b. Abu

Talib, (Allah may adorn his face with grace) !
that he

said,* 'Allah, the Exalted, will say on the day of

Resurrection, "is it not that prices were made cheap

for you? Did they not begin with salutation? Were

your needs not fulfilled ? Go away, surely you got your

full wages."

You must know that the entire purpose of worship,

and forms of obedience, is to keep the soul away from

the world of the sensuous things and to cause it turn to

the world of spiritual beings so that the man at the time

of his death separates himself from the disagreeable to

the agreeable. But one who displays virtuous deeds from

the motive of hypocrisy has accomplished his attachment

to the world of the sensuous things and has gone to the

furthest limit in running away ftom the world of

the spiritual beings. Therefore, at the time of death he

changes (Fol. 291b) from the agreeable to the disagree-

able, from the pleasant to the painful. Thus, there

happens a great catastrophe.

You must know that whenever a man is aware of the

difference between a man and animal, as far as knowledge

of his worship is concerned, his endeavour is caused by

hypocrisy.* Since he gives up his hope from the animals,

he does not care for the presence of animals. Had he

been sincere and contented with the knowledge ofAU^

he would have surely not turned to others to know of bis

activity. In case a little of difference occurs, hypocrisy
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is sure to appear.

If you say, *Is it intelligible that he feels happy

when others Icam of his performing prayer in spite of his

being sincere" ? We shall answer, 'This is possible in

a few cases."

1. One feels pleased with sincerity wlien the case is

considered from the point of view that Allah informs'

the people of his good action and conceals from them his

vicious deeds. All this is based on Allah's taking care

•of him. In this case if he feels happy, this will be con-

sidered surely as a case of pure sincerity which is meant

by the expression of Allah, "Say, in the bounty of Allah

and in His mercy: therein let them rejoice".'

2

.

The thought prevails on him tha t when Allah has

brought into open his good deeds and concealed his evil

deeds in the world, it is obvious that He will do him a

similar favour in the next world, as is indicated by the

expression of the Prophet :• "Allah has not concealed

anything for his own slave in this world but shall conceal

the same for him in the next world.

3. When his idea is predominantly this that those

who will see his good actions will very much like to follow

him,*" then their learning of his virtuous deeds will

cause a multiplication of good deeds. Then, his feeling

happy on the information of others of his good deeds

is pure sincerity and worshipfulness.

4. The criticisms** against his performing obe-

dience due to the fact that they have considered him great

and submitted to him indicate that they are interested ii^

religion and piety. If he feels pleased with their good

faith in the religion and the grandeur of Shari'ah, this is

due to his pure belief But if he feels happy on their

getting information of his acts of obedience just to

utilize it for deriving worldly gains from them, this is*

then, the condemned hypocrisy."

.*
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1. The aim ofexpecting reward is the dominating factor which urge*

one to perform some modes of worship; and this is indicated

by the behaviour of the agent himself. Imam Ghazzah has.

explained the same in the following words, vide. Iljya', HU

p. 297:

u^^c^i Sc^^^^ c *^-^^-' -^'^

2. Cf. al-Ihya', HI. p. 297= »

^jjj^\ ^i ^> -W > J-*i Ji^-J' 1^ J . . .
*J

3. This is the second indication as explained by Imam Razi. This,

point is also derived from the I^ya', III. p- 297:

4. Ibid.:
. ..

,

5. Cf. Ihva'. III. p. 298:

^ ^
'' • - •

;:.l ji < ^<J ^i *^-" ^.^Jt a J'

6. Ibid.:
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7. All the four kinds of "the praiseworthy happiness" enjoyed by

the agent who is declared as free from 'show' (riya*) are apparently

derived from the Ihya', p. 298:
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8. Surah al-Yunus: 58.

9. Cf. al-Ihya', III. p. 299:
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hadidi narrated on the authority ofAbu Hurayrah.
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2. Ibid.:
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( CHAPTER XVII >

On the Explanation of the Concealed anij

Manifect HvPocaiisY, Which Nulufies

THE Deed and Which Does Not.*

Hypocrisy appears cither after the entire action has

been performed with sincerity, or in the course of the

action which is begun with sincerity. Or, hypocrisy

appears after the action attains perfection which is in two

ways:

I. After finishing the action with sincerity it»

so happens that the agent comes to know that a certain

king has learnt of his proceeding with the action and

feels pleased in his heart, the worshipper of Allah grows

happy on learning that a ruler knows of his worshipfuless.

In this case it is expected from Allah, the Exalted, that He

will not nullify the reward of his action, as his knowledge

is adorned from eternity with sincerity and the pleasure

that has occurred has not appeared by his volition. It

is, therefore, necessarily liable to be forgiven. But the

appearance of this state indicates that the man is not

sincere and trutiiful. For, had it been so. he would not

surely have turned to informing anybody otfier than

Allah of his obedience after realising that Allah has

already seen his condition.

2. When a slave (of Allah) finishes^ his work

with sincerity, informs the people of it and makes a

<iisplay of his acts for them, this hypocrisy destroys tiie

reward of his past deeds, according to some authorities.
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They argue with what has been narrated that a man
said, "Gould I, Messenger ofAllah ! keep fast for the whole
of my life?" He said, 'Neither would you keep fast nor
would you break it (for the whole of life)'*.*

It has been narrated on the authority of Ibn Mas^ud
that he heard a man saying, "Last evening I read tiic

Sura al-Baqarah". He (Ibn Mas'ud) said, "This
(information) degraded him in the eyes of Allah".'

Some of them have held that the agent will be
rewarded for his preceding sincerity, and will be
punished • for this later hypocrisy. Allah, the Blessed,

passes His judgement concerning him with justice in

consideration of the good and the distinction between
what is an addition and what is defective. They explain

away the Hadith by saying that the warning is perhaps
an indication 10 his dislike of the fasting for the whole
of life (Fol. 292a) perpetually.

The Second kind includes the following cases:

That a man begins his worship with sincerity, then there

appears the motive of hypocrisy' in the course of action

by an accident according to which it is either mere
happiness which docs not affect his acts, or a pretension

which induces him to act; in case, it induces him to act

it either impinges on the results of the action or the root
of tite action. Thus, thb division* contains three

kinds:

The First kind is that the accident is nothing but
mere happiness which is the basest of its grades. For,
^ari^ al-Mubasibi says: This pleasure surely nulliEes'

the action, since when happiness is caused to his heart
by the fact that the people have been informed of his
piety and worshipfulncss, this pleasure induces him to
undertake to act. When the pleasure urges him to act
it is impossible that the first tntentioh of doing it for

the sake of Allah, the Exalted, would induce him to act.

393«
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since a single inipression cannot be caused by two

independent agents and the one in action is better to

remove the other than the reverse. Thus the reward

of this action is something which resembles the reward

of Allah and thus it is necessary that he should feel

pleased.

Those who hold that the pleasure under reference

will not nullify the reward cite as a proofwhat has been

narrated that a man said, "O the Messenger of Allah!

Surely I conceal my action and do not like that anybody

should get information of it. But when anyone gets

the information of it, it pleases me". The Holy Prophet

said, "O my Allah I Thou hast surely two rewards—the

reward of secrecy and the reward of divulgencc."**

Again, since this additional pleasure docs not result in

action it indicates that it is weak and not preferable in

relation to the intention of sincerity, and what is not

preferred is characterised with non-existence.

But this view has been controverted in three ways".

(i) It may be that the pleasure is only felt after

finishing the action; (2) it may be that the pleasure is

only felt because he believes that others would follow

him by the indication that he would be rewarded if

some others display the action by way of following him.

Nobody from the Ummah has ever expressed (in so

many words) that the pleasure caused by the praise of

the people is a reward. The utmost result of the praise

is that he may be forgiven. (3) The ^aditfj under

reference is weak in the chain ofnarrators.

The Second kind which aflfects the modality of the

action but not the root of the action is like the case of

a person who begins his prayer because he is impressed

by the greatness of Allah, the Exalted, feels pleased on

realising the presence of a group of people who arrive

there in the course of his prayer. Thus, he is induced
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i^y this pleasure to display increased devotion andadorauon to Allah which he would now have displayed
^fthey would not have arrived. Hence, here in this
case, there IS a motive of hypocrisy which affects themood of the action with additional devotion and
attachment.

To cite an example, take the case" of a person who
begins a supererogatory prayer (namaz) . I„ the courseof the prayer a certain accident occurs. Now, he desires
to look uito the matter. But for the presence of some
people he would have surely cut short his prayer But
Since some people have arrived there, he completes his
prayer fearing they would condemn him (if he cuts
short the prayer). Here, there is a casr of hypocrisy
which affects the root of the action.

You must know that those who happen to be in
the first rank, realize that the second is more apt to
be absurd and the third is most apt to be absurd.

Then, here there is another delicate matter, viz,,
the modes of worship are of two kinds : Some are such
an independent form of worship by themselves that any
other part does not require to be added to them to
show their genuineness, such as the recitation from the
Qur'an, as the recitation of each and every letter and
sentence is a mode of worship. Some modes of worship
are not so, some parts of them depend upon the
correctness of some other parts, such as §alat. Sawm
yau,aswhena part thereof suffers from some defectthe whole of It is declared defective, and when a part is
ound correct the rest is declared correct and the whole

IS regarded as perfect and genuine.
On realizing this it is clear to you that the danger

of an accident leading to hypocrisy in the course of
forms of worship of the Second Kind is greater and
severer than the appearance of such an accident in the
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course of the first kind.

As for the Third Kind in which the motive of

hypocrisy appears in the primary stage** of the worship,

it is of two kinds: Either (i) this occurs in the faldt

and its nijryat (intention) and continues with the motive

of hypocrisy till he finishes the prayers. There is no

aga* disagreement (Fol. 292b) in the fact that he completes

the prayer but is not considered to be worship even

though he performs faldt. Or (2) he repents in the

course of the prayer. In this case, there are two

opinions: according to one opinion his faldi is not as all

valid, while no other intention is found in the case. It

follows necessarily that his prayer is not at all genuine,

at all the actions which he committed after the faldt

were not consummated and went in vain. The second

opinion is that the modes of worship are only judged

on the basis of how they end. When the end is

attained with sincerity it b considered correct and

genuine. Tlie best thing is to say that if this action

was caused from the very beginning by mere hypocrisy

without the feeling of sincerity, the action would not

be confirmed as worship and whatever action followed

it would not be correct. As an example, consider

the case of a man who does not perform faldt nor

does he fast when he is alone.** But when he finds

people he starts praying. Now, this prayer is without

nijyat (intention). For, the niyyat means to intend to

do something as a mode of worship to exalt Allah, the

Exalted, and this concept is not present here.

If the motive of hypocrisy is found together with

the motive of Faith and the latter" gets preference,

it will have to be considered while "the preferred" in

relation to **the preferable** will be non-existent. If

both motives happen to be equal and commensurate

both of them will fall. And that which is preferred
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will obviously fall.

A Problem: When a man enjoys some sort of faith

in an action of hypocrisy, which is a calamity of ibis

world and the next world, takes the trouble ofexpressing

his dislike for hypocrisy at heart, and continuously

conceals his good deeds and brings to light his misdeeds

and this b the best way of treating hypocrby—but

with all thb—he finds hb heart inclined to hypocrisy,

liking it in spite of the fact that he abhors hb liking

for it. Now, will he be counted in the group of the

hypocrites or among those who are truthful?

Al-Ghazzali (Allah's peace be upon him) says:**

"Allah does not place a burden on Hb slave but to

the extent to which he possesses strength. We have

already seen that the best way to treat hypocrby b to

compare one's belief, condition and action with their

contraries. When a slave displays this, he performs all

that is in his power, and anything which is outside it,

is not in his power. It b, thus, necessary that he should

not be blamed for it.

An argument has been advanced against this in

what has been narrated that the companions of the

Prophet complained to him and said:** "Our hearts

sometimes entertain thoughts which cannot be expressed.

It is better that we should fall down from the heaven

and be snatched away by a bird and thrown into a

remote place by the wind, than that we should speak

to anyone about these thoughts. The Holy Prophet

said, «thb b the clear faith.**. (Imam) al-Ghazzali

says, "They did not find but a whim and evil tfiought

and dblike. It cannot be said that "Explicit faith'*

means «*inner evil thought"; there remains, now,

nothing but dislike which is equivalent to an *'inncr

evil thought".
^

Having cstablbhed this we say :
hypocrby,-
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though greatly disliked, removes the smaller harm. The
best thing witli what is achieved is that all that is desired

by ilie soul is true if the sou! dislikes it. But if the soul

is pleased with it or inclines to it, then it is surely from the
Satan and the (evil) soul.

You must know that this problem gives rise to an-
other problem. That is, when the Satan is unable** to

induce a man to display hypocrisy he lets him think that

the righteousness of his heart lies in waging war against
the Satan. By this method the Satan finds a means
to create a doubt concerning the clarity of the heart.
Again, to be engaged in fighting with the devil is to be
kept away from the pleasures caused by things which
are permitted by Allah, the Exalted.

You must know that the people in this place havc^
grades: (i) to be engaged in fighting with the devil aiid

in resisting him; (2) to be content with declaring that the

Satai! is a liar and not to engage oneself in quarrtjlling

with him; (3) not to engage oneself even in declaring

that the Satan is a liar but to continue as usual to dislike

hypocrisy without engaging himself in accusing him of
falsehood or opposing him; (4) to be determined on this

that whenever the devil opposes him regarding a con-
dition out of the conditions ofsincerity, he must intend to

perform those actions which necessitate sincerity.

Haridi al-Muliasibi has mentioned a parable*' to
explain aU the four grades saying, "they are like four
persons who intend to be benefited by attending the
lecture of a learned man. A deviating innovator envies

293a them on this and approaches one of them (Fol. 293a)
asking him not to attend the lecture. But when he
refuses, the innovator engages him in fightmg. The man
wants to refute hig misleading nature and rcihains
quarrelling with him tiU he misses "the sitting of
knowledge". At this, the object of the deviator person

is fulfilled.

When the s«:ond man passes by him he prevents

him and stops him. So, he (the second man) halts

and rejects the prohibition of the deviator. But he docs

not engage himselfin fighting. The deviator is, however,

pleased with the duration of his halting there for defying

him.

The third man also passes by him but does not pay

any heed to him, nor does he engage himself in defying

him or fighting with him. He, on the contrary, passes

along making the deviator totally disappointed.

The fourth one also passes by without stopping

there, rather hastens his steps.

It is likely that they return and pass by the deviator

a second time, and all of them be approached by him

excepting the last one whom he will not approach fearing

that he will hasten his steps.

The Second kind: They have disagreed whether

it is necessary to wait** for the Satan before he

infuses a doubt or it is necessary for him to rely on

Allah who Himself will protect him.

A group of people hold : The best thing is to give

up the idea of waiting in an ambush. This is supported

by more than one reason.

{a) Verily to wait in an ambush to defy the devil

will necessitate indifference to the remembrance ofAllah.

It therefore means to fall into the trap of the Satan.

{h) To wait for the Satan is to rely on the soul,

whereas to refer the matter to Allah is to rely on Truth.

Whoever therefore waits for the Satan, in fact relies on

his soul and has therefore fallen in the trap ofthe Satan.

{c) The Satan is a weak creature*' who has no

power over anything as has been expressed by Allah,

the Exalted, in the language of the Satan himself:/'And

I had no power over you save tiiat I called unto you and

J
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you obeyed me".**

As for Allah, the Exalted, 'He has the right of

commanding and prohibiting. And to refer the matter

to Allah is to take caution, since whoever relies on Allah

his reliance b sufficient for him.

(d) It is not possible for a man to rely on Allah

unless he is sure that Allah knows every object of know
ledge and is powerful over all the objects of power, has

a general Mercy, an encompassing Grace and Judge-

ment (Decree) and that nobody has any power against

His Power, nor has anybody any mercy with His

Mercy. When a heart is enlightened with these objects

of gnosis, the Satan does not find a way to him. These

objects of knowledge become a means for achieving

peace and safety from quarrelling with the Satan.

As for those who wait for the Satan to combat his-

infuiing doubts, they need to adopt ways and means.

Another group of people holds that it is n^essary to

be cautious about Satan*' and argues by saying that

absorption in gnosis and love does not save any one from

the stings of the Satan, since prophets were greatest of

all in esteemed knowledge and love but they were not

firee from the influence of Satan. Allah, the Exalted,

has said: "Never sent We a messenger or a prophet

before thee but when he recited (the message), Satan

proposed (opposition) in respect of that which he redted

thereof.""

The Holy Prophet said, "verily the Satan is assisted

against my heart",'* in spite of the fact that his Satan

had surrendered (or embraced Islam) and always

commanded to do good.

Again, Allah, the Exalted, had explained to Adam
and Eve that the Satan was different from them and was

their enemy, in His expression: **0 Adam! This is an

enemy unto thee and unto thy wife, so let him not drive
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you both out ofthe Garden so that thou come to toil."**

Allah, the Exalted, only forbade** a particular tree

(for them). But with all these (forms of caution) both

ofthem fell into the trap of Satan.

When this is the condition of prophets and friends

of Allah what would be the condition of others? Moses

said, "This is of the devil's doing."** Joseph said,

**
after Satan had made strife between me and my

brethren".** Allah says: "O Children of Adam!
Let not Satai) seduce you as he caused your first parents

to go forth from the Garden "**

The Qur'an contains many verses in which man has

been cautioned against Satan. How is it possible to pay

no heed to these warnings ?

Again, Allah, the Exalted, has ordered us to be

cautious of the infidels and said, "and let them take

their precaution and their arms".**

He has also said, "Make ready for them all thou

•canst of (armed) force and of horses tethered."**

Now that it is necessary for you to be cautious against

the unbelieving enemy while you see him it is far more

necessary to be careful of the enemy who sees you, while

you do not see him.

They have replied to the first discourse and have

said, "to be cautious against the Satan (Fol. 293b) means

that one should constandy act upon the alignments

of religion which leads to the belief in difficult activities

so that nature may not get the upperhand. When the

divine law becomes dear to one, consideration for the

welfare of the people is entrusted to the Creator. This

is the place of reality and engrossment in servitude.

Don't you see we surely eat and drink and then rely

on the Grace of Allah in achieving health and the curing

of diseases? Similarly, we prepare to fight the unbelie-

vers believing fully that success and assistance is only

293*
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tVom Allah. Likewise we are cautious about the

^.itan'^ and believe that Allah alone guides us aright

oi causes us to go astray. This is the view adopted by

ai-Harith al-Muliasibi, and this is the view of those

who arc perfect, who unite the consideration of th**

laws of the Shari'ah with that of the methods of mys-

ticism.

When you have understood this problem we say that

tiicy have disagreed concerning the condition of the

caution in three ways: Some people 'say,^ when

AlLih has warned us against the enemy it is necessary

ihat the recall of this caution must be most dominating

over our hearts. Some others have held that this would

keep the heart iway from the remembrance of Allah,

the Exalted, and keep it engaged entirely in fighting

dxe Satan and his party which isjust what Satan desires.

One should, on the contrary, bring together the remem-

brance of Allah and the remembrance of the warning

^nven against Satan.

Those who arc well-versed say: *• '*Both the

gioups have committed mistakes. As for the first group,^

this is so because whoever isolates himself, concentrates

on fighting the Satan and forgets everything else is sure

to become indifferent to the remembrance of Allah,

which is the real aim of the Satan. Again, the Satan

cannot enter into the heart which contains the light of

the remembrance of Allah, the Exalted. As soon as the

heart becomes devoid of the light, the Satan overtakes

it necessarily. Thus, complete isolation for fighting

the Satan necessarily helps the Satan in dominating the

heart.

The Second Group** has shared the views of the

first group : Since when the remembrance of Allah, the

exalted, and the remembrance of fighting with the Satai>

come together in the same heart, it remains deprived
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of the remembrance of Allah to the extent to which

it is engaged in remembering some one other than Allah.

Now, righteousness is that the devotee determines in his

heart to be the enemy of the Satan, and leaves this

idea like a defeated object to the soul. Then, he under-

takes entirely the remembrance ofAllah and saves himself

from being afHicted at heart by the matter of the Satan.

Then again, if In this situation the idea of Satan passes

through his mind, he takes caution of him. When he

grows firm he engages himself in defying him. And
to be engaged with the remembrance of Allah in this

way will not prevent him from awakening. On the

contrary, it is feared that he may fall asleep while having

been afraid ofmissing an enterprise at the time ofsunrise.

Hence, it is necessary for him to be cautious. Often he

wakes up in course of the night before the dawn appears,

since his heart remains cautious although in sleep he is

indifferent to this caution. How can his engagement

with the remembrance of Allah prevent him from taking

caution ? This case has rather a different example, viz.

there is a well** containing impure water. Now,

tlie owner of the well wants to purify the well by removing

the impure water so that pure water may flow from it.

Thus, whoever is engaged in the remembrance of Satan

is like the person who has left impure water in the well,

and whoever combines the remembrance of Allah and

that of Satan is he who adopts measures to let the pure

watei- flow but it is mixed with impure water.

The person who attains righteousness is he who

takes out impure water entirely and gets hold of pure

water, his case being like the one who is engaged in the

remembrance of Allah. In short, there is no way to

drive away the Satan except by remembering Allah,

the Exalted, as He says: Lo! those who ward off (evil),

when a glamour from the devil troubleth them, they
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do but remember (Allah's guidance)'*.**

"When the Satan is driven away only by keeping
oneself engaged in the remembrance of Allah, it is neces-

sary to continue this remembrance till safety and weapon
grow strong for driving the Satan away. Whenever
diversion from the remembrance of Allah is stronger

the weapon is weaker and, on the contrary, when the

remembrance of Allah increases the weapon of driving

away the Satan grows stronger.

The first group holds that it is confirmed by these

discourses that whenever the remembrance of Allah at

heart is perfect, distinct and free of doubts, the power
of defence is perfect. But the engagement in the remem-
brance of the Satan pollutes the purity of the remem-
brance. This necessitates the weakness of the weapon
(Fol. ss94a). All this necessitates the opposite f»f the'

desired object, and is contrary to the purpose.

Rather we say, "he whose knowledge of Allah is

perfect his heart is strengthened and fortified. When the

fortress is strong the Satan is unable to tamper with it

or commit a theft. This is, therefore, the perfect method.
And here they reach a dreadful object, i.e.y to be
engaged in external deeds means to be engaged in some-
thing other than Allah, which would necessitate the

domination of the Satan over the heart. Whoever is

subject to this must necessarily show indiflfercnce to Allah,

the Exalted. This is a dreadful discourse which has a
disliked depth leading to the appearance of dangers.
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8 li.e .use that Riya (show) induces a man to undertake a pc

formance contains, according to Imam Razi. three alternative,:

(i) to feel happy at the news that people are aware of his

^;L;:;rmance-7case in which ysrifl. al-Mubis.b. stat« that

'

I the happiness urges him to perform his religious d"""'
^j^^

pe ormal wiU go in vain; (.) to improve the <l-^ty -^ '^-

p formance realizing in its course that he « watched; and

(.TVhe show (riya) affects the performance itselfwh.ch. divided

i two: either the show is found in the beginning and r«maim.

Xhe end of the performance-a case which » «>-<»^ -

„.,,1 and void-or the show (riya) vanishes at the end «^ the

performance is completed with sincerity. There « a diff^ence

of opinion concerning the last case. Some scholars decla«

absurd as Nivyat (intention) is not renewed. Others accept it

as valid considering the end of the performance.

9. Cf. al-lhva, III. p. 300:
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(CHAPTER XVIII)

Explanation of Permission to Intend to Manifest
Obedience*

You should know that in concealing good deeds

there is the benefit of sincerity and safety from hypo-

crisy, and in expressing it the benefit offollowing the well-

versed savants and inspiring the people with the explicit

good. But this contains the mischief of hypocrisy*

and for this reason, Allah, the Exalted, has eulogised

both the concealment of good actions and their display

and Grod says: "If ye publish your almsgiving, it is

well, but if ye hide it and give it to the poor, it will be
better for you."*

Now, display of actions * is of two kinds: (i) The
expression that concerns the action itself, and (2) the

expression that concerns the narration of the action. So
far as the first kind is concerned, i.e, to display the action

itself, you must know that some actions cannot be
concealed, such as HajJ (pilgrimage). Jihad (struggle

for the right), and 'Umrah (paying a visit td the holy

shrine of Ka'ba), and there are some actions which
can be concealed, such as fasting, some forms of prayer

and alms.

It is preferable" to make haste in the case of the

first and express a desire to perform it in order to en-

courage others as it is not possible to conceal it.

We, therefore, say, "if to give alms openly « does

harm to its recipient, but induces others to give alms.
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the best thing is to give it secretly, as it b prohibited

to do harm, whereas to inspire others with giving alms

is merely desirable. To give up the prohibition is better

'than to do the desirable. In case the display of the

action does not result in doing any harm, there arc two

opiruons concerning this. Some say that secrecy is

better than displaying the desirable, as in displaying

it there is the danger of hypocrisy which is prohibited.

To avoid the possible prohibition is better than to inspire

others with what is desirable. Others say, the mani-

fesuuon that necessarily asserts power is better than

secrecy.

They have argued that Allah, the Exalted, has

ordered the prophets to display their actions so as to be

followed by others. It is not permissible to think about

them that they considered the best action unlawful^

The other argument is the expression of the ProphctJ

(peace be upon him): whoever treads on a good path

deserves its reward and the reward of those who will

act according to it tiU the day of Resurrection.- This

is only possible in case the action is displayed.

The best thing is to say that if the likelihood of

hypocrby in the case of manifesting an action b greater,

it b better to avoid displaying it, if the likelihood of

people's following b greater than hypocrisy it is better

to display the action. If the two possibilities are equal

I feel that concealment b better than to mchne to

particularise the additional gain. When he, however

thinks strongly that die possibility of hb being followed

b preferable, it b the best thing to display it under the

following conditions:
_

, It b sufficient to achieve it. For, a being

followed b considered only in general, and it b not

necessary that he should be followed by all. Many a

person- b followed by hb family and not by his ncigh-
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hours, often a man b followed by hb ne^hbours and

not by the people of the market. Again, mostly a man
b followed by the commonalty and not by the chiefs and

the learned. But, often it so happens that all people

follow him.

2. To dbplay acts of devotion in order to be

followed by others b only genuine for one who b in a

position of power in relation to him who b in place of

the one who is followed. As for him who b not like thb,

it b not correct. Thb b for the reason that when one

who b not learned* displays some of hb devotions, he b

very often accused of hypocrby, and show, and they

condemn him instead of following him. He is therefore-

not allowed to display hb actions.

3. He should keep a watch*** over his heart

which often contains love for implicit hypocrisy which

induces him to display his actions on the pretext of indu-

cing people to follow him. Thb b the place where feet

slip. For, the weak people resemble the strong people

in expre^ing their action. But their hearts are not

strong enough to behave with sincerity. Their rewards

are, thcrfore, forfeited due to hypocrby.

Tbe Sign of Distinction

(Fol. 294b) When it is said that you conceal your

action," the purpose of seeking followers b achieved

by displaying your action for others. If, however, he

docs not find any discrepancy it is manifest that the

display was just for hb interest in seeking followers.

When thb object is achieved by some other method he

grows indifferent to expression. If he finds some

discrepancy, we know that what has induced hun to

dbplay hb action is hypocrisy.

The second kind b that one feeb attracted and

fascinated by one's own action after one completes it."

S94*
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It is to be considered like displaying the action itself.

But the danger in this is severer, as it is very light and

easy for the tongue to.speak out. At the time of relating

the story sometimes something is intended for a particular

reason known to the soul. Here the meanmg of hypo-

crisy is falsehood. But this expression of the first finds

its place in a different way. For the form of worship

has been accomplished as divorced from hypocrisy

which has turned up only after the perfection of the act

of worship. In the first case the motive of hypocrisy

turned up at the time of displaying the action. The

prohibition of obtaining these actions themselves,

however, characterises them as a form, of worship.
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t. The title and the contents are apparently derived from GhazxSli'*

al-Zbya*, III. p. 92.

a. Cf. al-IbyS*, HI. P- 92:

^1 ^*l dUJJ J — *U^I '^ ^ cf^3 jt^^\ d tr^l

3. al-Baqarah: 271.

4. Cf. ai-Itya', III. p. 9a:

5. Cf. ai-itya',- in. p. 309:

6. Ibid.:

. ^1^ .IJbVl O'^ Jvri!^U iJJ.^1 J j^U»

7. Ibid.:

This ^di^ has been narrated on the authority ofJarir ibn 'Abd

Allah al-Bqli by Imam Muslim.

«, Of. al-Iby*', in. p. 309:

tiUft J tj^^ vUdfl Aju:i jj \iji\ <Jli* tzXto^ l*^ J

aJ|j«» Cij> aUI t^Odi Jfj cjjJ * ^^^ u^ J **

^. Ibid.:
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12. Ibid.: . .„

(CHAPTER XIX)

Explanation of Permission to (>:>nceal Sins

You must know that it is necessary to conceal a

a sinful deed, as has been indicated by the expression

of Allah, the Exalted: "Lo! those who love that slander

should be spread ....";=' and by the expression of the

Prophet (peace be upon him) "whoever commits any-

thing of these filthy sins he should conceal it with the

cover of Allah".»

It is surely prohibited * to conceal sin> deliberately

in order to deceive tlie people and 'ead them into

believing that he is an ascetic, and devoted to Allah.

You should also know that it is not permissible for him

to be pleased with the concealment of shis for a number

of reasons:

Firstly, when Allah nas concealed"* for him his sinful

deeds in this world, Allah shall conceal them in the next

world as well.

Secondlyy the proofs which we have mentioned in-

dicate that Allah, the Exalted, likes to conceal the defects

and dislikes disgracing him who has a fault. He abo

desires that the creature should resemble the Exalted

Creator in this habit in consonance with the expression

of the Prophet (peace be upon him): "You adopt the

ways of Allah".*

Thirdly, when people arc informed of his defects,

they curse, condemn and disgrace him. This necessarily

causes confusion in his heart and prevents him from
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devoting himself to the worship of Allah, therefore he

should endeavour to conceal his defects so diat he may
not be withheld from obeying Allah.

Fourthfyt a man avoids informing others of his defect^

since it often happens that when one accuses him with a

defect his nature * urges him to investigate the condi-

tions of the accusing pereon, find out some of his defects-

and accuse him of them. Thb is because retaliation is-

inherent in the nature of man. He therefore tries to

conceal his own defects in order to avoid the harm.

Fifihfy, he conceals* A sinful deed so that no harm

is done to him or any other painful deed.

Sii^kly, he conceals the sinful action simply due

to bashfulness.** It b surely a kind of vicious boldness

not to give any care to the sin which is a bad manner

on the part of one who commits sin. Whoever does not

feci ashamed combines in himself both sin and vicious

boldness which is an object of condemnation. But here

there is a point, i.e. bashfulness is very much like hypo*

orisy. The difference between the two is that bashfulness

is a psychological case which dislikes that anybody else

should become aware of his defect. Hypocrisy is a case

which demands the dblike of this state. It is combined

with a desire to misguide others with the intention that

Others continue his respect for and devotion to him.

StomtUy, he fears ^^ that his sin will become

loanifest if others follow him.

Having realised this, we say: If a sinner tries to

conceal his sin for anyone of the reasons mentioned, he is

obedient to Allah, the Exalted, in concealing it, and sin-

cere in his devotion by attempting to conceal his sin.

But, when he intends " to conceal his sinful action in

order to let the people think that he is an ascetic or a

devotee, he will surdy be a hypocrite.

imAm rAzI's «ilm al-ak:

NOTES

I. The full title in the Hiya* is as follows (p. ^

tr^\ ^:A1»I aaIjTj 4_y*jj| oU::'

3it

h:.: il-Mustadrak.

a. Al-Nur: 19.

3. Cf. Il^ya*, III. p. 310:

The ^adith has been recorded by al-Hcilau

4. Ibid.:

uiiU. ^jj Ail (j-UI iSjJ dyi JLq A ! ,

.

' \J| J,

5. This is derived from the badlih record- i ',; mnm Muslim on
the authority of Abu Hurayrah:
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, ^ ^ j,f

6. Ismi'n b. Md. al-'AjalOni (d. Il6a A.H.i ; F ihf al Kliata* wa
Muzil al-AIbas 'amma ushtuhira min .?! .lafiUu 'alaalsisat
al-Nas, Maktabah al-Qudsi, al-Q5hirah, . .,: AH. p. 49:

7. Cf. ibya*. III. p. 311:
^

8- Cf. Ibid. p. 311:

fj-k i/^ ^1 »i-s*. Cr* ^ffi^^Jl? I'l; ^*tV'U J

i^ AUilj 6i jA J JUlj ^1 VI aJ tjj^ is -A„.j»JI

6WJI SjU. dUi CjU -u»I ft^l Cf^ *^J J - j-UJI ^^W
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g. Ibid. p. 319:

— j^JJI ^1 .l;J to* J

JO. Ibid.:

Jl^l J (JJl (*jt pIjj ^! ^y *JU .UJI ^^ ^U3I

II. Ibid.:

j8. Ibid. p. 313:

_ "JUUJI jlfJjU dUi Ova* Bl UT

(CHAPTER XX)

The Explanahon of Giving up Actions of

Obedience in Order to Avoid Hypocrisy.*

There arc people who give up a certain action so

that they may not fall in worldly (sins) . 1 his is wrong.

On the contrary, we say, "actions of obedience are oftwo

kinds: * (1) There are some acts of devotion which give

no pleasure in themselves. They are the corporeal acts

of worship like prayer (§alat), fasting (Sawm) and IJajj

(pilgrimage).

(Fol. 295a) Some actions are pleasing m themselves.

They are those acts of devotion which are connected with

the agent such as Khiiafat (to be the chief of the Belie-

vers), al-Wilayit, (to be the chief of a town or place).

al-QacJa, (to give judgement), al-Shahadah, (to bear

witness to). Imamat al-§alat, (to lead prayer in

congregation), the position of giving admonition and

lesson, and to spend money for the people in virtuous

causes:

As for the First Kind, we say that it contains the

danger of hypocrisy in three ways:

1. It may be that the motive of action is mere

hypocrisy without involving faith in any way as a motive.

Such actions should be abandoned,* as they arc sinful

deeds and no act of obedience.

2. To begin with a religious motive induces the

agent to do the action, but it also contains hypocrisy as

a motive. This should not be given up, since he has

995a
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obtained a religious motive which would complete the

action in a befitting manner. But it is necessary for him
to struggle with his soul in order to drive away hypocrisy

and attain sincerity.*

3. The action is performed in accordance with the

religious motive. Then, there appears the motive of
hypocrisy in the course of action. It will therefore

be necessary for him to struggle to drive away the

latter, but he shall not give up his action, as the

Satan urges him at first to give up the action. When
he does not respond to the Satan and begins the action,

the Satan leads him to hypocrisy; if he continues without

responding to him and drives him away, the Satan tells

him that his action is not pure and that he is a hypocrite

and that his endeavour is absurd, and hence there is no
good in an action devoid of sincerity. At last, he urges

him in this way to give up the action. If he abandons
the work, the Satan achieves his object.* It is also

a deceitful action of the Satan* to embellish for him the ^

prospect of abandoning his action and to convince him
that it is good for him to give up the action lest people

say that he is a hypocrite and they disobey Allah by this.

This is also absurd for a number of reasons:

Firstly^ this is to think ill of the believing people.

It is not his right to think of them in this way.

Secondly^ if this is so he will not suffer any harm

and will miss the reward of the action by giving it up

for fear of their remarks that he is a hypocrite. This is

sheer hypocrisy. Had he no love of their praise and fear

of their condemnation why should he care for their

ranarks that he is a hypocrite ?

Thirdlyf if he gives up the action in order to be

conlScidered as a sincere man who does not crave for name

and fame, the Satan puts intd his heart that he is one of
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the strongest ofascetics, as he has given up name and fame

and preferred aloofness. This is also dangerous.
,

In short, the heart is not entirely free from the

stings of the Satan, so that this is to be excused. Now,

if one's engaging in forms of worship is conditioned with

this sort of complete absence (of Satanic stings) it will be

difficult for anybody to be engaged in any kind ofworship.

This would necessitate absurdity (in action) which is the

highest aim of the Satan. On the contrary, it is correct

to continue your activity as long as you find a religious

motive in favour of the action. Hence, it should not be

given up. If, however, there arises in course of action

an idea that leads necessarily to hypocrisy you inust

struggle against your evil soul and find ways and means

to remove the idea as much as you can.

Those who hold that it is necessary to give up the

action when there arises fear of the calamity ofhypocrisy,

argue with what has been related that a certain man

entered upon al-Nakh*i when the latter was reciting the

Qjir'an. Al-NaHi'i closed the Mu§haf (the Qjir'an)

and stopped recitation saying, "This man should not see

me reciting the Qur'an all the time."

Ibrahim al-Taymi has said, "When you are

fascinated by speaking, you keep silent, and when you

admire silence, you speak.**

The reply* is as follows. As for al-NaIA*i, ob-

viously he understood with certainty that the man would

remain near him in this state and that he would soon

return to the recitation of the Qur'an presently without

the danger of hypocrisy.

As for al-Taymi, if he intended those objects of

speech which are permitted, he meant eloquence in

speech and stories which cause fascination to those who

are absorbed deeply in them while silence is permissible

and limited, because it means to turn from one object
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of permission to another object of permission just to

avoid fascination.

The Second Division contains what concerns the

creatures of God (the people?) in which there are great

calamities and dangers and the greatest of them is the

Khilafat, succession (of the Chief of the believers), which

is the best form of worship when it is accomplished with

justice i"* and moderation. The Prophet (peace be on

him) said," "An act ofjustice (Fol. 295b) is better than

sixty years* worship.'*

You must realize that though this IjtacUth is good

tidings in a way, it is warning" in another sense, since

its content surely indicates that "A single day's rule of

an oppressing autocrat is more evil than committing sin

for sixty yeai5." The matter is like this because of the

fact that the effects of ^ilafat (succession) and Imarat,

(Chieftainship) are not confined to the subject, rather

they reach others. Its case in "justice" and in "doing

evil deeds** remains inevitably the same and equal to the

states of all in a general way.

The Prophet (peace be on him), has said, "There is

no ruler over ten persons but shall come on the Day of

Resurrection while his hands would be tied with his neck.

His justice would set him free and his oppression would

bring him abhorrence.**

There is a problem here, viz. a man may control

himself and find that his soul is patient in the face of

truth and refrains from evil passions in a period other than

that ofWilayit, i.e., when he has no political power; but

he fears that his soul may change when he continues to

enjoy political power for a long period.** He may feel

the sweetness ofhis position and find it pleasant to enforce

orders, and thus he knay dislike the prospect of removal

from his position and adopt measures to conceal his
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dislike for removal from his position. In this case the

jurists have different views.

Some jurists hold he must run away from under--

taking Chieftainship. Some others hold that this is a
matter that concerns the future. But at the present

moment he finds himself strong in manifesting truth and

keeping away from the absurd.

Al-Ghazzali says, the right thing ** is that he must

avoid the assumption of political power. For, when a
man begins with chieftainship it becomes difficult for him

to bear the pain of removal from it. Often the affairs

of a state are not completed except with show, by adopt-

ing unfair means and undertaking the absurd. He is

therefore urged by the fear of being removed from it to

b^in with what is absurd and to conmiit evil deeds.

When you have understood the discourse on Khilafat

and Imarat you should understand that the case is similar

concerning Qada', giving judgement.

As for admonition,** giving legal decision, teach-

ing, and all that is included in the extension of position

and through which a man*s value is greatly enhanced,

their calamity is great, because the pleasure of position

and reception dominate natures. While m power and

position, it is feared that man may not stick to the old

path of expressing truth and nullifying the absurd. On
the contrary, he has evidently to fall in the habit of

compromising with evil. Whoever, then, finds in him-

self the urge of hypocrisy, love of position, and is afraid

of the two, it is necessary for him to give up the action.

If it is said, this would lead to suspension of things,"

abandonment of sciences and effacing the §hari*ah, we

shall say, just as people need a little of knowledge and

law (Shari'ah) they need those who stand for the affair

of Khilafat and Imarat.
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Wc say, it is a view which necessitates that man

should refrain from these matters and abandon them

here. The reason, on the contrary, is this Ihat the

natural urge for undertaking ghilafat and Imarat, and

for manifesting knowledge and law (§haii'ah), continues

constantly which is enough for achieving them. The

prohibition which we already mentioned would, there-

fore, not necessitate the said prohibited object.

There is another problem here, viz. when a -man

makes effort in collecting lawful wealth^* in order to

distribute it among the deserving people, is it better for

hifII to do it, or to give it up ?

Some of them have said, "It is better for him to

give it up, because the pleasure of drawing praise and

eulogy dominates the soul which contains dangers which

stand in the way of sincerity.

Others say, "it is better to do so, because it is a

virtuous deed which contains an obstacle that extends

to him. The action is thcrrfore an excellent one. The

full discourse on the problem has been mentioned in the

Chapter on "The Problem of Ornamentation.**

The third problem b on the characteristics (signs)**

which make it known that the preacher is sincere in his

preaching and that be docs not intend to make a vain

display to the people. They arc more than one:

I.-—If there appears one who is better, than him in

preaching excels him in learning, and that people are

more devoted to him, he should feel happy and should

not envy the preacher. Of course, there b no harm in

cherishing the ambition, Aat is, desiring for himself to

have knowledge like his.

a. ^When big people attend his meeting, his speech

does not suffer any change, he continues, on the contrary,

in his usual style. Now, if change occurs to his speech

due to the presence of some big persons it indicates that
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he cares for hearts and embellishes his speech for some
selfish motives, which would prevent him from being

sincere.

3.—If it so happens that he commits mistake in

something and some one of those present turns him to

the right thing, it is necessary for him to accept it and
be happy and pleased with him, and he must not think

ill of such people in any case.

THE BOOK IS FINISHED

And, all praise belongs to Allah alone as it befits

and deserves Him. Allah's Blessings be upon Muhammad
and his family (Peace be upon them!).

Allah suffices us, and Excellent is He as Helper !

:o :-
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NOTES

1. The full title in the Htyi* (III p- 3*3) "a^s as follows:

a. Cf. al-Ihya, III. p. 313:

U (1 ) J! ^-JW oUUOl ol lali dDi J Aj LjI^^

1_ Siiil ^.. aJ U J jl'-Jb *aUJ Ju» iiV! (Ji-i If «iUi

3. Ibid.:

^^i^ \e \lf3 ^JJI *i*fiU **^ j^ J trW! 'JbJ^ 'lOi^l

- aJ -JUlL V "4e^^ Ai'V SJi d\

4. Cf. Ibya*, III. p. 313:

liiil, juj Ai'V J*J1 dj^i 61 (>^:i :)^« Wj\ j S^UJI Jfi*

Ibid

jl ^..^ J3 J*«JI dJjs'if J ^-01 J ^U 6t ^>
6'V J*J» ^ J>. IV aJI A-ii ^jijoT^"^^'^

lib dJU J^ Ju ,Za>iyji^ ^ tiU 'UjJI Jt S^Xi

Zsi\i c5U «jU •it*' J ''i/*
«^l J * u^^ t^ tM*

< j**ji d)jj jfe dujb a**ft (_^ 4^ o»:)Ui V J** (i di
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6. i.e. 6Ua*iJI J^^- (>*. The author has explained a few deceitful

designs of the devil. Cf. Ihya', III. p. 314.

Wyi o\ cr^fj* lijkj-wJi dJju 61 Jj-sJl Ioa ^ j
Vjl AiV 6U»-.^1 -Xj'lSC* ^ lO^ * Jb *[»! djtOJ^ *^^^ AJl

* liJUi j»^ (jUj 61 *^ 6* *J^ *^ .^ ' Oi* t. ..« U
j jii\ *[J

S^ J SiLJIv'y ' *^jH J (»t-J>* *r«*H ^ 6ir 61 x"*

Aj*Vjii 'Ij^I Oft* ^ »'i/^
^i' t^J'O^l'p' J**JI

Ij^ All l_jJU j»|Jj2JjAlUi jt^^i ^.« Aiji' J j»^JU*tJ

< ijolk aJI I_>JUjI

7. Ibid. :

trliJl J>y uVl -0 Jyj Ji jUl^ "^ 6lk^l j * J**Jt

ii^k^ o^^^t (^f^;^ V j^aiiS *Jl JUJ J*^| c-r^j db*l

l»|-i^ db^* J iijLA^ ,^UJI *!/*.• •J^ dJi J ^^f

V Jf Ai.« ^^^aUa JuG iiAli J* (»t:J^ ^I (•<-k-k*j j

8. Cf. Ihya', III. p. 314:

JL^ J^l 4jt« JLj 61 J^^ ^ i>*JI ti f>A 6*'

* 0jf.XJ\ *3\k J-^l ii^7 ^Ijil ^ J«J JISJ cil 6l» * v'>J'

*2j:L,JS'fyu L'[ IJL* iSji V JU J * o»lj2JI djj J .J^b^oJI

lil J cX-U ^:ASat iiL*pHi!^^lp*ljil jUj

9. Ibid.:

6^0 6t 6^^ «ity»JI ^j*5«JI |e*U' J:^' ^^y

JUj a»U!U«I j aJ^A Jlift S*lj2JI djJ Jl ^1=*-- Ail* *4«J
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oT jj*i oCU ^^^\ dUtf lil ^•gxJI Jy Lf J

10. Cf. Ibya', III. p. 315:

1 1

.

This hadilh is not fully quoted. The full text as recorded by

at-Tabarani and al-Bayhaq! on the authority of Ibn 'AbbSa is

as follows:

12. Ibid. :

*.*Ja lU J LfrU. Jl^l o^ ''^^ "'^Vpl ^J^ '-^^

«>* '.r* j^V oUiL. ,;,-•
|i.jj o^ J d|^^ tiUi JUA J b^l»lj

Imam A^mad has narrated from 'Ubadah ibn al-$Smit, also

Ahmad, al-Bazzar, Abu Ya'la and al-Tabarani from Abu
Hurayrah.

Cf. al-Ihya% p. 346 :

^e. Xiif i jaJI Jc Ijil^ UT^i A«il s-tj*. ^y* J , , .

'3

M
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15. Ibid.:

JLtJU ^IJll ^;JI 0'*^/ jt^Vt jQiiot ^iStvJlj

16. Ibid.:

jjl2j| Aj J^i J «brJt A^^^j .M^ U Jf' J aJIjJI JLiUVl

ol ,y^sj d^j t A*ci'l'J^ *J^ J* «iJlli fc_Jlc. bli f SAJ

*iJ^ ^Jjjt J SiUuJI ^Jjjis «J;* All ti~». ^ *J A«v» 0>^

-jJyJI J oUJI i^lL "ill aJ i^li V ^ . . . .
ui-JJ' Jst-

17. Ibid.:

I^^UJt oJJwJ jJLiJI JaI Jft dJUOi^ L^ cJj jU

Uf X»:A*JI J 'UfliJ' J (iA»«JI '<^»^ Jt»»«J' (* J c—jJL'l J

18. Cf. Ihya', III. p. 319:

Vji:ji Ui.! J Juji «*». (^* J : **4l) "'*t^j W^ ->
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-Jil>J!j

^:J. J^l AXi^ J5^»«3I ^ Jv»UJI JUJI uu

J-iU* aj'I ^^ji\j (Jui (J;*; i-,:)^ ^^Li ci* ol»

— aJL* Ji« a-*jLJ ^^^^ (1)1 J* J ik^iJlj

t ia^lj 0^*i J^" «J' ^J» *s^ Oir US' 4/j Jj
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